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Kurzfassung 

Die Wechselwirkung zwischen der Strömung von flüssigen Schmelze und der Mushy 

Zone während der Erstarrung ist immer noch ein Thema, das noch nicht vollständig 

verstanden ist, obwohl es eine wichtige Rolle bei der Bildung von Mikrostrukturen und 

vielen anderen damit verbundenen Gussfehlern wie Makroseigerung, 

Schrumpfungsporosität, Heißriss usw. spielt. Diese Wechselwirkung kann äußerst 

kompliziert sein. Die Strömung kann die Dendritenmorphologie (Armabstände) durch 

Beeinflussung des Vergröberungsgesetzes modifizieren, die Wachstumskinetik der 

Dendritenspitzen verändern, die Dicke der Mushy Zone variieren, sowie Makroseigerung, 

Fragmentation (Verzweigungen, Ablösung und Fragmentierung) verursachen, Phasen 

transportieren und führt zum Umschmelzen und Kornzerstörung. Die Einflüsse der Mushy 

Zone auf den Strömung wiederum umfassen: (1) die Veränderung des Strömungsmusters 

(laminares oder turbulentes Verhalten) und (2) die Verringerung oder Verstärkung der 

Turbulenz.  

In dieser Arbeit wird das volumengemittelte Mehrphasen-Erstarrungsmodell, wie es 

von Wu und Ludwig entwickelt wurde, verwendet und erweitert, um die Strömungs-

Erstarrungs-Wechselwirkung zu untersuchen. Folgende wesentliche Erweiterungen werden 

vorgenommen. 1) Ein neuartiges volumengemittelte Drei-Phasen-Erstarrungsmodell wird 

eingeführt, um die Bildung der intermetallischen Phase (β-Al5FeSi) während der 

unidirektionalen Erstarrung einer AlSi7Fe1-Legierung unter rotierende Magnetfeld (RMF) 

zu simulieren. Der Blockierungeffekt des β-Al5FeSi wird durch eine modifizierte 

anisotrope Permeabilitätsgleichung berücksichtigt. Die Dendritenvergröberung wird 

berücksichtigt und ihre Auswirkung auf die endgültige Makroseigerung und das 

Mikrogefüge wurde untersucht. 2) Ein neues Modell zur Behandlung des Schmelzens und 

der Kornzerstörung während der Erstarrung globularer äquiaxialen Kristalle wird 

vorgeschlagen. Sowohl die Keimbildung als auch die Zerstörung von äquiaxialen Kristalle 

werden berücksichtigt. Dabei dienen nichtschmelzende Partikel als heterogene 

Keimbildungsstellen für die endogenen Kristalle. Ein umgeschmolzener und aufgelöster 

endogener Kristalle setzt seinen Keimbildungspartikel frei und wird zu einem Impfmittel 

und somit zu einer zukünftigen potentiellen Keimbildungsstelle für weitere 

Erstarrungsvorgänge.  
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Um die Strömungs-Erstarrungs-Interaktion zu untersuchen, werden sowohl das 

ursprünglich entwickelte als auch das neu erweiterte Modell auf die unidirektionalen 

Erstarrungssimulationen von AlSi7- und AlSi7Fe1-Legierungen unter Naturkonvektions- 

und/oder Zwangskonvektionsbedingungen angewendet. Es ist nicht möglich, alle Aspekte 

der oben genannten Wechselwirkungen in einer Arbeit zu behandeln. Sie befasst sich 

lediglich um mehrere Unterthemen: (1) die Rolle der Permeabilität in der erstarrenden 

Mushy Zone; (2) der geometrische Effekt auf die Makroseigerung und die Gefügebildung; 

(3) der Effekt der intermetallischen Phasenausscheidung und der Dendritenvergröberung 

auf die Makroseigerung; (4) Umschmelz- und Kornzerstörungsphänomene während der 

Erstarrung. Alle diese Simulationen werden durch Experimente qualitativ oder quantitativ 

verifiziert.  

Die modellgestützte Visualisierung der Strömung-Erstarrungs-Interaktionsphänomene 

ist für Metallurgen von größter Bedeutung, um ein tiefes Verständnis der 

Erstarrungsgrundlagen zu erlangen und dadurch die Gussfehler zu kontrollieren und die 

Produktqualität zu verbessern. Darüber hinaus können die erweiterten numerischen Modelle 

in verschiedenen Gießtechniken, wie Strangguss, Kokillenguss, unidirektionale Erstarrung, 

Schweißen und additive Fertigung, eingesetzt werden. 
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Abstract 

The interaction between the melt flow and the developing mushy zone during 

solidification is still an issue that is not yet completely understood, although it plays an 

important role in the formation of microstructures and many other associated casting defects 

like macrosegregation, shrinkage porosity, hot tearing, etc. This interaction can be 

extremely complicated. The flow can modify the dendrite morphology and arm spacings by 

affecting the coarsening law, alter the growth kinetics of the dendrite tips, change the 

thickness of the mushy zone, induce the macrosegregation, cause fragmentation (branches, 

detachment and fragmentation), transport phases, and lead to remelting and grain-

destruction. In turn, the influences of the mushy zone on the melt flow include: (1) modify 

the flow pattern (laminar or turbulence behaviour), (2) reduce or enhance the turbulence.  

In this thesis, the volume-average multiphase solidification model, as developed by Wu 

and Ludwig, is used and extended to study the flow-solidification interaction. Following 

major extensions are made. 1) A novel three-phase volume-average-based solidification 

model is introduced to simulate the formation of the intermetallic phase (β−Al5FeSi) during 

the unidirectional solidification of an AlSi7Fe1 alloy under rotating magnetic field (RMF). 

The blocking effect of the β−Al5FeSi is considered through a modified anisotropic 

permeability formulation. Dendrite coarsening is coupled and its effect on the final 

macrosegregation and microstructure was studied. 2) A new model to treat the melting and 

grain destruction during globular equiaxed grains solidification is proposed. Both nucleation 

and destruction of equiaxed grains are considered. The inoculants serve as heterogeneous 

nucleation sites for the equiaxed grains. One re-melted/disappeared equiaxed grain will turn 

into one inoculant, which is reserved for a future potential nucleation site.  

In order to investigate the flow-solidification interactions, both the originally 

developed and newly-extended models are implemented on the unidirectional solidification 

simulations of AlSi7 and AlSi7Fe1 alloys under nature convection and/or forced convection 

conditions. It is not possible to cover all aspects of the aforementioned interactions in one 

thesis. Only several sub-topics are involved: (1) the role of mush permeability in the 

solidifying mushy zone; (2) geometrical effect on macrosegregation and microstructure 

formation; (3) effect of intermetallic phase precipitation and dendrite coarsening on 
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macrosegregation; (4) remelting and grain destruction phenomena during solidification. All 

these simulations are verified by experiments qualitatively or quantitatively. 

Model-aided visualization of the flow-solidification interaction phenomena is of 

ultimate importance for metallurgists to get deep understanding of solidification 

fundamentals, and thus to control the casting defects and improve the product quality. 

Furthermore, the extended numerical models can be implemented in different casting 

techniques, such as continuous casting, mould casting, unidirectional solidification, welding, 

and additive manufacture. 
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Thesis structure 

This thesis consists of two parts. Part I includes the motivation and targets of this work, 

a literature review, an executive summary of the Ph.D work, and the main conclusions. Part 

II presents the main results of the thesis in the form of paper collection. Five published 

journal papers are included. 
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Nomenclature  

B Magnetic induction T 

 0c  Initial concentration of the alloy - 

c , ec , cc , ,Sic , ,Fec  Species concentration - 

mixc  Mixture concentration - 

c , sc  Concentration gradient - 

indexc , index
mix,Fec , index

mix,Sic  Macrosegregation index - 

ed  Volume-averaged grain diameter m 

D , sD  Diffusion coefficient m2 s-1 

e  Unit vector - 

f , ef , cf , sf ,
βf  Phase fraction - 

c
sf  Phase fraction of solid skeleton of columnar  - 

c
df  Phase fraction of interdendritic melt of columnar  - 

θF   Azimuthal component of the electromagnetic force N 

g  Gravitational acceleration m s-2 

G Temperature gradient  K m-1 

k Solute partition coefficient - 

k , sk , mk  Thermal conductivity  W m-1 K-1 

K , PK , NK  Permeability and its components m2 

P,intK , N,intK  Permeability components with intermetallics m2 

m Liquidus slope  - 

eM  Mass transfer rate between liquid and equiaxed   kg·m-3·s-1 

βM  Mass transfer rate between liquid and intermetallics kg·m-3·s-1 

ceM  Mass transfer rate between columnar and equiaxed kg·m-3·s-1 

nin,0, nin Number density of inoculant  m-3 
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Subscripts  , e, c, β, s, and mix indicate liquid, equiaxed, columnar, intermetallic (β-

Al5FeSi), solid and mixture phases. Subscript 0 denotes the initial value of variables. 

Subscript P and N indicate the flow parallel and normal to the primary dendrite 

direction, respectively. 

neq,0, neq Number density of equiaxed grains  m-3 

n  Grain number density changing rate m-3 s-1 

p  Pressure gradient Pa m-1 

r Radial position m 

R Sample radius  m 

Sv Interfacial area density m-1 

t Time s 

ft  Local solidification time s 

T0 Initial temperature  K 

eutT  Eutectic temperature  K 

T  Temperature gradient  K m-1 

u , eu , cu , su  Velocity for different phase m s-1 

,maxu  Maximum liquid velocity m s-1 

Tv  Moving speed of isotherm m s-1 

V Rate of interface movement m s-1 

  Solidification shrinkage - 

P N,   Constants  - 

s,   Density  kg·m-3 

  Volume-averaged density kg·m-3 

  Electrical conductivity  1 1m− −  

  Mushy zone thickness  m 

1 , 2  Primary and secondary dendrite arm spacings  m  

  Viscosity  kg·m-1·s-1 

  Angular velocity Rad/s 
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Auxiliary equations: 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The solidification, i.e. the state transformation from liquid to solid, is a phenomenon 

central to a wide range of manufacturing and processes. The presence of the phase 

transformation can drive convection in the melt through the liberation of latent heat, the 

rejection of solute, and the change of material properties [1]. In turn, the solidification can 

be strongly altered by the induced convection through the modification of the thermal and 

solutal environment of the solid-liquid interface, which governs the solidification 

characteristics at the interface.  

Understanding to this flow-solidification interaction belongs to a comprehensive 

research field. Flow can change the dendrite morphology, influence the mush morphology 

thickness, alter the growth kinetics of dendrite tips, induce macrosegregation, cause 

fragmentation and detachments, transport the phases (as-formed solid crystals and solute-

enriched melt), lead to remelting/grain destruction of as-formed structure, and affect the 

precipitation and distribution of the intermetallics. In turn, the mushy zone will modify the 

flow by dampening the flow and even change the flow pattern. Such coupled processes are 

significant on a large range of scales. Numerous attempts and investigations have already 

been done, and a lot of studies remain ongoing. However, the understanding of the 

interaction between the fluid flow and the developed mushy zone is still an open issue. One 

main challenge on this topic is that all above-mentioned phenomena are coupled and 

interacted with each other during the solidification.  

Generally, solidification in metallic systems is investigated through post-mortem 

analysis, and thus the flow-solidification interaction can only be analyzed and deduced 

based on the as-solidified structure and composition distribution. Recently, the synchrotron 

tomography approach provided a way for visualizing the in-situ observations of the three-

dimensional interior structure of real objects non-destructively and with a high spatial 

resolution. However, the sample size for the synchrotron X-ray tomography solidification 

experiment is only limited to the thickness of ~ 100 µm, and therefore only very local 

phenomena can be seen. Moreover, these experimental investigations are time-consuming 

and expensive.  
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Mathematical models, which are of great advantage for their high flexibility, accuracy, 

and low cost, have been successfully used to simulate the solidification of the various 

casting processes. Different numerical models (molecular dynamics (MD) model [2], phase-

field model [3], Lattice Boltzmann method [4], dendritic needle network (DNN) model [5], 

CAFE model [6], volume-average model [7,8], etc.) have been tried to try to involve these 

phenomena and make the simulation results closer and closer to the reality. The most 

promising model should be the volume-average model, which could almost cover all above-

mentioned phenomena. Although great progress has been made in past decades, a lot of 

important solidification phenomena, like the precipitation of the intermetallic phase and its 

blocking effect on the fluid flow, dendrite coarsening, remelting and grain-destruction, 

fragmentation, can not be quantified yet. Furthermore, how they are interacting with each 

other is not clear. Modification and extension of the previously published models are 

needed for further understanding of the flow-solidification interaction. 

1.2 Objectives 

In this thesis, the unidirectional solidification of a cylindrical Al-based sample under 

nature convection and/or forced convection conditions was simulated. The forced 

convection is applied with a rotating magnetic field (RMF).  

1. The first objective of this thesis is to extend the previous developed multiphase 

volume-average solidification model: (1) to consider dynamic precipitation of 

intermetallic phase and its blocking effect on fluid flow; (2) to include dendrite 

coarsening phenomenon and study its effect on the macrosegregation and 

microstructure; (3) to calculate remelting and grain destruction during globular 

equiaxed solidification.  

2. The second target of this thesis is to verify the current multiphase model by comparison 

of its results with as-published experimental results.  

3. The ultimate goal is to use the as-developed and newly extended models to perform 

simulations under controlled convective conditions, so as to get a deep understanding 

of the aforementioned flow-solidification interactions. 
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2. Literature review 

2.1 Flow driven by different mechanisms during solidification 

During solidification, convection arises because of body forces acting on the fluid. 

These body forces can be originated naturally or induced by external forces. According to 

different mechanisms of the driving force, the fluid flow can be termed as different types of 

convection.  

(1) Buoyancy-induced convection (the so-called nature convection) owing to thermal 

and/or solutal gradients in the liquid. The thermal and solutal buoyancy forces can either aid 

or oppose each other, depending on the direction of the thermal gradient and whether the 

rejected solutes cause an increase or a decrease in the density of the liquid [9,10]. Because 

the essential driving force for buoyancy is gravity acceleration, buoyancy-induced 

convection is almost unavoidable under terrestrial conditions. Under some special 

conditions, for example, the solidification in space and the solidification in the free fall 

cartridge [11,12], where the gravity acceleration is extremely weak, the buoyancy-induced 

convection can be negligible.  

(2) Solidification-shrinkage-induced feeding flow. Thermal contractions between the 

liquid and solid due to cooling, and solidification shrinkage lead to the feeding flow, which 

is toward to the solid-liquid interface [13–15]. Normally the shrinkage-induced feeding 

flow is several orders of magnitude smaller than the thermo-solutal convection. For some 

castings with cross-section change, the feeding flow will be magnified to be comparable to 

the thermo-solutal convection at the contracted regions. In this case, it significantly affects 

the onset of freckles [16,17]. Investigations also show that shrinkage-induced feeding flow 

causes the ‘inverse segregation’ [18] and is related to the formation of shrinkage porosity 

[19]. 

(3) Forced flow. The forced flow is induced by external forces on the melt. The most 

widely used external force is the electromagnetic field, which can be mainly sorted as 

rotating magnetic field (RMF) and traveling magnetic field (TMF) [20]. RMF is produced 

by the three-phase current of the stator in the actual three-phase induction motor. It can be 

replaced by permanent magnets in a permanent magnet synchronous motor [21]. The RMF 
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has been widely employed to stir the liquid melt in the continuous casting process [22], the 

unidirectional solidification process [23], and also the laboratory investigations [11]. A 

traveling magnetic field (TMF) is created by means of applying out-of-phase currents to a 

number of coils. When TMF is applied to a conducting melt inside a cylindrical container, it 

induces a Lorentz force that acts in the meridional directions (radial and axial). This is 

different from the rotating magnetic field (RMF), which creates a force in the azimuthal 

direction [24,25]. One can adjust the magnitude of the force by adjusting the strength of the 

magnetic field not only to counteract the effects of the buoyancy, but also to create 

conditions similar to varying levels of gravity [24]. Except for the electromagnetic field, 

external forces can also be induced by blowing bubbles [26], rotating impeller (mechanical 

stirring) [27], falling material jet [28], rotating casting mold [29,30], and the application of 

the ultrasonic technique [31–33]. 

(4) Liquid flow driven by grain motion. The floating and sinking of equiaxed grains 

and fragments will drag the liquid to flow with them [34].  

(5) Marangoni motion (thermo-capillary force-induced convection). The Marangoni 

effect is the convection of fluid along an interface between dissimilar substances (liquid–

liquid immiscible alloys) because of variations in surface tension [35]. Surface tension can 

vary because of composition and temperature. Due to the temperature gradient during 

solidification, the thermo-capillary force-induced convection leads to the droplet moving 

from cold towards hot regions [36].  

(6) Deformation of the solid network. Because of thermal stresses, shrinkage stresses, 

metallostatic pressure, and other external mechanical forces (e.g. soft reduction [37]), the 

as-solid structure will be deformed.  Deformation of the as-solid phase squeezes the liquid 

to flow. This mechanism is significant during the continuous casting process. Due to the 

high metallostatic pressure of the liquid melt inside the strand, the thin shell bulges between 

adjacent guiding rolls. The bulging-induced flow makes an important effect on final 

segregation profiles [37,38].   

During the engineering casting process, the flow in a solidification system may be 

governed by one or several of the above-mentioned flow mechanisms. Different flow 

mechanisms interact with each other, which makes the flow extremely complex. A 

comprehensive understanding of different flow mechanisms is the basis for studying flow-

solidification interactions.   
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2.2 Effect of flow on solidifying mushy zone 

The morphological stability of the solid-liquid interface during solidification has been 

extensively studied [39,40]. Most works have considered the melt to be quiescent so that 

heat and mass transportation within it occur by diffusive processes only. However, it is well 

recognized that flow plays a significant role in solidification. Typically, the interface 

between the fully molten and fully solid state is an extended region in space and just an 

open, sponge-like network of primary, secondary and tertiary dendrite arms, simply called 

“mush or mushy zone”. The flow interacts with the mush just like a storm does with a forest, 

but the former is more complicated. The flow accelerates both the heat and mass transfer 

near the solidification tip front [41–44], and thereby influence the mushy zone significantly.  

As schematically shown in Figure 2.1, the influences of the flow on the mushy zone 

include: (1) induce macrosegregation [45]; (2) change the mushy zone thickness [46,47]; (3) 

affect the grain morphology ( 1 2,  )[48,49]; (4) update the microstructure (CET, ECT); (5) 

modify the growth kinetics of the dendrite tip [50,51]; (6) influence the sedimentation and 

fragmentation (detachment of sidearms and branches) [52,53]; (7) transport fragments and 

equiaxed grains into/out of mushy zone [42,54]; (8) accelerate or decelerate the melting of 

grains and dendrites [55,56]. In turn, the solidifying mushy zone could damp the flow and 

change the flow pattern. Investigation of the effect of flow on solidifying mushy zone 

belongs to a comprehensive and complex research field, which includes many ongoing sub-

topics. In this part, a literature review is made only on some sub-topics related to this thesis.  

 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of flow-solidification interactions. 
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2.2.1 Macrosegregation  

During the solidification of alloys, due to the solute partitioning at the solid-liquid 

interface, the solid usually has a different concentration compared to the parent melt where 

it crystallizes, and the rejected solute accumulates in the liquid. A solute concentration 

gradient develops both in the solid and the liquid. The resulting inhomogeneity of the solute 

is termed as microsegregation, which occurs on the scale of the growing crystal. Different 

theoretical models have been proposed to handle the microsegregation: (1) the lever rule 

assuming the infinite diffusion both in liquid and solid; (2) the Gulliver-Scheil rule, a more 

practical model, assuming no diffusion in solid but infinite diffusion in liquid [40]; (3) the 

real diffusion model considering the real diffusion in solid and liquid [57,58]. Because of 

the melt convection, species are transported, which leads to the solute variation on the scale 

of the whole casting. This macroscopic inhomogeneity of solute elements is termed as 

macrosegregation. The difference between microsegregation and macrosegregation is that 

macrosegregation cannot be removed by heat treatment as diffusion in solids is slow even 

for elevated temperatures and long holding time for homogenization [13,45,59].  

 

 

Figure 2.2 Various types of macrosegregation induced by (a) solidificaiton 

shrinkage, (b) melt convection, (c) grain movement, and (d) defomation of the solid 

network [39].  

In the past decades, numerus investigations on macrosegregation have been reviewed 

[45,59,60]. Generally, macrosegregation is caused by the relative movement of the liquid 
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and the solid due to their different solute concentrations. As shown in Figure 2.2, four 

mechanisms were summarized for the origin of macrosegregation. In this thesis, only the 

alloy with a solute partition coefficient lower than 1 (k<1) was considered and analyzed.   

(a) Macrosegregation associated with solidification shrinkage, Figure 2.2 (a). The 

shrinkage-induced feeding flow, which compensates the volume shrinkage of the casting, is 

opposite to the solidification direction, leading to what is known as ‘inverse 

macrosegregation’ [61]. The pioneering work on shrinkage-induced feeding flow was done 

by Flemings et al. [14,62]. It was assumed that the solid phase is fixed ( s 0u = ), and the 

densities of the liquid and the solid are constant but not equal ( s  ). Microsegregation 

was presumed to occur according to Gulliver-Scheil model ( s 0,D D= = ). Based on these 

assumptions, the classical local solute redistribution equation (LSRE) was proposed, which 

is shown as Eq. (2.1). With this equation, a typical concentration profile along the 1D 

benchmark revealed a positive segregation region (i.e. inverse segregation) in the vicinity of 

the chilling wall, a ‘steady state’ region in the mid-section of the sample, and a negative 

segregation region in the solidifying mushy zone. The final transient of the sample exhibits 

a negative macrosegregation. In the engineering ingots with cross-section change, the 

solidification shrinkage-induced feeding flow will be magnified in the contraction region, 

which significantly affects the onset of the freckles [17,63].  

T

(1 ) (1 ) 0
(1 )

f u f
t k v c

 −
=  −  =

 −
    (2.1) 

(b) Macrosegregation associated with melt convection, Figure 2.2 (b). The solid phase 

is also fixed ( s 0u = ), and global species transfer by diffusion is ignored ( s 0D D= = ). If the 

solidification shrinkage-induced feeding flow is ignorable, i.e. s = . Eq. (2.2) can be 

easily derived [60,64]. If the liquid flow is parallel to the concentration isopleths, i.e. 

0u c = , no macrosegregation occurs. If u  and c  point in the similar direction 

( 0u c  ), the flow depletes the local mixc . Specifically, the melt with a lower c  entering 

a region to replace the melt of a higher c  leads to depletion of mixc . If u  is opposite to c  

( 0u c  ), the melt with a higher c  entering a region to replace the melt of a lower c  

leads to an increase in mixc .  

In some special cases, e.g. the sample with cross-section change, the solidification 

shrinkage-induced feeding flow is comparable to the natural convection, and thereby it has 
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to be considered. For this case ( s  ), a new equation, Eq. (2.3), was derived to analyze 

the formation of the macrosegregation. Corresponding to the two right-hand side (RHS) 

terms in Eq. (2.3) [65], the local variation rate of mixc is the outcome of two contributions. 

The first RHS term is related to the solidification shrinkage, and the second term is due to 

the melt flow, which can be caused by the solidification shrinkage, thermo-solutal 

convection, or forced convection. 

mixc f u c
t


= − 


      (2.2) 

( ) smix mix
s

fc c c f u c
t t


 

 

  −
= −  −  

  
  (2.3) 

(c) Macrosegregation associated with the motion of solid phase, Figure 2.2 (c). For the 

alloy with 1k  , the solid phase has a lower solute concentration than the liquid phase. The 

movement of the solid phase, i.e. the sedimentation or floatation of equiaxed grains, gives 

rise to the macrosegregation. For instance, the sedimentation of the equiaxed grains is 

believed to be responsible for the cone negative macrosegregation of the ingot [66,67]. To 

analyze the formation of the macrosegregation induced by solid motion, Eq. (2.4) was 

proposed [60]. It was assumed that there was no solidification shrinkage, s 0D D= = . The 

volume-averaged concentration gradients in the melt and solid phase are ignored, c  =0 

and sc =0. According to Eq. (2.4), if more solid phase leaving than entering the volume 

element, ( )s sf u  gets positive, and thus the increase of the mixture concentration mixc .  

( )mix
s s s( )c c c f u

t


= −  


     (2.4) 

However, for most of the engineering castings, the solute concentration gradient in the 

melt and the solid can not be ignored i.e. 0c   and s 0c  . A more general equation, Eq. 

(2.5), was derived [68]. Similar to the derivation of Eq. (2.4), solidification shrinkage and 

global species transport by diffusion was ignored. The variation of the local mixture 

concentration, mixc , is caused by three RHS terms of Eq. (2.5). The first RHS term 

‘ ( )s s s( )c c f u−  ’ represents the effect of equiaxed crystal motion, which is totally the same 

with Eq. (2.4). The second RHS term, which is the same with Eq. (2.2), indicate the effect 

of the melt convection. The third RHS term, s s sf u c−  , can be understood in terms of the 

effect of ‘ f u c−  ’. If a solid moves in the direction of sc , mixc  decreases. On the 
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contrary, if the solid moves opposite to sc , mixc  increases. Usually, the solid motion 

parallel to sc  is negligible, so the last term can be ignored in most cases.  

( )mix
s s s s s s( )c c c f u f u c f u c

t


= −   −  − 


  (2.5) 

(d) Macrosegregation associated with solid deformation, Figure. 2.2 (d). Considering a 

fairly denser mushy zone, the solid phase has been well developed. su  can be contributed 

by viscoplastic deformation and thermal contraction [39,69]. As a result of the deformation 

of the solid network/skeleton, the liquid is sucked or expelled, which cause 

macrosegregation. An example is the technique of mechanical soft reduction (MSR) during 

the continuous casting process [37,70]. As shown in Figure 2.3, if the shell bulges, the 

solute-enriched liquid is sucked into the MSR segment, leading to the increase of mixc . If the 

shell was reduced, the solute-enriched is squeezed out of the MSR segment, which 

decreases mixc .  

 
Figure 2.3 Schematic of solid motion with a series of bulging rolls [70,71]. 

During the practical applications, according to the different casting technologies, 

different cooling conditions, different flow patterns, and even different cooling stages, the 

formation of macrosegregation can be dominated by one or several of the above-mentioned 

mechanisms. Different mechanisms would lead to different segregation patterns. As 

schematically shown in Figure 2.4, various macrosegregation pattern can be observed on 

the as-solidified steel ingot. (1) Positive segregation in the centerline, particularly at the top 
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of the ingot (hot-top segregation), arises from buoyancy-driven and shrinkage-driven 

interdendritic flow during the final stages of solidification [72]. (2) ‘A’ segregates in the 

middle radius region of the ingot, (also called freckles [17]), appear as long and narrow 

trails of equiaxed grains. The solute-enriched liquid from the solidifying mushy prefers to 

take the path of the still open channels, where the flow resistance is low, into the bulk liquid. 

Accumulation of solute-enriched liquid in these channels lowers the liquidus, thereby 

slowing down local solidification. This kind of flow-solidification interaction promotes the 

development of the ‘A’ segregates [66]. The shape of these segregation channels are 

sensitive to the flow patterns and flow intensity [47]. (3) The ‘V’ segregates along the 

centerline of the ingot are believed to arise from equiaxed grains settling in the core and 

forming a loosely connected network that can easily rupture owing to metallostatic head 

and liquid being drawn down to feed solidification shrinkage and hot tears. Fissures then 

open up along shear planes oriented in a V-pattern, and are filled with enriched liquid 

[47,73].  (4) The cone-shape negative segregation results from the sedimentation of 

equiaxed grains. The replacement of solute-enriched melt by the solute-depleted equiaxed 

grains leads to negative segregation.  

 

 

Figure 2.4 Schematic of the macrosegregation pattern in steel ingot [67]. 
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In some directional solidification experiments [17,63,74–76], the center of the sample 

solidifies earlier than the surface of the sample, and a segregation channel is found near the 

surface. In this case, except for the effect of the melt convection, the shrinkage of the solid 

skeleton, which squeezes the solute-enriched liquid from the center to the periphery of the 

sample, can also promote the formation of surface channels.  

2.2.2 Mushy zone morphology 

Most industry alloys solidify in a temperature interval. As schematically shown in 

Figure 2.5, the alloy subjects a phase transition from the pure liquid to a completely solid-

state through a liquid-solid two-phase co-existing region, which is also called mushy zone, 

in which microstructure forms and evolves. The liquid flow in the mushy zone transports 

heat and species to update the local thermodynamic equilibrium. For the alloy with a 

negative liquidus slope ( 0m  ), the solute accumulation decreases the liquidus, and the 

solute depletion increases the liquidus. As a consequence, the fluid flow plays a significant 

role in determining the shape of the mushy zone.  

 

Figure 2.5 Schematic of the two-phase nature of a solidifying mushy zone. 

The effect of the flow on the mushy zone morphology under natural or forced flow 

conditions has been investigated comprehensively [46,47,77–82]. For the solidification of a 

binary alloy, the flow enhances the heat dispersion in the melt region, and thereby enhance 

the local temperature gradient in/near the mushy region. Furthermore, the rejected solute-

enriched liquid was transported by the flow, which modifies the local solute concentration. 

The local solidification kinetics, as influenced by the local temperature and solute 
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concentration, directly determines the morphology of the mushy zone. The effect of the 

forced convection on the mushy zone morphology was investigated by Zimmermann and 

Sturz [83]. The AISi7Mg0.3 alloy was unidirectionally solidified in a Bridgman furnace 

with or without RMF. To obtain information about the structure of the as-grown solid-liquid 

interface (the top surface of the mushy zone), the directional solidification process was 

terminated by decanting the samples. The experimental observations of two sample are 

displayed in Figure 2.6. It can be seen that the mushy zone morphology is drastically 

influenced by convection. In the case without RMF, Figure 2.6 (a), an almost flat top 

surface of the mushy zone is observed. In the case with RMF, Figure 2.6 (b), a central void 

region can be seen [84]. The main reason for these differences is the convection induced 

macrosegregation. The RMF induced meridional flow transports the solute-enriched liquid 

from the periphery of the sample to the central part. The accumulation of solute at the 

center lowers the liquidus, and thereby delays the solidification. After decanting the 

samples, a central hole was observed.  

     
(a)                                                                   (b) 

Figure 2.6 SEM-micrograph of mushy zone of AISi7Mg0.3 alloy: (a) without RMF, 

(b) with RMF [83]. 

Recently, the synchrotron tomography approach provides a way for visualizing the in 

situ and real-time observation of the three-dimensional interior structure of real objects non-

destructively and with a high spatial resolution [85]. By Combining with the simulation, it 

is possible to understand the effect of flow on the evolution of the mushy zone. As 

displayed in Figure 2.7, the Al–3.5 wt.% Ni alloy solidified unidirectionally in a Bridgman 

furnace [81]. A comparison between in situ X-ray radiography and CAFE simulation of the 

grain structure was made. Under thermo-solutal buoyancy, a so-called steepling convection 

develops near the solidification front, which sweeps the solute-enriched liquid to the 
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periphery of the sample. The enrichment of solute lowers the liquidus of the melt near the 

sample surface, which inhibits the dendrite growth there. As shown in Figure 2.7 (a), a 

mushy zone with a bulged top surface was observed. Simulations with and without 

consideration of flow were carried out to study the effect of convection on the morphology 

of the mushy zone. As demonstrated in Figure 2.7 (b) and (c), different from the case with 

the liquid flow, a flat solidification front can be seen for the case without considering the 

flow. The bulged solidification front and deformed mushy zone were also observed on other 

different alloys [86,87].  

 

                          (a)                                                              (b)         (c) 

Figure 2.7 (a) Radiograph of the solidification front at t = 5140 s. (b) and (c) 

Corresponding simulation of the average composition distribution with convection 

and without convection respectively  [81].  

In another publication [79], the effect of convection on mushy zone morphology was 

investigated based on the solidification of NH4Cl–70 wt.% H2O solution in a water-cooled 

mold using a volume-average dendritic solidification model. Two hydrodynamic phases 

were considered: the primary melt and columnar phase. The ‘dendritic envelop’ model was 

employed to separately considered the solid skeleton ( c
sf ) and enclosed interdendritic melt 

( c
df ) of a columnar dendrite. Simulations with (Case Ia) and without (Case Ib) convection 

were performed. As shown in Figure 2.8 (a), the mushy zone of Case Ia (with flow) is 

significant thinner but denser than that of Case Ib (without flow). In Case Ib, contours of 
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c
sf  are more uniformly distributed, while in Case Ia, c

sf  contours are irregular. The 

evolution of c
sf dV  is shown in Figure 2.8 (b). The results revealed that the flow tended 

to hinder the growth of the columnar primary dendrite tips and reduce the mushy zone 

thickness, but the flow speeds up the solidification inside the mushy zone and leads to the 

formation of more massive columnar dendrite trunks. 

  

                                   (a)                                                                   (b)      

Figure 2.8 Effect of the flow on the mushy zone. (a) Solid contours ( c
sf ) on the 

symmetry plane in grey scale and isolines (t = 2495s): Case Ia (right half, with flow) 

vs. Case Ib (left half, without flow). (b) Evolution of total solid in the entire mould 

volume ( c
sf dV ) [79]. 

The above-mentioned mushy zone is typical for the rigid solid structure, i.e. the 

columnar dendrites and/or packed equiaxed grains. It should be distinguished with the 

definition of the mushy zone in the literature [88], where the mushy zone involves the rigid 

solid structure as well as the movable equiaxed grains. It is known that the melt convection 

and solid transport reduce the temperature of the bulk liquid, so that nucleation can occur 

far away from the solid-liquid interface [89]. If the movable equiaxed grains are regarded as 

part of the mushy zone, the flow may expand the mushy zone.  

2.2.3 Dendrite arm spacing 

Generally, the dendrite morphology is characterized by the primary dendrite arm 

spacing ( 1 ) and the secondary dendrite arm spacing ( 2 ). Three parameters control the 

dendrite arm spacings, namely the initial solute concentration, temperature gradient at the 
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solid-liquid interface, and the solidification rate [40]. For the case where the solidification 

rate is constant, fluid flow in the mushy zone alters the local thermal and solutal profiles 

and hence it influences the dendrite morphology.  

The effect of natural and forced melt convection on dendritic solidification in Ga–In 

alloys was investigated by Shevchenko et al. [48,90]. The directional solidification of Ga–

25wt%In alloys within a Hele-Shaw cell was visualized by means of X-ray radioscopy. 

Melt flow-induced various effects on the grain morphology primarily caused by the 

convective transport of solute. The snapshots of the dendrites during the solidification 

without and with forced convection are shown in Figure 2.9 (a) and (b), respectively. The 

forced flow eliminated the solutal plumes and damped the local fluctuations of solute 

concentration. It provoked a preferential growth of the secondary arms at the upstream side 

of the primary dendrite arms, whereas the high solute concentration at the downstream side 

of the dendrites can inhibit the formation of secondary branches completely. Moreover, 

under the condition of forced convection, the dendrites are thinner and more inclined than 

the case under natural convection. Another interesting effect is the angle between the 

primary trunks and the secondary arms. In the case of natural convection, the secondary 

arms are almost perpendicular to the primary trunk. The secondary arms developing under 

forced convection are slightly tilted towards the flow direction represented by an angle of 

about 80o.  

 
                                        (a)                                                           (b)                              

Figure 2.9 Snapshots of the dendrite (a) with and (b) without forced convection. The 

contour denotes the solute concentration, and the dash lines indicate the flow 

direction [48].  

Fundamentals of the selection of 1  and 2  during solidification are well understood in 

the absence of convection [40,91]. Under diffusive conditions, 1  is estimated as a function 
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of the local temperature gradient and solidification velocity. As shown in Eq. 2.6, G is the 

temperature gradient, and V is the growth speed, and A is a coefficient depending on 

material properties. Different formulations were proposed to evaluate the value of A [92–

96]. However, the effect of convection on 1  was not included in all those models. Based 

on the published experimental observations [97,98] and phase-field simulations [80,99,100], 

the convection influences 1  considerably.  

0.5 0.25
1 AG V − −=       (2.6) 

A series of unidirectional solidification experiments of A357 alloy was conducted by 

Steinbach and Ratke with and without RMF [101–103]. 1  was measured based on the as-

solidified microstructure. The measured values were fitted to a dimensionalized model of 

Hunt and Lu [104]. As shown in Figure 2.10, the results indicate a significant decrease of 

1  under convection. It was explained that the convection altered the solute concentration in 

the interdendritic region, and thereby modify the local constitutional undercooling. If the 

maximum of undercooling is located between two dendrites but not at the tips of the 

dendrites, the developed ternary sidearms can be developed into a new primary dendrite 

[105]. From Figure 2.10, it seems that 1  can be increased continuously by increasing the 

convection in a certain range.  

 
Figure 2.10 1 varying with solidification velocity of A357 samples solidified 

without and with RMF (3 and 6 mT at 50 Hz) [102].  

After the development of the primary dendrites, the occurrence of the random 

sinusoidal disturbances makes the solid-liquid boundary surface unstable. The resulting 

perturbations will be grown into cells, and they will further develop into the secondary 

dendrites [40]. In the subsequent solidification, coarsening (also known as Ostwald ripening) 
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plays an important role in the shape of secondary dendrites (also the further ternary 

dendrites), which may lead to remelting (retraction), pinch-off, and coalescence of the side 

arms [106]. It is well known that coarsening occurs near thermodynamic equilibrium 

through a reduction in the surface free energy, during which the higher-order dendrite arms 

adjust their spacing in a solidifying mush. Under pure diffusive conditions (or when the 

flow is negligible), the coarsening law is described by Eq. 2.7 [107–109], in which B is the 

geometric magnification factor, and M is the alloy-dependent magnification factor. 

1/3
2 fB( )M t =       (2.7) 

To verify the classical coarsening law, considerable investigations including 4D in-situ 

observations or numerical simulations have been done [53,106,110,111]. Because most of 

these works were done under diffusive conditions or with ignorable convection, the effect 

of convection on secondary dendrites and how the convection adjusts the coarsening law 

was not studied.  

Study on the effect of convection on dendrite coarsening can be traced to 1990s. A 

coarsening theory, as developed by Ratke and Thieringer [112], pronounced the significant 

role of convection on coarsening. They announced that the relative motion between the 

liquid and the solid particles accelerated the coarsening process. This theory was supported 

by a later phase-field modelling study performed by Diepers et al. [113]. According to their 

modelling results, the coarsening exponent changes from the classical value of 1/3 for 

diffusion-controlled coarsening to 1/2 under convection conditions. After that, Steinbach 

[105] worked up a theoretical model to express 2  under forced convection conditions. As 

shown in Eq. 2.8, in which convK  is a coefficient depending on the material properties.  

1/2
2 fconvK t =      (2.8) 

Please note that under forced convection conditions, the coarsening exponent changes 

from 1/3 to 1/2. Steinbach’s model was verified by her following experiments [103,114–

116]. As shown in Figure. 2.11, directional solidification experiments were performed with 

Al-Si and Al-Si-Fe alloys, using a microgravity environment for diffusive solidification and 

adding an RMF to generate flow. All measured data exhibited that 2  increased with 

solidification time. The classical coarsening law (Eq. 2.7) was verified by the solidification 

of AlSi7 alloy under diffusive conditions. When the RMF was applied, the coarsening 

exponent increased from 1/3 to 1/2, which verified the modified coarsening law, Eq. 2.8. 
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Interestingly, the same experiments were repeated with another alloy (AlSi7Fe1) in which 

intermetallic precipitates (β-Al5FeSi) formed during solidification. The results showed that 

the applied RMF seemed to have no influence on the coarsening/ripening law, i.e., the 

coarsening exponent was maintained at 1/3. A tentative explanation for the undisturbed 

2 ft −  relationship in the solidification of AlSi7Fe1 under RMF is that the formation of β-

Al5FeSi suppresses the interdendritic flow, so that the conditions of solidification and the 

corresponding coarsening/ripening phenomenon approaches the pure diffusive case. 

Although it has been confirmed that the convection will modify the coarsening and thus the 

modification of 2 , further proof supported by in-site observations and small-scale 

numerical modelling is urged to reveal the underlying mechanism.  

 

Figure 2.11 The evolution of 2  with time in microgravity environment. The black 

circles and squares are the experimentally measured 2  of the as-solidified state 

with/without RMF. The black lines are the fitting curves. [103].  

Except for the effect on the dendrite morphology and dendrite orientation, convection 

also influences the dendrite morphology by affecting the side branching, dendrite remelting 

and fragmentation. These would not be introduced in this thesis. The convection occurring 

in the mushy zone can also influence the uniformity of the dendrites across the cross-section 

of the casting. It was reported that the convection may lead to ‘dendrite clustering’ and the 

formation of dendrite-free regions [74,86]. During the unidirectional solidification of 

turbine blades, this convection induced uniformity of the dendrites gives risk to the onset of 

freckles. 
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2.2.4 Columnar to equiaxed transition 

There are two types of grains in as-solidified casting: columnar dendrites (which are 

preferentially oriented perpendicular to the heat flux) and equiaxed grains (which are 

growing in all space directions). The phase transition from one to another, i.e. from the 

columnar to equiaxed transition (CET) and from equiaxed to columnar (ECT), has been of 

high technological relevance both from the metallurgical point of view and for the 

understanding of scientific fundamentals related to physical phenomena [37,117,118], e.g. 

the formation of spurious/stray grains and the development of macrosegregation. The 

relative amount of columnar phase and equiaxed phase, as determined by the position of 

CET, also directly affect the mechanical properties of the alloy. A theoretical understanding 

and accurate prediction of CET become particularly important.  

There is a consensus that the CET occurs when the moving front of columnar dendrites 

is blocked by equiaxed grains growing in the undercooled liquid ahead of this front [118–

120]. There is still controversy, however, about the details of how the equiaxed grains stop 

the columnar front. The early theoretical studies relate the CET phenomenon to the thermal 

field (G and V) [121,122] and the nucleation parameters (e.g. with or without grain refiner) 

[123,124]. The first mechanism to predict the CET was proposed by Hunt [121], which is 

known as the ‘hard blocking’ or ‘mechanical blocking’. The CET was assumed to occur 

when the volume fraction of equiaxed grains at the columnar front reached 0.49. This 

mechanism was later modified by Martorano et al. [125] to consider the impingement of the 

solute concentration field. A new mechanism for CET, ‘soft blocking’ or ‘solute blocking’, 

was proposed. It suggests that the growth driving force (constitutional undercooling) is 

exhausted because of the enrichment with the solute element rejected by the growing 

equiaxed grains, which stops the growth of columnar primary dendrite tips [125]. However, 

the CET is still an open topic today, since the classical CET theories are derived under 

purely diffusive conditions. They are not sufficient to predict structure transitions (CET and 

ECT) in the engineering castings, where the flow is intensive and solid transfer is occurring. 

For example, it was found that during continuous casting, RMF promoted the formation of 

equiaxed crystals, thereby affecting the position of CET [126]. 

Laboratory experiments were conducted to study the effect of forced convection on 

CET [23,127–129]. As shown in Figure 2.12, the AlSi7Fe1 alloy was unidirectionally in 

the Bridgman furnace under controlled convection conditions. Based on the observation of 
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the as-solidified structure: without RMF, the sample was solidified as pure columnar 

dendrites; with the increase of the magnetic induction, some equiaxed crystals were 

observed in the center of the sample; when the magnetic induction is further elevated, a 

total columnar to equiaxed transition was seen [23,102,128,129]. The influence of RMF on 

microstructure can be attributed to: (1) promote the formation of equiaxed grains; (2) 

transport the nucleated equiaxed grains. The effect of RMF on grain transport is 

understandable and seems to be clear, but there is controversy on how RMF promotes the 

formation of equiaxed grains. Fan and Liu [130] believes the forced flow uniforms the 

temperature and concentration fields, all the nuclei could survive in the melt, and 

heterogeneous nucleation occurs continuously throughout the entire volume of the 

solidifying melt. Zimmermann et al. [127] suggest that intensifying the fluid flow leads to a 

higher fragmentation rate. Those broken dendrite arms transported by the melt flow serve as 

the nuclei of new grains or directly grow into equiaxed grains. Their study also shows that 

the flow-induced grain-refinement effect only occurs when the flow intensity exceeds a 

certain minimum value, likely associated with the transition from a laminar to a turbulent 

flow structure at the solidification front. According to the work done by Griffiths and 

McCartney [131], fragmentation of dendrites is the most probable mechanism for the 

promotion of CET with high velocity flows, while with low velocity flows, CET was 

probably significantly influenced by heterogeneous nucleation effects. To distinguish the 

origin of the equiaxed grains either from fragmentation or heterogeneous nucleation, and to 

quantify their separate contributions are still open issues up to date.  

 
Figure 2.12 Solid structure of AlSi7Fe1 alloy under different magnetic inductions. 

(a) The whole sample, (b) and (c) zoom-in views of the microstructure to show CET 

and ECT, respectively [128]. 
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Alternatively, numerical modelling is an efficient and powerful approach to investigate 

the effect of flow on CET. The popular CET models can be classified as stochastic or 

deterministic [118,125]. Stochastic models, which aim to follow the nucleation and growth 

of each individual grain, are usually implemented in cellular-automaton (CA) models 

[81,132]. Deterministic models, which rely on averaged quantities and equations that are 

solved on a macroscopic scale, are mostly employed in volume-average models 

[7,133,134]. The main difference between the stochastic model and the deterministic model 

lies in the treatment of the nucleation event. As shown in Figure 2.13, for the stochastic 

approach, no assumptions are made regarding the grain morphology, and thus the shape 

evolution of each grain is computed as a function of the local thermal and/or solute 

environment. The CET may then be determined based on the geometry (aspect ratio) of the 

generated grains. Deterministic models, on the other hand, by tracking the movement of the 

columnar front and calculating the growth of equiaxed grains in the undercooled liquid in 

front of it, the CET can still be predicted without directly resolving the nucleation and 

growth of each grain.  

 

                      (a)                             (b)                                 (c)                          (d)   

Figure 2.13 Comparison of grain structures calculated using different numerical 

models. (a) Grain structure calculated with CAFE model, and (b) the corresponding 

experimental measurement [135]. (c) Distribution of the columnar phase calculated 

with volume-average model, and (d) the corresponding experiment observation.  

The volume-average model, which takes the deterministic model, has been successfully 

applied to calculate the solidification of different engineering castings. The solidification of 

a 10.5 tons ingot was simulated by Wu et al. [72]. The development of the columnar 
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dendrites, melt convection, and grain transport were calculated. In this way, the interaction 

between the melt flow and grain transport, and grain-sedimentation-induced 

macrosegregation can be investigated. As shown in Figure 2.14, the liquid melt and 

equiaxed crystals flow with different velocities. More solute-depleted equiaxed grains 

sediment to the bottom of the ingot, leading to the formation of the CET and the so-called 

cone of negative macrosegregation.  

 

 

                                     (a)                                                                 (b)                   

Figure 2.14 Solidification sequence at 1880 s. Both fc and fe are shown in grey scale. 

The velocity of the melt ( u  ) is shown together with fc in (a), while the velocity of 

the equiaxed crystals ( eu ) is shown with fe in (b) [72]. 

Compared with CET, ECT pays relatively little attention in engineering. ECT will be 

triggered when the origin of equiaxed grains is cut off (i.e. the completely consumption of 

existing grain refinement particles) [136,137], the updating of the cooling condition [138], 

or the change of the flow intensity [128,139]), the remaining melt in the casting can only 

solidify as columnar structure, which leads to ECT [140,141]. In continuous casting, a 

typical ECT between chill zone and columnar zone can be seen near the billet surface.  

As reviewed by Kurz et al. [91,142], the effect of flow on the microstructure is far 

beyond on CET, for instance, the influence of flow on dendrite tip growth kinetics, the 

influence of flow on formation rate of equiaxed grains by nucleation and/or fragmentation, 

the influence of flow on the morphology of the grains, the influence of flow on remelting, 

interaction between the flow and solid transport, etc. Further in-situ experiments and 

numerical models are needed to have a deep understanding on this topic.  
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2.3 Permeability laws 

Typically, as shown in Figure 2.15 (a), the mushy zone is an open, sponge-like 

network of primary, secondary and tertiary dendrite arms. As demonstrated in Figure 2.15 

(b), the flow could pass the mushy zone only between the dendrites. When the liquid flows 

through the dendrites, it will be dampened, and its pattern will be modified. Because of the 

directional nature of the columnar dendrites, the resistance on the liquid to flow parallel and 

normal to the primary dendrites are different. Depending on the flow in the relevant with 

the microstructure, the fluid flow in the mushy zone can be classified as three patterns: (1) 

flow through the isotropic equiaxed grains; (2) flow through the columnar dendrites with 

flow normal to the primary dendritic arms; (3) flow through the columnar dendrites with 

flow parallel to the primary dendritic arms [143]. 

 

 
                                                   (a)                                                   (b)                              

Figure 2.15 (a) Dendrite morphology calculated by a phase-field approach [144]. (b) 

Flow through a dendritic structure [145]. 

 

When modeled at macroscopic length scales, e.g. the currently used volume-average 

approach, the complex dendritic network of a solidifying mushy zone is usually 

approximated as a continuum based on the theory of porous media, through which the 

Darcy’s equation is solved. Darcy’s equation is written as Eq. (2.9) [146].  
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( )( )/u f K P g = −  −      (2.9) 

Knowledge of the permeability, which is usually as a function of the local liquid 

volume fraction and the characterized length of the dendrites (e.g. 1  and/or 2 , or Sv), is 

thus essential to successfully calculate the interdendritic flow during solidification. In this 

section, a literature review was made on permeability laws for different microstructures. 

2.3.1 Permeability laws for columnar structure  

In early studies, the Carman-Kozeny equation, as shown in Eq. 2.10, is widely used to 

approximate the permeability of the mushy zone [20,147,148]. However, for columnar 

dendritic structures, the permeability is anisotropic due to the directional nature of the 

dendrite arms, and thus the Carman–Kozeny equation is not appropriate. 

( )

3

22
VC 1

fK
S f

=
−

     (2.10) 

The anisotropic permeability of alloys with columnar structure has been measured by 

Streat and Weinberg [149], Murakami et a1. [150,151], Nasser-Rafi et al. [152], and Poirier 

[153]. A pressure gradient was applied to a partially solidified sample while measuring the 

discharge velocity of a working fluid. The permeability of specimens was then calculated 

from the experimental data on the basis of Darcy’s law. The measured permeability from 

different alloys was integrated by Poirier [153], and two permeability formulas for flow 

normal ( NK ) and parallel to ( PK ) the primary dendrites were proposed by the regression 

method. As shown in Eqs. 2.11 and 2.12, PK  only depended upon 1 , while NK  depended 

upon both 1 and 2 . In a different work proposed by Santos and Melo [154], a tortuosity 

factor was considered to estimate the anisotropic permeability. However, they are only 

valued for low-liquid-fraction alloy, 0.7f  . 

( )
2 3

4 6 5 1
P 4.53 10 4.02 10 ( 0.1) 0.17 0.61

(1 )
fK f f
f

− − −=  +   +  
−

 (2.11) 

( )3 1.09 2 3 0.749
N 1 2 21.73 10 ( / ) (1 ) 0.19 0.66K f f f  − −=  −     (2.12) 

In recent years, numerical models have been developed to assess permeability 

[143,155,156]. The dendrite size and morphology of the designed microstructure are quite 
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flexible. Numerical models solve the Stokes equations for a domain representing the 

interdendritic liquid, and thus the derivation of the permeability. By merging the calculated 

results at high liquid volume fractions with the available experimental data at lower liquid 

volume fractions, permeability formulas, which cover the whole range of the liquid volume 

fraction, can be obtained. As shown in Eqs. 2.13 and 2.14 [157], different formulas were 

given for 0.7f   and 0.7f  . The permeability-jump (by nearly a factor of 100) at 

0.7f =  reveals a strong correlation between the dendritic geometry and the resulting 

permeability. When the interdendritic liquid is surrounded by solid phase during the 

solidification, some isolated liquid pockets as formed, and the liquid could no longer flow 

through these zones. This is the possible reason for the permeability jump. The 

permeability-jump is not desired for modeling the interdendritic flow because it will cause 

serious convergence problems. Heinrich and Poirier [158] proposed permeability formulas 

using a simple interpolation in the medium region to eliminate the sudden jump of the 

permeability, as shown in Eqs. 2.15 and 2.16. For the columnar dendrites, 2  also has 

significant effect on permeability, especially on NK . However, the effect of 2  on NK  was 

not included in Heinrich’s model.   

 

( )
( )

( )
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2 3
54 6 1
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2 2

1
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1
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                                        (a)                                                                     (b)          

Figure 2.16 Variation of permeability with liquid fraction for flow (a) parallel and 

(b) normal to the primary dendrite arms with 1 300 μm =  and 2 100 μm = . 

A comparison of the different permeability laws was made by taking the same 

character lengths, 1 300 μm =  and 2 100 μm = . As shown in Figure 2.16, the permeability 

calculated by different formulas differs by several orders of magnitude. Ludwig et al. [146] 

performed a series of simulations using Lattice Boltzmann technique to study the effect of 

the input microstructure on the calculated permeability. They found that different 

predefined artificial microstructures gave good data for low solid volume fraction. However, 

for microstructures which was mainly governed by the presence of any type of side arms, 

permeability data varied even for similar solid volume fractions. From Figure 2.16, it can 

also be seen that PK  is always larger than NK , which indicates the higher resistance for the 

flow normal to the primary dendrites. The main difference between isotropic permeability 

and anisotropic permeability is shown as the liquid fraction approaches unit. According to 

the previous numerical investigations [47,79,159], small differences in the permeabilities 
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can have a significant effect on the prediction of flow structures and macrosegregation. The 

selection of the permeability during the numerical simulation should be very careful 

considered.  

In some technical alloys, the existence of alloy or impurity elements leads to the 

formation of intermetallic precipitates [155,160–162]. For instance, Iron is a common 

impurity element in Al-based alloys. The morphology of intermetallic phases is very 

complex depending on cooling rate and alloy composition. It can be curved, bent, branched, 

hole-shaped, and with imprints [160,163]. One typical intermetallic precipitate is β-Al5FeSi. 

It has a needle-shaped feature in 2D observation, and a plate-shaped feature in 3D 

observation. The influence of β-Al5FeSi on permeability in the interdendritic mushy region 

was analyzed by Puncreobutr et al. [155] for an aluminum-based alloy. A 4D in situ 

synchrotron X-ray tomography technique was used to reconstruct the microstructure, which 

was further used to perform CFD calculations to estimate the permeability. Simulations 

with and without β-Al5FeSi were performed. The permeability values extracted from the 

CFD calculations for flow parallel and normal to primary dendrites are shown in Figure 

2.17. The permeability is significantly lower for the case with intermetallics as compared to 

without, although the trends are similar. The results qualitatively and quantitatively 

demonstrate the blocking effect of intermetallics on fluid flow and the ensuing loss in 

permeability, particularly in the direction parallel to the primary dendrites. Based on the 

numerical simulation results, the original permeability formulas (Eqs. 2.11 and 2.12) were 

modified by considering the blocking effect of the intermetallics. As shown in Eqs. 2.17 

and 2.18, an additional term was added to quantify the blocking effect of β-Al5FeSi with 

P 15 =  and N 10 = , respectively. The modified permeability significantly affects the 

calculated interdendritic flow [155,164], and thus the prediction of the casting defects like 

the formation of porosity [165–167] and the development of the macrosegregation 

[115,168]. It is necessary to consider the blocking effect of intermetallics through modified 

permeability to improve the accuracy of the simulation. 

( )P,int P β P1K f K= −     (2.17) 

( )N,int N β N1K f K= −     (2.18) 
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Figure 2.17 The evolution in permeability for liquid flow (a) parallel and (b) normal 

to the primary columnar dendrites both without and with intermetallics (β-Al5FeSi) 

[155]. 

2.3.2 Permeability laws for equiaxed structure 

Relative motion between equiaxed grains and liquid melt is one of the most critical 

transport phenomena associated with macrosegregation and microstructure development in 

the solidification of metal alloys. Due to the interfacial drag force between the equiaxed 

grains and liquid melt, the liquid flow can be obviously influenced by grain motion. Two 

regimes can be distinguished in the casting domain according to the status of the solid 

grains: (1) the free particle regime, where the equiaxed grains can move and interact with 

the melt; (2) the packed regime in the high solid fraction region, where the grains are 

stationary and the melt penetrates through the voids [34]. Showering of multiple equiaxed 

dendrites under an environment with gravity is simulated by Sakane et al. [169] using the 

phase-field lattice Boltzmann model. Growth of multiple dendrites with solid motion 

(translation and rotation), liquid flow, collision and coalescence of multiple grains, and 

subsequent grain growth were simulated. As shown in Figure 2.18, nuclei generated at the 

top of the sample, grew into the equiaxed dendrites while settling in the undercooled melt, 

and these dendrites deposited on the bottom of the computational domain. A liquid flow 

was driven in the free particle regime by the grain motion. The flow intensity was 

significantly damped in the packed regime.  
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Figure 2.18 Time evolutions of distributions of solute concentration and flow 

velocity (green vectors) during showering of multiple equiaxed dendrites nucleated 

on the top of the domain [169]. 

Similar to the flow through the columnar dendrites, permeability for equiaxed structure 

is indispensable when modeled at macroscopic length scales. For the equiaxed structure, the 

isotropic Carman–Kozeny equation [148] (Eq. 2.11) is widely adopted to approximate the 

permeability in the semisolid region. It assumes that there is a uniform distribution of liquid 

in the solid, and all liquid channels have the same cross-section. Wang et al. [34] proposed 

a physical model for the solid/liquid interfacial drag in both globular and dendritic equiaxed 

solidification. The permeability correlation reflects the effects of numerous structural 

parameters, including the internal porosity of dendritic grains, the interdendritic arm 

spacings, the sphericity of the dendrite envelope or of globular grains, and the equiaxed 

grain density.  

In order to verify the proposed permeability formulas, numerous measurements for 

flow passing the equiaxed structure have been carried out. Murakami et al. [170] measured 

the permeability of organic borneol-paraffin alloy with granular structure at various liquid 

fractions. The permeability estimated based on Carman-Kozeny equation was in fairly good 

agreement with the measured one. Poirier and Ganesan [171] measured permeability of Al–

15.6 wt.% Cu with equiaxial structure using the eutectic Al–Cu as fluid to analyze the 

influence of the coarsening of the dendrites. They found that permeabilities for globular 

structures (non-dendritic) are approximately one order of magnitude greater than 

permeabilities for dendritic structures at the same volume fraction of solid. Permeability 

measurements for high solid fractions on a series of Al-Cu alloys with equiaxed 

microstructure were performed by Nielsen et al. [172]. Their measurements constitute 

experimental validation of Wang’s model. Since microstructure changes continuously 
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during a permeameter test (due to solidification or dendrite coarsening), and tests can only 

be performed if there is a rigid solid structure, the accuracy of experimentation is 

sometimes questionable. Furthermore, those liquid pockets, that are surrounded by solid, 

cannot be distinguished and quantified by experiments.  

In recent years, with the development of simulation technology and the additive 

manufacture technique, the permeability can be obtained through numerical modeling and 

physical modeling. The 4D in situ synchrotron X-ray tomography technique can be used to 

reconstruct the microstructure, which can be used as the input of the numerical simulation 

or the model for the 3D printing [155,173–175]. Figure 2.19 (a) and (b) present an example 

of the surface-based (triangulated interface) microstructure along with the corresponding 

scaled replica. The permeability values were determined numerically by solving the full 

incompressible Navier–Stokes equation. In the meantime, the permeability can also be 

measured physically by passing a working fluid through the physical model and measuring 

the resulting discharge flow rate and pressure drop. The permeability can then be calculated 

according to the Darcy’s law. As shown in Figure 2.19 (c), the permeabilities, as calculated 

by numerical method and physical approach, were compared with various reported results 

and Carman-Kozeny model. With the flexibility of numerical and/or physical modelling, 

precious measurements of permeability can be achieved in the future. The effect of dendrite 

coarsening on the permeability can thus be investigated quantitively [106,111].  

 
                   (a)                                           (b)                                                 (c)              

Figure 2.19 Permeability evolution during equiaxed dendritic solidification of Al–

4.5 wt.% Cu alloy. (a) Surface-based (triangulated interface) representation of the 

microstructure of a sample cast with a mould diameter of 29 mm and quenched at 

898 K. (b) selective laser sintering replica of (a). (c) Comparison of dimensionless 

permeabilities with reported results and Carman-Kozeny model [173].  
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3. Executive summary 

3.1 Numerical study of the role of mush permeability in the solidifying 

mushy zone under forced convection 

The choice of approximate permeability law plays an important role in the modelling 

of meso-segregation and macrosegregation [79,159]. However, the influence of mush 

permeability on the mushy zone itself (e.g. mushy zone thickness), especially under forced 

convection conditions, is not yet sufficiently understood. This study presents a two-phase 

volume-average based solidification model, developed by Wu et al. [8,176], to simulate the 

unidirectional solidification of the binary AlSi7 alloy under the conditions of RMF and 

nature convection.  

For the purpose of a numerical parameter study, five simulation cases are defined in 

Table 3.1. We take the permeability as reported by Ramirez as a reference case (K), three 

further cases are considered, for which the permeability is increased/decreased arbitrarily by 

a factor, i.e. 10 K , 0.1 K and 0.01 K. 

 

Table 3.1 Cases definition for parameter study by varying permeability. 

Cases Expression Relationship Referred to Parameters 
A - 0.01 K - 

1 300 m =  and 

2 50 m = , which are taken 
from experiments [101]. 

B - 0.1 K  

C 
( )

2 3
1

21667 1
fK

f


=
−

 
K Ramirez [147] 

D 
( )

2 3
2

22
c4 1

fK
K f



=

−

 
4K Noeppel [20] 

E - 10K - 

 

The configuration of the sample is shown in Figure 3.1 (a). The alloy (AlSi7) 

solidifies in an Al2O3 crucible directionally [177]. On the top and bottom of the sample, a 

decreasing temperature is imposed TopT  and BottomT , as demonstrated in Figure 3.1 (b). The 

lateral wall of the sample is considered to be adiabatic. The mushy zone thickness ( ) is 

calculated as the distance from the solidification front to the point of eutectic temperature 

isotherm. An RMF inductor (B=20 mT, f=50 Hz) is installed outside the sample, which is 
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controlled by a switch (on/off). An analytical approximation of the azimuthal component of 

the electromagnetic force ( F
) is valid (Eq. 3.1) [20,21].  

21 1
2

uF B r e
R


 


 
= − 

 
     (3.1) 

    
                                    (a)                                                                   (b)               

Figure 3.1 Geometric and boundary conditions of the experimental setup. (a) 

Schematic for the flow pattern and formation of different phases and (b) cooling 

conditions at the top and bottom of the sample. 

 

Figure 3.2 (a)-(b) shows the melt flow pattern in the bulk liquid. Under RMF (20 mT, 

50 Hz), an intensive azimuthal flow up to the velocity magnitude of 0.15 m/s is generated in 

the region at the center of the radius. As demonstrated by the streamline in Figure 3.2 (a), 

the fluid rotates downwards at the periphery of the sample, then it rotates and flows 

upwards in the sample’s center. The Ekman effect [178] leads to a meridional circulation 

with the velocity of 0.04 m/s. The meridional velocity is characterized by a random 

occurrence of Taylor-Görtler (T-G) vortices along the lateral wall of the sample [178]. 

Some T-G vortices move up and down to the top/bottom surface, and then disappear; while 

some of the vortices aggregate with the neighboring ones to form a large vortex. As shown 

in Figure 3.2 (c)-(d), the flow pattern in the mushy zone is similar to that in the bulk liquid, 

but the flow is suppressed by the dendrites to a magnitude of 10-3~10-6 m/s. A tube-like 

channel, filled with solute-enriched liquid, forms in the sample center. It penetrates the 

entire mushy zone. The central tube-like channel acts as a pump, sucking solute-enriched 

melt out of the mush and transporting it back into the bulk region of the sample. 
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Figure 3.2 Flow pattern in the bulk liquid and in the mushy zone. (a) One streamline 

to show the mass transfer; (b) contour of the azimuthal velocity (color scaled) in the 

central section, overlaid with the vectors of the meridional velocity; (c) contour of 

the liquid phase fraction (color scaled) in the mushy zone in two vertical sections 

and one iso-surface of the liquid phase fraction ( f = 0.85) at the top and center of 

the mush, overlaid with the vectors of the liquid velocity; (d) streamlines of the flow 

in the mushy zone colored by liquid velocity magnitude ( u ). 

 

The calculation results of the solidification (620 s) by varying permeability (listed in 

Table 3.1) are shown in Figure 3.3. In all cases, a central segregation channel with a 

diameter of 1 mm, strongly enriched with Si forms, where mixc  is close to the eutectic 

concentration. At the periphery of the sample, mixc  decreases with the permeability. The 

intensity of macrosegregation increases with the permeability. Except for the cases (a) and 

(e), all simulations present a “Christmas tree” segregation pattern.  

Near the solidification front, the liquid velocity is close to that in the bulk liquid. In the 

deep mushy zone, the liquid velocity is decelerated by the resistance of the columnar 

dendrites. As indicated by the pink dash lines, as soon as side-arms of the segregation 

channel forms, the flow takes the path of the least resistance through the side-arms of the 

channel, hence the flow directions are strongly influenced by the forming side-arms. It is 

difficult to determine the maximum or average liquid velocity in the mushy zone, but it is 
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still evident that the meridional liquid velocity increases with the rate of permeability. 

Clearly, the mushy zone thickness  decreases with the permeability. As a conclusion, the 

thickness of the mushy zone decreased and the global macrosegregation intensity increased 

with the mush permeability. 

 

 

   
(a) 0.01 K (b) 0.1 K (c) K 

     
(d) 4 K (e) 10 K  

 

Figure 3.3 Parameter study by varying permeability. Cases (a)-(e), corresponding to 

those in Table 3.1, show the solidification in the mushy zone at 620 s. The gray-

scale shows mixc  that is lighter for higher concentrations. Vector shows the 

meridional component of liquid velocity. The red solid lines are isotherms of the 

eutectic temperature, pink dash lines indicate the flow direction, and the top profile 

is the solidification front.  
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3.2 Directional solidification of AlSi7Fe1 alloy under forced flow 

conditions: effect of intermetallic phase precipitation and dendrite 

coarsening 

The main goal of this study is to quantify the effect of the intermetallic phase and 

dendrite coarsening on the solidification of AlSi7Fe alloy under RMF, and hence to explain 

the experimental results of Steinbach et al. [103], i.e. the experimental observation of 

coarsening law exponent is equal to 1/3 in the presence of RMF when sufficient β-Al5FeSi 

are present.  

In this study, a previously developed multiphase solidification model [8,179] is 

modified to simulate the solidification of an AlSi7Fe1 alloy. The three phases are the melt, 

the primary solid phase of columnar dendrites, and the second solid phase of intermetallic 

precipitates. The dynamic precipitation of the intermetallic phase is modelled, and its 

blocking effect on the flow is considered by a modified permeability [155,157]. Dendrite 

coarsening, which influences the permeability, is also considered [106]. The configuration 

of the simulation domain can be seen in Figure 3.1. An AlSi7Fe1 alloy is solidified 

unidirectionally under controlled temperature gradient (G=3000 K/m) and cooling rate 

(R=0.12 K/s) [168]. RMF is applied with f = 50 Hz and B = 6 mT [168]. 

The simulation results at t = 600 s are shown in Figure 3.4. Since the interdendritic 

liquid prefers to take the path with a higher liquid volume fraction, streamlines near the 

sidearms of the central channel are twisted/distorted, Figure 3.4 (a). This kind of flow 

transports solute-enriched liquid from the periphery of the sample to the central part, 

forming the central segregation channel, as shown by index
mix, Fec  and index

mix, Sic  in Figure 3.4 (b) 

and (c). In contrast to Si, Fe is less segregated along the centreline of the sample. As shown 

in Figure 3.4 (d), , Fec  starts with an increase near the solidification front due to solute 

rejection during the formation of the primary aluminium dendrites, until it reaches a 

maximum value ( , Fec  = 1.29%). Since the formation of β-Al5FeSi by the binary eutectic 

reaction consumes a large amount of Fe, , Fec  gradually decreases until the ternary eutectic 

reaction occurs. , Sic  is displayed in Figure 3.4 (e). Although the formation of β-Al5FeSi 

also consumes a considerable amount of Si, due to the massive rejection of Si during the 
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solidification of α-Al, , Sic  increases consistently until the ternary eutectic point. βM  and 

cM  are presented in Figure 3.4 (f), (g). In the upper part of the mushy zone (A in Figure 

3.4 (f) and (g)), only α-Al develops. As the solidification path reaches the binary eutectic 

valley, β-Al5FeSi starts to precipitate. In the periphery region (B in Figure 3.4 (f)), βM  is 

small (~ 0.15 Kg/m3/s). Near the central channel (C in Figure 3.4 (f)), where , Fec  is large 

and the liquid volume fraction is high, βM  is quite large (~ 0.4 Kg/m3/s). In contrast to 

βM , the value of cM  reaches a maximum near the solidification front at a value of 38.6 

Kg/m3/s, and then sharply drops to a value of 5.0 Kg/m3/s. As shown in Figure 3.4 (f), most 

of β-Al5FeSi forms near the sidearms of the central channel.  

 

Figure 3.4 Analysis of the solidification sequence and the formation of β-Al5FeSi at 

t = 600 s. The black solid isopleth denotes the solidification front ( 0.95f = ), and the 

bottom of these figures coincides with the position of the ternary eutectic isotherm 

(850 K). (a) u  overlaid by streamlines of the meridional flow; (b) index
mix, Fec  and (c) 

index
mix, Sic ; (d) , Fec  and (e) , Sic ; (f) βM  and (g) cM ; (h) βf .  

The simulation results were validated by the experimental date measured by 

Mikolajczak and Ratke [163,168].  As displayed in Figure 3.5, very good agreement 

between the experimental and the calculated results is obtained. The macrosegregation 

profiles of Si and Fe across the RMF-stirred sample section are very different. Si is mostly 
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concentrated at the sample centre, while Fe shows two segregation peaks at approximately 1 

mm from the centre. The formed β-Al5FeSi is captured by the columnar dendrites where Fe 

is ‘frozen’. Migration of β-Al5FeSi in the mushy zone is likely negligible. 

   
                                    (a)                                                                        (b) 

Figure 3.5 Experiment–simulation comparison (the experimental data is referred to 

[168]). Radial distribution of the segregtion indexes of (a) index
mix, Sic  and (b) index

mix, Fec . 

Based on the current simulation results, the formed β-Al5FeSi significantly blocks the 

interdendritic flow under the influence of an RMF. Hence, dendrites appear to follow the 

coarsening law ( 1/3
2 ft  ) of solidification under pure diffusive conditions. This conclusion 

supports the work of Steinbach et al. [103,115]. When the dendrite coarsening law of 

Neumann-Heyme et al. [106] is incorporated in the model to consider the dynamic 

evolution of 2  and its effect on the interdendritic flow, the current model can improve the 

simulation accuracy by 8%, demonstrated by the results for index
mix, Sic . 

3.3 Geometrical effect on macrosegregation during unidirectional 

solidification 

The casting geometry is an important factor influencing the melt flow pattern during 

solidification, and an inappropriate geometry design may intensify macrosegregation or 

cause the formation of other defects. Turbine blades, which are key components in aircraft 

engines, are produced as single crystals by a unidirectional solidification technique. 

However, several geometrical features of the turbine blade casting, e.g. abrupt change in the 

casting section, can lead to the onset of freckles or formation of spurious/stray crystals, 
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which severely deteriorate the creep-rupture life of single-crystal blades. A recent 

investigation by Ma et al. [17,76] confirmed that the casting geometry significantly affected 

the onset of freckles during the unidirectional solidification. It was found that with 

increasing cross-section, the freckle chains were not formed immediately at the bottom edge 

of the steps, but after an incubation distance. In contrast, contracting the dimension reveals 

a promoting effect on the freckle onset. In order to study the geometrical effect on the 

macrosegregation, the solidification of an Al-Si casting sample with cross-section change 

was simulated.  

The previously developed two-phase volume-average-based solidification model was 

considered here [8,133,176]. The feeding flow is due to the density difference between the 

liquid (  = 2408 kg/m3) and solid ( s = 2545 kg/m3). The Boussinesq approximation is 

employed to calculate the thermo-solutal convection. The casting sample, AlSi7, and the 

cooling conditions are taken from the published experiment in [74]. As displayed in Figure 

3.6 (a), 105 mm of the crucible is simulated, including the two large section zones (9.5) 

and one small section zone (3.2). The calculation is initialized with a constant temperature 

(T0) in the alloy and the crucible, and a homogeneous solute distribution (c0) in the alloy. 

On the top and bottom of the crucible, a Dirichlet boundary condition (decreasing 

temperature: TTop and TBottom) is applied, Figure 3.6 (b). The temperature boundary 

condition on the outer wall of the crucible is a spatial linear interpolation of TTop and TBottom. 

A pressure inlet is applied on the top surface of the sample, and a hot melt is allowed to 

feed the solidification shrinkage.  

             

                                     (a)                                              (b)                   
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Figure 3.6 (a) Geometry configuration, and (b) boundary conditions. 

3.3.1 Macrosegregation caused by shrinkage-induced feeding flow 

This work is to ‘reproduce’ Flemings’ analytical solution [14,62]. As shown in Figure 

3.7 (a), a so-called reverse segregation develops in the casting surface bottom. The 

maximum cmix reaches to 0.0703, in comparison to the initial value of 0.07 (c0). The 

magnitude of feeding flow is small with an average velocity of 1.3 m/s. When the 

solidification proceeds to steady state, e.g. at 900 s, the change of cmix in the mushy zone, 

from initial a value of c0 to the minimum (0.06985) and then recover to c0, Figure 3.7 (b), 

follows the typical evolution profile of cmix in the mushy zone of constant thickness [14,62]. 

          
                                          (a)                                                                                        (b)             

Figure 3.7 Analysis of the inverse segregation in the bottom of the sample. (a) mixc  

in grey scale at 700 s, overlaid with u  in vectors, isotherms (left) and isolines of f  

(right); (b) evolution of mixc  along the axis. 

As the solidification front proceeds into the region of cross-section change (reduction) 

at 1800 s, as shown in Figure 3.8, the magnitude of feeding flow reaches to 11 m/s. A 

typical divergent flow pattern develops in the region below the cross-section reduction, 

leading to the formation of a strong negative (cmix < c0) segregation in Zones I and II. The 

negative segregation extreme is about mix 0.0675c = . Just below the shadow of the cross-

section reduction (Zone III), a positive segregation forms, because the solidification 

shrinkage there needs to be fed by the solute-enriched melt.  
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                                             (a)                                                                          (b)                       

Figure 3.8 Analysis of macrosegregation formation in the region of cross-section 

change region. (a) mixc  in grey scale at 1800 s, overlaid with u  in vectors and 

isotherms (the solidification front is indicated by a white solid line, 0.99f = ); (b) 

mixc  profile along the axis at t = 2500 s. 

3.3.2 Macrosegregation caused by shrinkage-induced feeding flow and natural 
convection 

The solidification sequence when the columnar tip front approaches and passes the 

position of the cross-section contraction is displayed in Figure 3.9. The mushy zone is 

represented and confined by two iso-surfaces: top one for 0 95f .= , and bottom one for Teut. 

The thermal conductivity of the solid phase is higher than those of the liquid phase and the 

graphite mould ( s m2 5  or 2 8k . k . k ), and this causes a radial heat transfer from the mould to 

the casting sample towards the solidification front. At t = 1330 s (Figure 3.9 (a)), the 

solidification front is bulged in the sample centre, i.e. a so-called ‘steepling convection’ is 

developed. The interdendritic melt, enriched with solute, is gradually transported from the 

sample centre to the periphery. This type of solute transport leads to a negative segregation 

in the casting centre and a positive segregation in the outer periphery. The liquid velocity 

reaches as high as 406 µm/s, which is mainly driven by the thermo-solutal buoyancy. At 

1450 s, Figure 3.9 (b), the space for the bulk flow is largely limited to the volume between 

the columnar tip front and the ‘shoulder’ of the sample, and thus the maximum liquid 

velocity reduces to 93 µm/s. Figure 3.9 (c) depicts the simulation result when the 

solidification tip front passes the position of the cross-section contraction. Above the 
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solidification front, the steepling convection also develops in a small section, but the flow 

(~17 µm/s) is weaker than that presented in Figure 3.9 (a). In the mushy zone, the 

interdendritic melt flows downward to compensate the volume shrinkage. In the large cross-

section zone, the steepling convection can still be observed in the mushy zone near the 

sample shoulder surface, but with a low intensity (~5 µm/s). This interdendritic flow, 

despite its low intensity, strengthens the positive macrosegregation below the sample 

shoulders significantly. A solute-depleted region covering the whole cross-section of the 

sample is observed exactly above the cross-section contraction. 

 
                                  (a)                                (b)                               (c) 

Figure 3.9 Solidification sequence of the sample when the columnar tip front 

approaches and passes the position of the cross-section contraction: (a) t = 1330 s; 

(b) t = 1450 s; (c) t = 1630 s. Vectors indicate u , overlaid by isotherms (solid lines). 

Two iso-surfaces depict the mushy zone: top one for 0 95f .= , bottom one for 

eut 850 KT = . The colour in all the section/iso-surfaces denotes mixc . 

Figure 3.10 displays the solidification sequence near the cross-section expansion. As 

the solidification front reaches the position of the cross-section expansion (Figure 3.10 (a)), 

the bulk flow is still quite weak (50 m/s); only a weak negative macrosegregation forms at 

the sample centre. After the solidification front passes the cross-section expansion (Figure 

3.10 (b)), a flow pattern similar to that in Figure 3.9 (a) develops. The iso-surface of 

0 7f .= appears like a growing mushroom: a small cap develops from the contraction zone, 

which subsequently grows and extends sideways along the platform of the expansion region. 

At 2700 s (Figure 3.10 (c)) the bulk flow becomes stronger (243 µm/s). The solute-

enriched melt accumulates in the periphery of the sample and inhibits the solidification 
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there. The solidification front becomes further bulged, and the aforementioned steepling 

convection continues again. 

 
                              (a)                                             (b)                                           (c) 

Figure 3.10 Solidification sequence of the sample when the columnar tip reaches 

and passes the position of the cross-section expansion: (a) t = 2060 s; (b) t = 2145 s; 

(c) t = 2700 s. Vectors indicate u , overlaid by the isotherms (solid lines). The two 

iso-surfaces display the mushy zone: top one for 0 95f .= , bottom one for 

eut 850 KT = . An additional iso-surface ( 0 7f .= ) is drawn in the mushy zone. The 

colour in all the section/iso-surfaces denotes mixc .  

The experiment–simulation comparison of macrosegregation is presented in Figure 

3.11. The macrosegregation is characterized by indexc . Figure 3.11 (b)–(d) display the radial 

macrosegregation distributions on different transverse sections, whose positions are marked 

in Figure 3.11 (a). Excellent agreement between the simulation and the experiment results 

is obtained. Figure 3.11 (e) illustrates the axial macrosegregation (cindex) distribution. Both 

the experimental and calculated results exhibit a significant positive macrosegregation 

before the cross-section contraction, followed by a strong negative macrosegregation after 

the cross-section contraction. Finally, the negative segregation gradually recovers to a 

neutral composition along the axial direction. A weak negative macrosegregation, with the 

local minimum cindex of 3%, is numerically predicted at the position of the cross-section 

expansion; this minor negative segregation appears difficult to detect experimentally.  
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(b) (c) 

   
(a) (d) (e) 

Figure 3.11 Experiment–simulation comparison of the macrosegregation. (a) 

Schematic of the sample geometry and the positions for the macrosegregation 

measurement; (b)–(d) radial distribution of cindex on different cross-sections, whose 

positions are marked in (a); (e) section-averaged cindex distribution along the axial 

direction. Black dots denote the experimental measurement [86], and the red lines 

denote the simulation results.  

3.3.3 Analysis of possible formation of spurious crystals 

The solute-driven re-melting of the secondary or high-order dendrites, as enhanced by 

the interdendritic melt flow, is the key formation mechanism for the dendrite fragmentation, 

which serves as the origin of spurious/stray crystals [54]. A simple formulation have been 

proposed for the crystal fragmentation [179]: ceM u c  . Therefore, u c is used here 

to analyse the possible formation of spurious crystals. Figure 3.12 (a)–(e) display the 

evolution sequence of u c . A zoom-in view of Zoom B, as marked by the red rectangle 

in Figure 3. 12 (b), is presented in Figure 3. 12 (f). In the ‘blue’ region with a negative 

value of u c , spurious crystals are prone to form. This blue region is mostly located 

close to the casting surface and near the front of mushy zone, where flow is strong. With 

time evolution (from 1960 to 2560 s), when the solidification front advances from the small 

cross-section to the large cross-section regions, the magnitude of u c  increases, i.e. the 
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probability to form spurious crystals increases. To assist in understanding the mechanism, 

the solidification and the melt flow are schematically depicted in Figure 3. 12 (g). The 

spurious crystals, attributed to the solute-driven re-melting of the secondary or high-order 

dendrites, possibly form near the sample surface. Few of them may be transported by the 

flow into the bulk liquid region and re-melted completely; however, most of them might be 

captured by the columnar dendrites and develop into freckle chains there.  

 

 
                       (a)                 (b)                   (c)                  (d)                  (e) 

          
                               (f)                                    (g)                                       (h)    

Figure 3.12 Analysis of the possible formation of spurious/stray crystals. (a)–(e) 

Evolution sequence u c  contours; (f) zoom-in view of Zoom B in (b); (g) 

schematics of the solidification and the melt flow; (h) Example of the stray crystals 

coupled with freckles in the laboratory castings [76].  
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Solidification experiments with similar casting geometry (cross-section changes) on 

superalloys was conducted by Ma et al. [76], and more evidences were found. Specifically, 

the formation of spurious/stray crystals and freckle chain was correlated to the abrupt cross-

section expansion, as displayed in Figure 3. 12 (h). At the position of the abrupt section 

expansion, the freckle chain in the small cross-section zone cannot extend immediately 

along the bottom edge of the large cross-section zone, but it continues to appear at an 

incubation height of approximately ΔH =10 mm above the bottom edge of the sections [76]. 

From the longitudinal section of the casting sample, it can be seen that below the position of 

the surface freckle chain (freckle I), a short but clear under-surface freckle (freckle II) 

forms. Immediately after the solidification front passes the position of the cross-section 

expansion (Figure 3. 12 (b)), the flow is so weak that spurious crystals may not form. In the 

next moment, Figure 3. 12 (c), the flow becomes stronger but is still not sufficiently strong 

to form freckle and spurious crystals at the sample surface; some under-surface freckle 

(freckle II) may form. Only when the flow is sufficiently strong (Figure 3. 12 (e)), surface 

freckles (freckle I) can generate.  

3.4 Modelling melting and grain destruction phenomena during globular 

equiaxed solidification 

Melting or re-melting accompanies solidification in many technical castings. For 

example, during ingot casting, some crystal fragments or equiaxed grains can enter the 

superheated region and be remelted, while solidification continues in other regions. This 

simultaneous solidification/melting process acts as an important species/energy transport 

mechanism, which impacts the structural/compositional homogeneity of the castings. The 

re-melting is typically understood as a reduction in the equiaxed grain size, but it can also 

lead to the destruction (disappearance) of equiaxed grains. Existing process-based models 

cannot treat the solidification/melting by considering both crystal nucleation and destruction 

properly.  

Nucleation/grain-growth and remelting/grain-destruction processes are schematically 

shown in Figure 3.13. Inoculants exist in the parent melt (Figure 3.13 (a-1)). With 

sufficient undercooling, they are activated to become equiaxed grains (Figure 3.13 (a-2)). 

Consequently, the number of inoculants in the melt gradually decreases. The final 

solidification structure of the sample may consist of a eutectic phase, primary equiaxed 
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grains with various sizes, and inactivated inoculants embedded in the eutectic phase 

(Figure 3.13 (a-3)). The melting/grain-destruction process is schematically shown in 

Figure 3.13 (b). The primary material includes the as-cast structure, i.e. eutectic phase, 

equiaxed grains and some inactivated inoculants (Figure 3.13 (b-1)). As the temperature 

increases, the eutectic phase begins melting first. This process releases the embedded 

equiaxed grains and inactivated inoculants, and they are free to move again. With further re-

melting of the equiaxed grains, their size decreases, which is followed by grain destruction 

(Figure 3.13 (b-2)). The two smallest equiaxed grains (numbered 9–10) are completely 

melted/destroyed; thus, they are turned into inoculants. At a later stage, Figure 3.13 (b-3), 

most grains are melted/destroyed, and there are only three equiaxed grains (1–3) that remain.  

In this work, a new model is proposed based on a two-phase (liquid and equiaxed 

crystals) volume-average approach [8,141,180]. A test casting (AlSi7, 60 width 80 height  

mm2) is calculated to illustrate the modelling features. A no-slip boundary condition was 

assumed to be valid on the domain surface. Before the start of the simulation, the domain 

was set to be uniform in concentration (c0 = 0.07) and temperature (T0 = 900 K). As the 

initial condition, the minimum value was assigned for neq,0 (107 m−3), while a very large 

value was assigned for nin,0 (2.0×1010 m−3). The sample was firstly solidified by cooling the 

right-side wall. After the solidification process, the sample is heated on the left side wall.  

 
                                 (a-1)                       (a-2)                          (a-3) 

 
                                 (b-1)                              (b-2)                         (b-3)    

Figure 3.13 Schematic of (a) the nucleation and grain growth and (b) the re-melting 

and grain destruction processes. The black dots denote the inoculants, the green 
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spheres indicate the equiaxed grains, and the grey background indicates the eutectic 

phase. All grains are numbered from 1 to 10.  

 

3.4.1 Cooling from the right side 

Solidification was triggered by cooling from the right wall. The solidification sequence 

at 110 s is shown in Figure 3.14. A clockwise thermo-solutal convection formed (Figure 

3.14 (g)). The flow transported both the liquid and solid phases and modified the 

temperature field. T and T  are shown in Figure 3.14 (a), which shows that the melt was 

strongly undercooled near the right surface and slightly superheated in the left part. As 

shown in Figure 3.14 (b), in the upper-right corner where the melt was most undercooled 

( 11KT  − ), the fastest nucleation rate was observed ( 10 -3 -12.0 10 m sn    ). Because the 

grains were denser than the liquid, the formed grains sedimented and dragged the liquid 

melt to flow with them. Some of these newly formed equiaxed grains (with small size) were 

transported to the superheated region. As displayed in Figure 3.14 (c), the grains further 

solidified in the undercooled melt (as indicated by the positive eM ), and those grains that 

were transported to the hot region melted ( e 0M  ). Re-melting accompanying 

solidification during casting process was numerically verified by the current model .As 

shown in Figure 3.14 (b), melting in the superheated region caused the grains to be 

destroyed, which reduced neq locally (as shown in Figure 3.14 (f)). Owing to solute 

partitioning (m = 0.13), solute-enriched liquid was rejected during the solidification process. 

High c  can be seen in Figure 3.14 (d) near the right surface. The rejected c  modified T  

( fT T m c T = +  − ) and thereby affected eM . nin and neq are shown in Figure 3.14 (e)–

(f), respectively. Nucleation consumed a large number of inoculants near the right surface 

(Figure 3.14 (b)), leading to a lower value of nin in this region. After nucleation, the grains 

were transported along the vertical wall and piled up in the bottom (neq
11 -3 -110  m s ). The 

calculated fe and ed  are shown in Figure 3.14 (g)–(h), respectively. The grains that 

nucleated on the surface adhered to the wall owing to the applied no-slip boundary 

condition. These grains grew quickly under strong undercooling, leading to a high fe and 

large ed  on the right surface. In the lower-left corner, numerous small grains piled up. 

These small grains grew slowly because of the relatively high local temperature. From 
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Figure 3.14 (g), it can be seen ef  was below c
ef  in the lower-left corner, which means that 

these small grains could be advected by liquid flow. 

     
(a) T :  

−11.73–0.16 K 
(b) log10 n : 

-3 -17.5 10.3 m s− −  

(c) eM : −1.2–98.9 
-3 -1kg·m ·s  

(d)  (%) : 7.0 8.9c −   

    
(e) log10( inn ):  
7.8–10.7 m−3 

(f) log10( eqn ):  
7.4–11.1 m−3 

(g) ef : 0–0.3 (h) ed : 0–0.8 mm 

Figure 3.14 Solidification sequence of case II (stage A) at 110 s. Contours and 

corresponding isolines of (a) T  overlaid by isotherms (red dashed lines); (b) 

log10 n  overlayed by the vectors of equ ; (c) eM ; (d) c ; (e) inlog10( )n ; (f) 

eqlog10( )n  overlaid by the vectors of equ ; (g) fe overlaid by the vectors of u ; and 

(h) ed .  

3.4.2 Heating from the left side 

The melting sequence is presented in Figure 3.15. The eutectic phase melted first at 

the eutectic isotherm, followed by gradual melting of the equiaxed grains. As shown in 

Figure 3.15 (a), after the remelting of eutectic phase, some liquid pockets were created, and 

a clockwise flow develops. The embedded grains (or grain clusters) were released and 

began to move again (Figure 3.15 (e)). c  (Figure 3.15 (b)) is large in region A, but it is 

relatively small in regions B and C. T   ( fT m c T= +  − ) is as a function of c  and T. As 
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shown in Figure 3.15 (c), the alloy was overheated in region A and undercooled in regions 

B and C, which led to melting in region A and re-solidification in regions B and C (Figure 

3.15 (d)). As shown in Figure 3.15 (e), from 320 to 380 s, ed  increased from 3.1 to 3.8 mm 

in region C and decreased from 0.48 to 0.37 mm in region A. The large grains sedimented 

quickly, but the small grains could easily be advected by the liquid flow. As shown in 

Figure 3.15 (f), nucleation occurred in regions B and C, but the nucleation rate was very 

small (~105 -3 -1m s ). In region A, the destruction rate was 7 -3 -1-7.1 10  m s . eqn  and inn  are 

presented Figure 3.15 (g)–(h), respectively.  

    
(a) f : 0–1.0 (b)  (%) : 7.7 12.5–c  (c) T : −32.5–1.5 K 

(d) eM : −7.6–23.1 
kg·m−3·s−1 

    

(e) ed : 0–4.8 mm 
(f) log10 n : 

 −7.8–5.6 -3 -1m s  
(g) log10( eqn ): 0–11.4 m−3 (h) log10( inn ): 0–9.8 m−3 

Figure 3.15 Melting sequence at 380 s. Contours and corresponding isolines of (a) 

f  overlaid by the isotherms (red dashed lines) and vectors of u ; (b) c ; (c) T ; 

(d) eM ; (e) ed  overlaid by the vectors of equ ; (f) log10 n  overlaid by the 

vectors of eu ; (g) eqlog10 ( )n  overlaid by the vectors of equ ; and (h) inlog10 ( )n .  

3.4.3 Transport of a bulk crystal network 

An interesting phenomenon was observed: transport of a bulk crystal network during 

melting, as shown in Figure 3.16. Two isolines are drawn: fe = 0.01 (indicating the melt 
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front), and fe = 0.15 (indicating the packing front). At 600 s (Figure 3.16 (a)), more than 

half of the domain had melted. The packed region is marked as A, B, and C. Region A is 

connected to the main solid part (region C) through a thin bridge (region B). Two flow 

vortices developed, which were separated by the rigid solid structure. Only the liquid could 

flow through this rigid porous medium. At 610 s (Figure 3.16 (b)), region B had re-melted. 

Region A detached from region C, but it was still partially connected to the left wall. At 615 

s (Figure 3.16 (c)), region A detached from the left wall and turned into the bulk melt 

region. The red vectors in Figure 3.16 indicate the direction of rotation. In the subsequent 

melting process, this bulk crystal network became increasingly smaller until it was 

completely melted.  

 
Figure 3.16 Transport of a bulk crystal network during the melting process shown 

by the contours of ef  overlaid by the vectors of u . The red vectors indicate the 

rotation direction of the bulk crystal network. 

Based on the current numerical study, it was found that melting cannot be simply 

considered to be inverse solidification. The simultaneous solidification/melting 

phenomenon presents an important species/energy transport mechanism, influencing the 

structural and compositional heterogeneity of the final as-cast product.  
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4. Main conclusions 

The previously developed multiphase volume-average solidification model was used 

and extended to study the flow-solidification interaction during unidirectional solidification 

process. Understanding to the flow-solidification interaction phenomena was improved. The 

main conclusions are drawn as follow.  

1. A two-phase columnar-solidification model is used to study the role of permeability in 

the solidifying mushy zone under forced convection (RMF) conditions. 

• Under RMF, an azimuthal flow superimposed with the meridional circulation was 

generated. A special macrosegregation profile resembling a “Christmas tree”, as 

typically observed experimentally, can be numerically predicted only when the 

permeability falls in a certain range. 

• Numerical parameter study shows that the thickness of the mushy zone decreases, 

and the global macrosegregation intensity increases monotonically with the mush 

permeability.  

2. A novel/different model for the solidification of AlSi7Fe1 is developed. This improved 

three-phase solidification model is employed to simulate the unidirectional solidification 

of an AlSi7Fe1 alloy under RMF. 

• The difference in macrosegregation pattern between elements Si and Fe is 

understood through this study. Formation mechanism of β-Al5FeSi is mainly caused 

by solute macrosegregation, and migration of β-Al5FeSi in the mushy zone is likely 

negligible. 

• The formed β-Al5FeSi significantly blocks the interdendritic flow under the 

influence of an RMF. Hence, dendrites appear to follow the coarsening law 

( 1/3
2 ft  ) of solidification under pure diffusive conditions. The role of dendrite 

coarsening phenomenon in the interdendritic flow is investigated.  

3. A unidirectional solidification experiment with both cross-section contraction and 

expansion between 9.5 and 3.2 mm in one cylindrical casting sample (AlSi7) is 

simulated. Geometrical effect on macrosegregation formation during unidirectional 

solidification is investigated.  
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• When only shrinkage-induced feeding flow is considered, the current could 

reproduce the Flemings’ LSRE model, i.e. a ‘inverse macrosegregation’ in the 

sample bottom, a ‘steady state’ region in the mid-section of the sample, and a 

negative segregation region in the solidifying mushy zone.  

• Under thermo-solutal convection, a so-called ‘steepling convection’ is induced, 

leading to a relatively strong positive macrosegregation on the periphery of the 

sample. With cross-sectional change: (1) a positive macrosegregation under the 

‘shoulder’ of the cross-section contraction is induced; (2) in the small cross-section 

part, where the shrinkage-induced feeding flow is magnified, a severe negative 

segregation is formed; (3) cross-section expansion in the geometry leads to a high 

risk for the formation of spurious/stray crystals. 

• A mathematical equation (Eq. (4.1)) is derived to analyse the macrosegregation. 

Freckles and spurious crystals are formed at the locations where the negative value 

of u c  is distributed. 

( ) smix mix
s

fc c c f u c
t t


 

 

  −
= −  −  

  
  (4.1) 

 

4. A new melting/grain-destruction model is developed using the volume-average approach. 

melting and grain destruction phenomena during globular equiaxed solidification is 

studied numerically.  

• The numerical model helps to visualize the remelting phenomenon during 

solidification process.  

• During cooling, some as-nucleated equiaxed grains were transported to superheated 

regions where re-melting and grain destruction occurred. During heating, there were 

some locally undercooled regions where nucleation and solidification could occur. 

Solidification and remelting occurring simultaneously at different locations present 

an important species/energy transport mechanism.  
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Abstract A unidirectional solidification experiment of

hypoeutectic Al-7.0 wt% Si alloy against gravity direction

in a cylindrical mold with cross-sectional change was

made, and the macrosegregation in different parts of the as-

solidified sample was investigated (Ghods et al. in J Cryst

Growth 441:107–116, 2016; J Cryst Growth 449:134–147,

2016). The current study is to use a two-phase columnar

solidification model to analyze the segregation mechanisms

as used in this experiment. Following flow phenomena and

their contributions to the formation of macrosegregation

are simulated and compared: (1) solidification shrinkage-

induced feeding flow; (2) thermo-solutal convection; and

(3) combined thermo-solutal convection and shrinkage-in-

duced feeding flow. The shrinkage-induced feeding flow

leads to an inverse (positive) segregation in the bottom

part, and a severe negative segregation in the part below

cross-sectional change. Thermo-solutal buoyancy leads to a

so-called steepling convection in the main part of the

sample (away from the bottom and cross-sectional change),

and this kind of flow leads to a positive macrosegregation

near the sample surface. The calculations have successfully

explained the experimental result of macrosegregation.

Keywords Macrosegregation � Fluid flow � Shrinkage �
Directional solidification

1 Introduction

Macrosegregation is caused by different flow phenomena

during solidification [1–3]. To improve understanding of

the macrosegregation mechanisms, unidirectional solidifi-

cation experiments, based on Al–Si and Al–Cu alloys, were

recently performed by Ghods [4–6]. One special feature of

these experiments is that the cylindrical casting sample is

designed with a cross-sectional change. Therefore, fol-

lowing flows and their impact on the macrosegregation

formation can be quantitatively investigated: the solidifi-

cation shrinkage-induced feeding flow, the thermo-solutal

convection, and the flow pattern as caused by the section-

change. The as-solidified structure is dominantly columnar.

The current paper is to use a two-phase solidification model

to ‘‘reproduce’’ the above experiments, with a focus on the

Al-7.0 wt%Si alloy.

2 Simulation Settings

A volume-average-based solidification model has been

introduced previously [7–9]. Here only two phases are con-

sidered: liquid and columnar. Fluid flow in themushy zone is

approximated with the Darcy’s law, with its permeability

being treated as a function of the primary dendrite arm space,

k1¼ 500 lm [4]. The columnar phase develops from the

bottom of the sample, growing in the direction of tempera-

ture gradient. The feeding flow is due to the density differ-

ence between the liquid (q‘ = 2408 kg/m3) and solid

(qs = 2545 kg/m3). The Boussinesq approximation has been

employed to calculate the thermo-solutal convection, with

the solutal (bc) and thermal (bT) expansion coefficients,

1:31� 10�3 wt%�1 and �1:8� 10�4 K�1, respectively.

Temperature fields in the casting sample and in the mold
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(graphite) are calculated, and an ideal mold-alloy contact is

assumed for the heat transfer boundary condition.

As shown in Fig. 1, a graphite mold with section change

is considered. The casting domain is filled with liquid melt

of initial composition (Al—7.0 wt% Si). Both the casting

and mold are initialized with a uniform temperature

(1490 K). The sample solidifies directionally with a fixed

growth speed (29.1 lm/s) and temperature gradient

(G = 5100 K/m). Other simulation settings are consistent

with Ghods’ experiments [4, 6]. Material properties refer to

Ref. [4]. Two cases have been simulated: Case 1—solidi-

fication with the shrinkage-induced feeding flow only; and

Case 2—solidification with combination of thermo-solutal

convection and shrinkage-induced feeding flow. All simu-

lations are performed in 2D axisymmetric, and a very fine

mesh (Dx = 0.2 mm) and a small time step (Dt = 0.002 s)

have been used.

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Case 1: Macrosegregation Caused

by Shrinkage-Induced Feeding Flow Only

Figure 2 shows the evolution of macrosegregation in the

bottom region of sample (far away from the region of

section change). As an ideal unidirectional solidification

casting condition is applied at this initial stage of solidifi-

cation, a so-called reverse segregation develops in the

casting surface region (bottom). This work is to ‘‘repro-

duce’’ the early analytical solution of Flemings’ [10]. As

the initially formed columnar structure at the sample

bottom is stationary, the solute-enriched melt in the mushy

zone feeds the solidification shrinkage, leading to an

increase in the mixture concentration (cmix) of the surface

region. The maximum cmix reaches to 0.0703, in compar-

ison with the initial value of 0.07 (c0). The magnitude of

feeding flow is small (Fig. 2b). In the region of uniform

cross section (far away from the cross-sectional change),

average velocity is 1.3 lm/s, which reduces gradually to

zero in the mushy zone. The maximum velocity (ca.

10 lm/s) occurs in the region of cross section change of the

sample. When the solidification proceeds to a steady state,

e.g., at 900 s, the change of cmix in the mushy zone (from

initial value of c0 to the minimum (0.06985) and then

recovering to c0), follows the typical evolution profile of

cmix in the mushy zone of constant thickness [3, 10].

As the solidification front proceeds into the region of

cross-sectional change (reduction) at 1800 s, the magnitude

of feeding flow reaches to 11 lm/s, as shown in Fig. 3. A

typical divergent flow pattern develops in the region below

the cross-sectional reduction, leading to the formation of a

strong negative (cmix\ c0) segregation in Zones I and II.

The negative segregation extreme is about cmix ¼ 0:0675

(Fig. 3b). Just below the shadow of the cross-sectional

reduction (Zone III), a positive segregation forms, because

the solidification shrinkage there needs to be fed by the

solute-enriched melt.

3.2 Case 2: Macrosegregation Caused

by a Combination of Thermo-Solutal

Convection and Shrinkage-Induced Feeding

Flow

As the thermo-solutal convection is considered, the mag-

nitude of the liquid velocity is increased by 1–2 orders of

magnitude, especially in the bulk region, i.e., the effect of

flow on the macrosegregation formation is dominated by

the thermo-solutal convection. At the initial stage

(t = 366 s) of solidification in the bottom region of sample,

Fig. 4a, a clockwise vortex (right half of the sample) is

developed just ahead of solidification front. Although the

isotherms seem almost flat, the latent heat released by

solidifying the first layer of solid from the bottom sample

can only be extracted by the graphite mold, leading to the

outward heat flux and inward flow pattern. The solute

rejected from the columnar dendrite mushy zone is swept

to the center of the sample, which enriches the cmix in the

center part of the sample and depletes the cmix near the

sample surface.

As solidification proceeds to a later stage (t = 1666 s),

Fig. 4b, the flow pattern changes. A quite portion of sample

is solidified from the bottom sample. The thermal diffu-

sivity (185 W/mK) of the solid phase is roughly two times

bigger than that (76.7 W/mK) of the liquid. Now, the

pressure inlet

45 m
m

45 m
m

5 m
m

de = 9.5 mm

φ 19 mm

Casting sam
ple

m
old

φ 3.2 mm

φ 9.5 mm

casting sam
ple

gv

Fig. 1 Geometry of the

simulation domain
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isotherms are no longer flat, and the solidification front is

bulged in the sample center. A so-called steepling con-

vection is developed, i.e., the flow goes downward against

the solidification front in the sample center and upward

along the sample outer surface. Enriched solute in the

mushy zone is swept to the periphery of the sample,

leading to a positive segregation in the outer region of the

casting surface and negative segregation in the casting

center. The bulged solidification front in the sample center

is the outcome of the macrosegregation: The denser solute-

enriched melt concentrated in the periphery of the sample

inhibits the solidification there.

Final segregation profiles along the radial and axial

directions of the sample are shown in Fig. 5. The calcu-

lated segregation profile along the radial direction is found

to agree almost perfectly with the experimentally measured

result [4], except for one point at the casting surface. This

is the only disagreement point at the sample surface which

may be due to the experimental measurement method

which has exaggerated the positive segregation there, or

may be due to numerical model which has underestimated

positive segregation by missing some other mechanisms.

It is worth mentioning that a further simulation (Case 3)

is made, i.e., the macrosegregation is caused by the thermo-

solutal convection only (ignoring the shrinkage-induced

feeding flow), which is compared with Case 2, as shown in

Fig. 5b. The macrosegregation mechanism due to the

thermo-solutal convection is dominant. The shrinkage-in-

duced feeding flow enhances the negative segregation (or

reduces the positive segregation) near the region of cross-

sectional change.

Fig. 2 Analysis of the inverse segregation in the bottom of the sample Case 1. a The mixture concentration (cmix) in gray scale at 700 s, overlaid

with the liquid velocity in vectors, isotherms (left) and isolines of volume fraction liquid (right); b distribution profiles of volume fraction of

liquid, temperature and liquid velocity along the axis at 700 s; c evolution of macrosegregation (cmix) along the axis

Fig. 3 Analysis of

macrosegregation formation in

the region of cross-sectional

change for Case 1. a The

mixture concentration (cmix) in

gray scale at 1800 s, overlaid

with the liquid velocity in

vectors and isotherms (the

solidification front is indicated

by a white solid line,f‘ ¼ 0:99);
b cmix profile along the axis at

t = 2500 s
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4 Conclusions

A two-phase solidification model has been used to ‘‘re-

produce’’ the unidirectional solidification experiment with

the Al-7.0 wt%Si alloy and a casting sample of cross-

sectional change, as carried out by Ghods [4]. Numerical

parameter studies have been made by considering different

flow mechanisms. When only shrinkage-induced feeding

flow is considered, the typical inverse macrosegregation in

the sample bottom and a relatively strong negative segre-

gation in the region below the cross-sectional change are

predicted, which agrees with the classical work of Flem-

ings [10]. Thermo-solutal buoyancy leads to a so-called

steepling convection in the main part of the sample (away

from the bottom and the region of cross-sectional change),

and this kind of flow leads to a negative segregation in the

sample center and positive macrosegregation in the

periphery of the sample, which agrees with the experiment

of Ghods [4].
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Fig. 4 Analysis of

macrosegregation formation for

Case 2. a cmix distribution in

gray scale at t = 366 s, overlaid

with liquid velocity in vectors

and isotherms. b cmix

distribution in gray scale at

t = 1666 s, overlaid with liquid

velocity in vectors, isolines of

cmix (left half) and isolines of

liquid volume fraction (right

half)

Fig. 5 Final macrosegregation (cmix) profiles along the radial (a) and axial (b) directions for Case 2. Comparison of the segregation profiles

along the radial direction between simulation and experiment [4] is made
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A B S T R A C T

Permeability of the mushy zone during alloy solidification is an important modeling parameter for many phe-
nomena which accompany solidification, such as the formation of macrosegregation, shrinkage porosity, hot
tearing, etc. The current study incorporates a two-phase, volume-average based columnar solidification model to
study the role of mush permeability in the solidifying mushy zone under forced convection conditions. A uni-
directional solidification of Al-7.0 wt %Si alloy sample (cylindrical with a diameter of 8mm), referring to the
experiments of MICAST project [Ratke, et al., MICAST research report – Phase IV, ESA-MAP AO-99-031, 2013],
is considered. The forced convection is applied with a rotating magnetic field (20mT). The basic permeability
law for the numerical model is derived from Carman-Kozeny, but it has been modified by an artificial factor for
the parameter study. The modeling results show that (1) the thickness of the mushy zone decreases and (2) the
global macrosegregation intensity increases monotonically with growing permeability. A special macro-
segregation profile resembling a “Christmas tree”, as typically observed experimentally, could also be numeri-
cally predicted. However, the formation of the “Christmas tree” segregation profile depends strongly on the
permeability of the material. The formation mechanism of “Christmas tree” segregation can be analyzed ac-
cording to the flow-solidification interaction in the mushy zone. A quantitative determination of the perme-
ability, depending on the dendritic structure of the mushy zone, is beyond the scope of the current study,
nevertheless it also includes a brief discussion (literature review) on this topic.

1. Introduction

The interaction between the melt flow and developing mushy zone
during solidification is still an issue that is not yet completely under-
stood, although it plays an important role in the formation of micro-
structures and many other associated phenomena like macrosegrega-
tion, shrinkage porosity, hot tearing, etc. [1–4]. To investigate this flow-
solidification interaction, a series of unidirectional solidification ex-
periments on the Al-Si alloy system in the framework of the project
MICAST (Microstructure Formation in Casting of Technical Alloys
under Diffusive and Magnetically Convection Condition, supported by
Europe Space Agency) were performed on Earth and in space [4–7]. A
central Si-segregation in the shape of “Christmas tree” forms as the
induction of the rotating magnetic field (RMF) becomes more intense,
[6,7]. This “Christmas tree” segregation is characterized by a distinct
accumulation of solute element (Si) along the axis of the sample, ac-
companied by many side-arms. Hereafter we also refer to the
“Christmas tree” segregation as a central segregation channel with side-
arms. A tentative explanation to this phenomenon would be that the

solute rejected from the mushy zone was captured by multiple traveling
Taylor-Görtler (T-G) vortices and brought back to the mushy zone [6].
Noeppel et al. [8] studied the effects of both rotating and travelling
magnetic fields on macrosegregation during directional solidification,
and suggested that the side-arms of the “Christmas tree” might form at
the junction of two meridional T-G vortices ahead of the mushy zone.
Similar studies were conducted by Budenkova et al. [9], but they found
that the origins of the “Christmas tree” side-arms seem to occur in-
dependently of the T-G vortices. This is because the formation fre-
quency of T-G vortices differs from the formation frequency of the
segregation side-arms.
One parameter used to characterize the fluid flow in the mushy zone

is permeability, which is normally described as a function of the liquid
volume fraction and dendritic morphology of crystals in the mush ( 1
and/or 2) [10–12]. The role of mush permeability in the formation of
meso- or macro-segregation under natural convection conditions was
studied as follows: the experimentally-reported macrosegregation pat-
tern could only be modelled when a proper mush permeability law is
implemented [13]; the formation of meso-segregation seems more
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sensitive to the mush permeability than the formation of macro-
segregation [14]. However, the influence of mush permeability on the
mushy zone itself (e.g. mushy zone thickness), especially under forced
convection conditions, is not yet sufficiently understood.
This paper presents a two-phase volume-average based solidifica-

tion model, developed by Wu et al. [15–18], to simulate the unidirec-
tional solidification of the binary Al-7.0 wt.%Si alloy under the condi-
tions of RMF and nature convection. The main goal is to investigate the
role of permeability in the formation of dendritic mushy zone (thick-
ness) and macrosegregation. The formation mechanism of the
“Christmas tree” segregation is analyzed in detail.

2. Numerical model and simulation settings

The two-phase volume-average based solidification model has al-
ready been described elsewhere [15–18]. The main features of the
model and some assumptions are outlined below.

(1) The two phases refer to the liquid melt and columnar dendrite
trunks as a solid phase. Both the liquid and solid phases are quan-
tified by their volume fractions.

(2) The morphology of the columnar trunks is approximated as step-
wise cylinders, growing unidirectionally along temperature gra-
dient. The primary dendrites’ arm spacing, 1, taken from the as-
solidified structure, is assumed to be constant during solidification.
The columnar tip front is traced according to LGK model [19].

(3) The net mass transfer rate from liquid to solid due to solidification
is calculated according to the lateral growth speed of the columnar
trunks, which is governed by the solute diffusion in the inter-
dendritic melt around the columnar trunks.

(4) Volume-averaged concentrations of both liquid and solid phases are
calculated. Macrosegregation is characterized by the mixture con-
centration among the liquid and solid. A thermodynamic equili-
brium is assumed at the solid-liquid interface to determine the in-
terfacial concentration. The concentration difference between the
liquid thermodynamic equilibrium at the solid-liquid interface and
the volume-averaged concentration in the interdendritic liquid is
the driving force for the growth of columnar trunks. Back diffusion
in the solid phase is not considered for the purpose of this study.

(5) A linearized binary Al-Si phase diagram with a constant liquidus
slope and solute partition coefficient is considered.

(6) Fluid flow resistance through the mushy zone is calculated by
means of a permeability law, referring to the Carman-Kozeny ap-
proach. For the purpose of conducting a numerical parameter study,
it arbitrarily increases/decreases by orders of magnitude.

(7) Solidification shrinkage is not considered, and thermo-solutal con-
vection is modelled with the Boussinesq approach.

The configuration of the sample is shown in Fig. 1. The cylindrical
geometry, the alloy (Al-7.0 wt% Si) and the cooling conditions are
taken from published work [9,20]. The alloy sample solidifies in an
Al2O3 crucible directionally. The initial concentration (c0) is set to be
homogeneous in the sample. The initial temperature (T0) of the liquid is
set at 1190 K. On the top and bottom of the sample, a decreasing
temperature is imposed TTop and TBottom. As demonstrated in Fig. 1, be-
fore t=100 s,TTop is equal to TBottom. After t=100 s, the temperature at
the bottom (TBottom) begins to decrease. At t=150 s the initial tem-
perature gradient (G ) is generated. Then both TTop and TBottom drop at
the same cooling rate R, and the solidification subsequently occurs. The
lateral wall of the sample is considered to be adiabatic. The mushy zone
thickness ( ) is calculated as the distance from the solidification front to
the point of eutectic temperature isotherm. An RMF inductor is installed
outside the sample, which is controlled by a switch (on/off). The ro-
tating magnetic field with a constant rotating frequency ( f ) and mag-
netic induction (B) is applied. The RMF is activated at the beginning of

the calculation (t=0 s) in the cases of chapter 3.1 and chapter 3.3,
while the RMF is switched on at t=650 s in the case of chapter 3.2. An
analytical approximation of the azimuthal component of the electro-
magnetic force (F ) is valid (Eq. (1)) [6,21,22].

=F B r u
R

e1
2

12
(1)

where is the electrical conductivity of the melt, = f2 is angular
frequency, B is the magnetic induction, r and R (= d/2) is a radial
coordinate and radius of the sample, and u is the azimuthal velocity
magnitude of the melt at a radial coordinate r, e is the tangential unit
vector. The material properties and other parameters used in the study
are summarized in Table 1.
Two laws of the isotropic permeability (K) of the mushy zone, de-

rived from the Carman-Kozeny law, are deployed: one as reported by
Noeppel [8] referring to the secondary dendrite arm space 2; one as
reported by Ramirez [24] referring to the primary dendrite arm space

1.
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where Kc is a constant (Kc = 5), f is the liquid volume fraction.
For the purpose of a numerical parameter study, five simulation

cases are defined in Table 2. We take the permeability as reported by
Ramirez as a reference case (K), three further cases are considered, for
which the permeability is increased/decreased arbitrarily by a factor,
i.e. 10 K, 0.1 K and 0.01 K.
The model is implemented in ANSYS FLUENT version 14.5, which

uses a control-volume finite difference numerical method. All phases
share a single pressure field, p, which is solved via a pressure correction
equation. This, in turn is obtained from the sum of the normalized mass
continuity equations, using the phase-coupled SIMPLE (PC-SIMPLE)
algorithm. For each time step, 30 iterations are adopted to decrease the
normalized residuals of concentration, flow quantities and continuity
below 10−4 and enthalpy quantities below 10−7. The decision to select
a time step that ensures a high accuracy solution must be determined
empirically by test simulations. In this study all calculations are run
with a time-step of 0.0005 s. Parameter studies were performed in 2D
axisymmetric (swirl) calculation; but full 3D simulations were made to
verify the validity of 2D axisymmetric simulations for the flow (Chapter
3.1) and to analyze the solidification sequence (Chapter 3.2). The
maximum mesh sizes are 3.0×10−4 m (3D) and 1.0×10−4 m (2D),
respectively. One 3D simulation takes ca. 4 weeks; while one 2D si-
mulation takes only a week on a high performance cluster (2.6 GHz, 12
cores).

3. Simulation results

3.1. Fluid flow

Fig. 2 shows the melt flow pattern in the sample at t=80 s. The
RMF is activated at the beginning of the calculation (t=0 s). Under the
RMF (20m T, 50 Hz), an intensive azimuthal flow up to the velocity
magnitude of 0.15m/s is generated in the region at the center of the
radius. Due to the non-slip flow boundary conditions at the lateral and
bottom walls, a so-called Ekman effect [25] leads to a meridional cir-
culation. The meridional velocity is 0.04m/s, one order of magnitude
smaller than the azimuthal velocity. As clearly demonstrated by the
streamline in Fig. 2(b), the fluid rotates downwards at the periphery of
the sample, then it rotates and flows upwards in the sample’s center.
What is more interesting to see is that the fluid flow is very unstable, as
depicted in Fig. 2(a) and (c). The meridional velocity is characterized
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by a random occurrence of Taylor-Görtler (T-G) vortices along the
lateral wall of the sample [25]. Some T-G vortices move up and down to
the top/bottom surface, and then disappear; while some of the vortices
aggregate with the neighboring ones to form a large vortex. The gen-
eration and aggregation of these vortices seem to appear randomly. The
space between every two vortices is about 5mm. Note that this kind of
flow pattern remains during solidification, interacting with the growing
mushy zone.

As a comparison to the 3D model, a 2D axisymmetric (swirl) cal-
culation is performed, as depicted in Fig. 2(d). It is clear that the 2D
axisymmetric calculation can successfully reproduce the 3D calculation
results, in terms of both the velocity magnitude (azimuthal ∼ 0.15m/s,
meridional ∼ 0.04m/s) and the flow pattern (e.g. T-G vortices). Even
the spacing of each T-G vortex is also quite similar to that of the full 3D
calculation. It can be concluded that the subsequent parameter study
for the solidification based on 2D axisymmetric calculations is able to
reproduce the key features of solidification as performed in full 3D. Two
minor differences between 2D axisymmetric and 3D calculations should
be kept in mind for the purpose of interpreting the solidification results
from 2D calculations. One is that the instability of the flow, especially
in the center region, is understated by the 2D axisymmetric calculation:
the oscillation of the flow pattern in the center (3D) is smeared (aver-
aged) when applying the 2D calculation. Another point is that the ideal
axisymmetry of the result rendered in 2D would never occur in the full
3D calculation.

3.2. Solidification under RMF

The solidification process of the sample at t=945 s under the in-
fluence of RMF is shown in Fig. 3. The RMF is activated at t=650 s.
The top and bottom boundaries of the mushy zone are represented by
iso-surfaces of the liquid phase fraction ( f =0.85) and eutectic tem-
perature ( =T 850 K), respectively. The distribution of the liquid phase
fraction in the mushy zone, overlaid with the vectors of the liquid ve-
locity is depicted in Fig. 3(a). The vector length is scaled by a log
function. A tube-like channel, filled with solute-enriched liquid, forms
in the sample center. It penetrates the entire mushy zone. In the mushy

Fig. 1. Geometry configuration and boundary conditions.

Table 1
Summary of material properties and other parameters [8,23].

Property Symbol Units Values

Thermophysical properties
Specific heat C Cp

l
p
s J·Kg−1·K−1 1140.0

Latent heat hf J·Kg−1 400000.0
Diffusion coefficient (solid) Dc m2·s−1 1.0×10−12

Diffusion coefficient (liquid) D m2·s−1 6.45× 10−9

Thermal conductivity k kp
l

p
s W·m−1·K−1 100.0

Liquid thermal expansion coefficient T K−1 −1.85×10-4

Liquid solutal expansion coefficient c wt.% −1 1.3×10−3

Reference density (solid) ref Kg·m−3 2535.0
Boussinesq density difference Kg·m−3 165.0
Viscosity µ Kg·m−1·s−1 2.52× 10−3

Electrical conductivity m-1 -1 3.65× 106

Thermodynamic parameters
Eutectic composition ceu wt.% 12.6
Eutectic temperature Teu K 850.0
Liquidus slope m K (wt. %)−1 −6.62
Equilibrium partition coefficient k – 0.13
Primary dendritic arm spacing 1 μm 300.0
Secondary arm spacing 2 μm 50.0
Gibbs Thomson coefficient m·K 2.41× 10−7

Melting point of solvent Tf K 933.5

Other parameters
Initial concentration c0 wt.% 7.0
Initial temperature T0 K 1190.0
Cooling rate of top and bottom R K/s 0.16
Temperature gradient G K/m 6000.0

Magnetic induction B mT 20.0
Angular frequency rad/s 314.0
Rotating frequency f Hz 50.0

Table 2
Cases definition for parameter study by varying permeability.

Cases Expression Relationship Referred to Parameters

A – 0.01 K – = µm3001 and
= µm502 , which are

taken from experi
ments [4].

B – 0.1 K
C

=K
f

f
12

3

1667(1 )2
K Ramirez [24]

D
=K

f
K f

2
2 3

4 2 c (1 )2
4K Noeppel [8]

E – 10K –
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zone, the fluid flow is suppressed by the dendrites to a magnitude of
10−3∼10−6 m/s, and the maximum liquid velocity is observed in the
tube-like channel. The flow pattern in the mushy zone is similar to that
in the bulk liquid, as demonstrated in Chapter 3.1. The fluid rotates
downwards at the periphery of the sample, then it rotates and flows
upwards into the center tube-like channel – as demonstrated by the
vectors in Fig. 3(a) and streamlines in Fig. 3(b). The central tube-like
channel acts as a pump, sucking solute-enriched melt out of the mush
and transporting it back into the bulk region of the sample.
As shown in Fig. 3(c)–(e), there is almost no macrosegregation in

the lower part of the sample before the RMF is activated (before 650 s).
The central segregation channel occurs only after the RMF stirring. The
aforementioned T-G vortices still remain during solidification. With the
gradual enrichment of the solute in the bulk melt region, the liquidus
temperature decreases to about 873 K at 945 s. Fig. 3(d) shows the
solute mixture concentration (cmix). A strong positive macrosegregation
channel, accompanied by side-arms, appears along the axis of the
sample forms and it assumes the appearance of a “Christmas tree”. Li-
quid and columnar phase fractions are shown in Fig. 3(e) and (f). The
distribution pattern of the liquid phase fraction ( f ) is similar to that of
cmix. When the temperature is lower than eutectic temperature (Teu), the
remaining solute-enriched inter-dendritic liquid solidifies eutectically.

3.3. Role of the permeability in solidification

The calculation results of the solidification (620 s) by varying de-
grees of permeability are shown in Fig. 4. These five cases correspond to
those in Table 2, which only lists the results in the mushy zone. In all
cases, a central segregation channel with a diameter of 1mm, strongly
enriched with Si forms, where cmix is close to the eutectic concentration.
At the periphery of the sample, cmix decreases with the rate of

permeability. The degree of macrosegregation increases with the per-
meability. Except for the cases (a) and (e), all simulations present a
“Christmas tree” segregation pattern. A characteristic time for the
periodical formation of channels is relatively long (40∼110 s).
Near the solidification front, the liquid velocity is close to that in the

bulk liquid. In the deep mushy zone, the liquid velocity is decelerated
by the resistance of the columnar dendrites, and the component of
meridional liquid velocity (∼10−5 m/s) is several orders of magnitude
smaller than that in the bulk liquid (∼10−2 m/s). As demonstrated by
the pink dash lines in Fig. 4, as soon as side-arms of the segregation
channel forms, the flow takes the path of the least resistance through
the side-arms of the channel, hence the flow directions are strongly
influenced by the forming side-arms. It is difficult to determine the
maximum or average liquid velocity in the mushy zone, but it is still
evident that the meridional liquid velocity increases with the rate of
permeability. The mushy zone thickness (δ) is calculated from the
distance between the solidification front and the eutectic isotherm.
Clearly, δ decreases with the permeability.

4. Discussion

4.1. Relationship between the T-G vortex and segregation channel formation

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, some T-G vortices form in the bulk liquid
and move up/down to the top/bottom surface, and then disappear;
while some of the vortices aggregate with the neighboring ones to form
a big vortex. Taking the simulation case in Chapter 3.2 as a reference
point, we measure the life time (formation interval) of each T-G vortex,
which is compared with the time interval of formation of each side-arm
of segregation channel. It is clear that the formation frequency of the
side-arm is inverse proportional to its formation interval. The results

Fig. 2. Flow pattern of pure liquid melt under RMF (20m T, 50 Hz) at the moment of 80 s before solidification starts: (a)–(c) in full 3D calculation, (d) in ax-
isymmetric calculation. The domain is down-scaled in axis direction to allow a better view of the entire domain of the sample (φ 8mm×50mm). (a) Contours of
velocity magnitude (color scaled) in two vertical sections and one horizontal section at the top boundary, combined with two tube-like iso-surfaces of the velocity
magnitude, which is used to indicate the typical Tayler-Görtler vortices [25]: one iso-surface is for the velocity magnitude of 0.135m/s, one iso-surface, which is
made transparent, is for the velocity magnitude of 0.13m/s; (b) One streamline to show the mass transfer; (c) Contour of the azimuthal velocity (color scaled) in the
central section, overlaid with the vectors of the meridional velocity in the central section; (d) Same contours/vector as in (c) in a 2D axisymmetric calculation (one
half section is mirrored from another).
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are plotted in Fig. 5. If one T-G vortex disappears at the solidification
front, we record the time it takes for the melt to solidify. The interval of
T-G vortex formation is calculated by the time difference between two
subsequent records. Similarly, if one side segregation channel forms, we
make a record of the solidification time. The formation interval of each
segregation side-arm is calculated by the time difference between the
two recorded time intervals.
As shown in Fig. 5 (insert), the formation interval of T-G vortex

varies randomly between 0.3 and 1.2 s. On average, one T-G vortex
disappears every 0.7 s at the solidification front. As the RMF is switched
on at t=650 s in this case, the first side channel forms at t=680 s. The
solute is gradually enriched in the bulk liquid due to the meridional
liquid velocity. The enrichment of solute in the bulk liquid influences
the solidification process. One influence is the increase of the formation
interval of segregation side-arms. This interval changes from 40 to
110 s. A similar phenomenon was observed experimentally [26]. In the
process of forming one side-arm, dozens of vortices form. The origin of
the side-arms of the “Christmas tree” seems independent from the T-G
vortices, supporting the conclusion of Bodenkova et al. [6], because the

formation frequency of T-G vortices is approximately two orders of
magnitude larger than the formation frequency of the side-arms of the
“Christmas tree”.

4.2. Role of permeability in mushy zone thickness and macrosegregation

The interaction between the melt flow and the formation of mushy
zone is highly complex [27,28]. The fluid flow may influence the mushy
zone by modifying the dendrite morphology: inducing the macro-
segregation; causing segmentation and fragmentation. In turn, the
mushy zone can affect the fluid flow by changing the flow intensity and
pattern [28]. One parameter used to characterize the fluid flow in the
mushy zone is permeability, i.e. a tensor to measure the ease of fluid
flow through the solid network [12].
This article cannot cover all of the aforementioned aspects of the

flow-solidification interaction, as it would go beyond the scope of an
individual scientific paper. One of the most important objectives of this
study is to demonstrate the influence of mush permeability on the so-
lidification process by increasing or decreasing the permeability

Fig. 3. The solidification process of the sample at the moment of 945 s: (a) and (b) in the mushy zone (3D), (c)–(f) in the whole domain (2D). (a) Contour of the liquid
phase fraction (color scaled) in the mushy zone in two vertical sections and one iso-surface of the liquid phase fraction ( f =0.85) at the top and center of the mush,
overlaid with the vectors of the liquid velocity; (b) streamlines of the flow in the mushy zone colored by liquid velocity magnitude ( u| |); (c) different phase regions:
bulk liquid by white, full solid by blue and the mushy zone by yellow, overlaid by isotherms and vectors of the meridional liquid velocity; (d) – (f) contours of mixture
concentration (cmix), liquid phase fraction ( f ), and columnar phase fraction ( fc).
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arbitrarily. This may help in understanding the effect of permeability on
the flow-solidification interaction.
Based on the numerical simulation results, we have found that the

thickness of mushy zone ( ) decreases with the permeability, and the
macrosegregation severity increases, respectively. Quantitative ana-
lyses of the thickness of the mushy zone and mixture concentration
have been performed. The mushy zone’s thickness ( ) against the

permeability is plotted in Fig. 6. Mushy zone thickness decreases from
7mm to 5mm when increasing the permeability by three orders of
magnitude. The liquid velocity in the mushy zone is relatively rapid
when there is a greater degree of permeability. The intense liquid ve-
locity in the mushy zone promotes energy (enthalpy) and mass trans-
port. This enhances the temperature gradient in/near the mushy zone.

Fig. 4. Parameter study by varying rates of permeability. Cases (a)–(e), corresponding to those in Table 2, show the solidification in the mushy zone at 620 s. The
gray-scale shows mixture concentration (cmix) that is lighter for higher concentrations. Vector shows the meridional component of liquid velocity. The red solid lines
are isotherms of the eutectic temperature, pink dash lines indicate the flow direction, and the top profile is the solidification front.

Fig. 5. Time intervals of the formation of T-G vortices and side-arms of central
segregation channel.

Fig. 6. Influence of permeability on mushy zone thickness ( ).
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The greater the temperature gradient, the thinner the mushy zone.
The minimum and maximum mixture concentrations (cmix

min), (cmix
max)

against the permeability in the whole domain are plotted in Fig. 7. The
hollow circles represent the maximum mixture concentration (cmix

max),
and the solid circles stand for the minimum mixture concentration
(cmix

min). The distance between these two lines indicates how hetero-
geneous the solute distribution actually is. This is consistent with the
results shown in Fig. 4. The maximum mixture concentration (cmix

max) of
all these five cases, corresponding to the central positive segregation
channel, is close to the eutectic concentration. The minimum mixture
concentration, corresponding to negative segregation in the lower part
of the periphery regions of the sample, decreases with the permeability.
The more permeable the mush is, the stronger the flow, hence more
solute will be transported from the periphery into the center and bulk
regions of the sample.
Plenty of experiments and numerical simulations have been per-

formed to determine the permeability of different alloys under varying
casting conditions, and various permeability laws are therefore pro-
posed [29–37]. The permeability was measured for different alloys
[34,36,37]. Experimental methods fail to measure permeability when
f >0.66 in columnar structures, due to ripening and the fragile nature
of dendrites. Recently, experimental 3D mapping of the sample using
synchrotron X-ray micro-tomography followed by image analysis to
distinguish the eutectic (interdendritic liquid) from the dendrite ske-
leton was used to reconstruct the dendritic morphology to generate 3D
geometry [12,29–33], which makes the permeability calculations more
accurate. However, the permeability values given by the different
permeability formulas differ by two orders of magnitude. Extreme
caution must be taken to in order to be able to precisely determine the
permeability.

4.3. Side-arm formation of the central segregation channel

Reproducing the experimentally observed “Christmas tree” macro-
segregation pattern works well by applying the current two-phase vo-
lume-average based solidification model. Li and Wu have proposed a
formula to analyze the formation mechanism of channel segregation in
the case of pure columnar solidification [16,17]. This formula is used to
analyze the formation of the side-arms of the central segregation
channel. The concentration difference between the liquid thermo-
dynamic equilibrium at the solid-liquid interface and the volume-
averaged concentration in the interdendritic liquid c c( * ) is the
driving force for both solidification and remelting. The local solidifi-
cation/melting rate, M c, is proportional to

c c
t

( * ) . The remelting of
the dendrites is not considered in this work. The local solidification rate
(M c) is the result of three contributions, corresponding to the three
right hand side (RHS) terms of Eq. (4).

= + +M c c
t

c c
f

f
t m

T
t

u c( * ) ( *) 1
c

s

(4)

where f is liquid volume fraction, c is species concentration in the
liquid phase, c* and c*s are thermodynamic equilibrium species con-
centrations at the liquid/solid interface, andm is the liquidus slope. The
first RHS term is the solidification-induced solute enrichment of the
interdendritic melt. This term is always negative for solidification. The
second RHS term is the contribution of the cooling rate, which is always
positive. The third RHS term is the flow-solidification interaction term,
which can be positive or negative, depending on the interdendritic flow
direction. Local solidification behavior strongly depends on the in-
tensity of the flow-solidification interaction.
In a region where the melt flows (u ) in the same direction as the

liquid concentration gradient ( c ), the flow-solidification interaction
term is positive. The local increase in flow velocity due to a flow per-
turbation accelerates solidification. As a consequence, the local per-
meability (K) becomes relatively smaller than that of its neighboring
zones, which decelerates the interdendritic fluid flow. Hence, side-arms
would not form. On the contrary, in regions where the melt flows in the
opposite direction of the concentration gradient, the flow-solidification
interaction term is negative. The local increase in flow velocity due to
flow perturbation suppresses the solidification rate. This region with a
relatively lower solid fraction has a greater degree of permeability. The
interdendritic fluid flow becomes stronger and side-arms form.
As shown in Fig. 8(a), the vectors of liquid velocity and solute

gradient are both plotted in green and black, respectively. When the
angle between these two vectors is larger than 90°, the flow-solidifi-
cation interaction term should be negative. The suppressed solidifica-
tion zone, corresponding to negative u c, is shown in Fig. 8(b). It is
evident that the solidification rate (M c) is far lower than that of the
neighboring cells at the solidification front and sample center, where
the flow-solidification interaction term (u c) is negative. The sup-
pressed solidification rate possibly leads to the formation of the side-
arms of the channel. As depicted in Figs. 4 and 8(c), once the side-arm
forms, the solute-enriched inter-dendritic liquid takes the path of least
resistance through these zones. The enrichment of the solute-enriched
liquid in the side-arms suppresses the solidification and even causes
them to remelt [16,17]. Formation of the side-arms is a self-reinforcing
process until the temperature falls below the eutectic temperature. The
final segregation pattern is shown in Fig. 8(d), and the side-arm en-
closed within the blue outline is newly formed at 620 s.
The “Christmas tree” macrosegregation under RMF has been ex-

perimentally observed for different alloys [38–40]. When the magnetic
induction is week, the solidified microstructure is dominated by co-
lumnar dendrites [41]. With the increase of the magnetic induction,
some equiaxed crystals form in the sample center [42]. Under a strong
RMF, fragmentation occurs, leading to a transition in the micro-
structure from columnar to equiaxed (CET) [38]. The critical magnetic
induction for CET is dependent on the respective alloy-system and
cooling conditions. Study of CET under RMF is beyond the scope of the
current paper. Based on the published results, the solidified micro-
structure of the sample under current cooling conditions and RMF
strength should be dominated by columnar dendrites [6,42].

5. Conclusion

A two-phase volume-average based columnar solidification model is
used to calculate the unidirectional solidification process of a cylind-
rical sample (φ 8mm×50mm, Al-7.0 wt.%Si alloy) under RMF
(Rotating magnetic field, 20m T, 50 Hz) with a focus on evaluating the
effects of mush permeability on the solidifying mush zone. Following
conclusions are drawn.

1) It is verified that the flow calculation under RMF in 2D axisymmetry
(swirl) can sufficiently reproduce the full 3D calculation, in terms of

Fig. 7. Influence of permeability on macrosegregation.
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both the velocity magnitude (azimuthal ∼ 0.15m/s, meridional ∼
0.04m/s) and the flow pattern (e.g. T-G vortices). Mesh sizes of both
2D and 3D calculations must be rigorously controlled.

2) Numerical parameter study shows that the thickness of the mushy
zone decreases and the global macrosegregation intensity increases
monotonically with the mush permeability.

3) The “Christmas tree” macrosegregation pattern, sometimes observed
experimentally, can only occur when the permeability falls in a
certain range for the case of pure columnar solidification. Literature
studies indicate that permeability rates, as suggested by different
permeability laws, differ from by two orders of magnitude, hence
extreme caution must be taken in order to correctly determine the
permeability. The formation of side-arms of “Christmas tree” mac-
rosegregation during solidification can be analyzed in accordance
with the flow-solidification term (u c).

4) The origin of the “Christmas tree” channels seems independent from

the T-G vortices, supporting the conclusion of Bodenkova et al. [6],
as the formation frequency of T-G vortices is approximately two
orders of magnitude greater than the formation frequency of the
“Christmas tree” channels.
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A B S T R A C T   

In the production of single-crystal turbine blades for use in aircraft engines with unidirectional solidification 
techniques, it is confirmed that the casting geometry had great influence on the formation of macrosegregation or 
spurious/stray crystals. In this study, a two-phase solidification model is used to investigate the geometrical 
effect on the unidirectional solidification of Al–7.0 wt.% Si alloy. The study is based on the experiment of Ghods 
et al. (2016a), in which the diameter of the sample is changed between ϕ9.5 and ϕ3.2 mm along the solidification 
direction to highlight the geometrical effect. The first part of the investigation is to verify the numerical model by 
‘reproducing’ the experimentally obtained macrosegregation and phase distribution in an as-cast sample. The 
second part is to explore the macrosegregation mechanism. It is found that the main geometrical effect is the 
modification of the bulk and the interdendritic melt flow during solidification. Different flow patterns are found 
in different locations, e.g. below or above the cross-section contraction; however, details of the macrosegregation 
formation can be explained by a scalar product of two vectors, i.e. the flow velocity and the concentration 
gradient of the melt. Based on the positive/negative value of the scalar product, i.e. the flow direction in 
comparison with the direction of the concentration gradient, it is possible to determine where a negative/positive 
segregation will occur. The above scalar product is also found valid for analysing the possible formation of 
spurious/stray crystals, and it is numerically demonstrated that the cross-section expansion in casting geometry 
leads to high risk of spurious/stray crystals.   

1. Introduction 

The casting geometry is an important factor influencing the melt flow 
pattern during solidification, and an inappropriate geometry design may 
intensify macrosegregation or cause formation of other defects. Turbine 
blades, which are key components in aircraft engines, are produced as 
single crystals by a unidirectional solidification technique. However, 
several geometrical features of the turbine blade casting, e.g. abrupt 
change in the casting section, can lead to onset of freckles (‘channel 
segregates’) or formation of spurious/stray crystals, which severely 
deteriorate the creep-rupture life of single-crystal blades. Freckle ap-
pears as solute-enriched phases and long chain of equiaxed grains in the 
direction roughly parallel to the gravity. It is generally believed that the 
formation of freckles is caused by the thermo-solutal convection. Recent 
investigation by Ma and Bührig-Polaczek (2014) confirmed that the 
casting geometry significantly affected the onset of freckles during the 
unidirectional solidification. 

Flemings et al. (1968) carried out a unidirectional solidification 
experiment with a casting sample of cross-section contraction, and they 
found a positive macrosegregation before the cross-section contraction, 
and a strong negative macrosegregation after the cross-section 
contraction. Ma et al. (2012) performed experiments to investigate the 
geometrical effect on the freckle formation in superalloy components. 
The sudden contraction of the cross-section revealed a promoting eff ;ect 
on the freckle onset. With cross section expansion, the freckles did not 
occur immediately after the cross-section expansion, but the freckles 
occurred after an incubation distance. The above experiments studies 
were extended by Hong et al. (2015) with numerical modelling, and 
improved knowledge about the freckle formation was obtained by 
considering the geometrical effect on the local heat transfer and flow 
pattern. In the Hong’s work macrosegregation was not directly 
modelled. 

Ghods et al. (2016a) performed a unidirectional solidification 
experiment with both cross-section contraction and expansion between 
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ϕ9.5 and ϕ3.2 mm in one cylindrical casting sample (Al–7 wt.% Si). In 
the meantime the authors Ghods et al. (2016b) did numerical analysis of 
the experiment. As a 2D planar simulation, instead of 2D 
axi-symmetrical or 3D simulation, was made, the modelling results 
could only be used to explain the experimental phenomena qualita-
tively. Although no notable freckle and spurious crystals were observed 
in the small casting sample, a few misoriented dendrite fragments near 
the sample surface were detected by Ghods et al. (2018). This unidi-
rectional solidification experiment provides an excellent benchmark for 
further development of the numerical models. 

A series of multiphase solidification models were developed. Wu 
et al. (2019) did a comprehensive review recently. Those models have 
been evaluated with some benchmark castings and also applied to pre-
dict the macrosegregation in large steel ingots. The current study uses a 
multiphase volume-average-based solidification model to simulate the 
Ghods’ experiment. The main goal is to investigate the macro-
segregation mechanism induced by the geometry as well as the potential 
impact of the casting geometry on the formation of spurious grains. A 
further goal is to verify the numerical model. 

2. Model description and simulation settings 

As-solidified casting samples are experimentally observed to be 
dominant in columnar structures. Therefore, a two-phase solidification 
model was considered here. Wu et al. (2016) have described details of 
this model. The main features/assumptions are outlined below.  

(1) The two phases refer to solid columnar and liquid melt.  
(2) The columnar morphology is simplified as cylinders growing 

unidirectionally along the temperature gradient. The columnar 
tip front is traced according to the LGK model reported by Lipton 
et al. (1984).  

(3) The arm spacing of the primary and secondary dendrites, λ1 and 
λ2, taken from the as-solidified structure measured by Ghods et al. 
(2016a), are assumed to be constant during solidification.  

(4) The average liquid and solid concentrations are calculated. The 
solid-liquid interface is presumed to be thermodynamic 
equilibrium.  

(5) A shrinkage-induced flow is considered. According to Magnusson 
and Arnberg (2001), the density of the as-solidified eutectic phase 

Table 1 
Summary of the material properties and other parameters (Ghods et al., 2016a; 
Zhang et al., 2020).  

Properties/parameters Symbol Units Values 

Thermophysical 
Specific heat of the alloy cl

p cs
p  J kg−1 K−1 1170.0 

Specific heat of the mould cm  J kg−1 K−1 1570.0 
Latent heat Δhf  J kg−1 4.0 × 105 

Solid diffusion coefficient Dc  m2⋅s−1 1.0 × 10−12 

Liquid diffusion coefficient Dℓ  m2⋅s−1 6.45 × 10−9 

Liquid thermal conductivity kℓ  W m−1 K−1 76.7 
Solid thermal conductivity ks  W m−1 K−1 185.0 
Mould thermal conductivity km  W m−1 K−1 65.0 
Liquid thermal expansion coefficient βT  K−1 −1.85 × 10−4 

Liquid solutal expansion coefficient βc  wt.% −1 1.31 × 10−3 

Liquid density ρℓ  kg m−3 2408.0 
Solid density ρs  kg m−3 2545.0 
Mould density ρm  kg m−3 2100.0 
Viscosity μℓ  kg m−1⋅s−1 1.16 × 10−3 

Thermodynamic 
Eutectic composition ceu  wt.% 12.6 
Eutectic temperature Teut  K 850.15 
Liquidus slope m  K (wt. %)−1 −7.619 
Equilibrium partition coefficient k  – 0.131 
Primary dendritic arm spacing λ1  μm 300.0 
Secondary arm spacing λ2  μm 50.0 
Gibbs Thomson coefficient Γ  m K 2.41 × 10−7 

Melting point of the solvent Tf  K 946.15 
Others 
Initial concentration c0  wt.% Si 7.0 
Initial temperature T0  K 1200.0 
Cooling rate of the top and the bottom R  K/s 0.148 
Temperature gradient G

⇀  K/m 5100.0 

Withdrawal velocity v  μm/s  29.1  

Fig. 1. Geometry configuration and boundary conditions.  
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is similar to the density of the primary dendrites. The 
thermo-solutal convection is modelled using the Boussinesq 
approach. 

(6) As the secondary dendrite arm space changes during solidifica-
tion due to the fact of coarsening, permeability of the mushy zone 
is treated as a function of the liquid volume fraction and primary 
dendrite arm space.  

(7) The mixture concentration is calculated by cmix = (fℓ⋅ρℓ⋅cℓ + fc⋅ 
ρc⋅cc)/(fℓ⋅ρℓ + fc⋅ρc), and macrosegregation is characterized by 
the segregation index, cindex = (cmix − c0)× 100/c0, in which cℓ 
and cc are the concentrations of the liquid and columnar, 
respectively. 

Ghods et al. (2016a) published the cooling conditions of the casting 
sample (Al–7.0 wt.% Si). A graphite crucible (mould) of 30 cm in length 
was used. The first part of the crucible cavity (casting sample) was 
130 mm in length and ϕ9.5 mm in diameter; in the second part, the 
sample section was reduced to the diameter of ϕ3.2 mm for a length of 
50 mm. In the third part, the sample section was increased to ϕ9.5 mm 
for a length of 120 mm. In the simulation, however, only 105 mm of the 
crucible is simulated, including the two large section zones and one 
small section zone, as displayed in Fig. 1. The reason why such a length 
is chosen will be discussed later. The calculation is initialized with a 
constant temperature (T0) in the alloy and the crucible and a homoge-
neous solute distribution (c0) in the alloy. On the top and bottom, a 
Dirichlet boundary condition (decreasing temperature: TTop and TBot-

tom), which corresponds to the experimentally imposed temperature 

gradient (G
⇀

) and withdrawal speed (v), is applied. The temperature 
boundary condition on the outer wall of the crucible is a spatial inter-
polation of TTop and TBottom. A pressure inlet is applied on the top surface 
of the sample, and a hot melt is allowed to feed the solidification 
shrinkage. At the mould–alloy interface, a non-slip boundary condition 
is used for the melt flow. All the material properties of the alloy and the 
crucible can be found in Table 1. 

The model is implemented in ANSYS FLUENT version 17.1. A 
control-volume based Eulerian–Eulerian multiphase solver is used. The 
maximum volume element (mesh) sizes are 3.5 × 10−4 m (3D) and 

1.0 × 10−4 m (2D), respectively. The time step is set as 5 × 10−4 s. A 
maximum of 30 iterations per time step are conducted to ensure 
normalized residuals of the concentration and flow quantities, conti-
nuity below 10−4, and enthalpy quantities below 10-7. One 3D and 2D 
simulations requires 6 and 2 weeks, respectively, on a high-performance 
cluster (2.6 GHz, 28 cores). 

3. Simulation results 

3.1. Solidification process 

The solidification sequence when the columnar tip front approaches 
and passes the position of the cross-section contraction is displayed in 
Fig. 2. The mushy zone is represented and confined by two iso-surfaces: 
top one for fℓ = 0.95, and bottom one for Teut. At t = 1330s (Fig. 2(a)), 
the solidification front is still far from the position of the cross-section 
contraction. The thermal conductivity of the solid phase is higher than 
those of the graphite mould and liquid phase (ks ≈ 2.5kℓ or2.8km), and 
this causes a radial heat transfer from the graphite mould to the casting 
sample towards the solidification front. In the sample centre, a so-called 
‘steepling convection’ is developed, and the solidification front is 
bulged. The bulk melt streams downwards to the sample centre against 
the solidification front, penetrating into the mushy zone, subsequently 
flows gradually along the curved profile of the mushy zone towards the 
periphery of the sample, and finally rises upwards at the sample surface. 
The solute-enriched interdendritic melt is gradually transported from 
the sample centre to the periphery. This type of solute transport causes a 
negative macrosegregation at the casting centre and a positive macro-
segregation at the outer periphery. Concurrently, it causes a speed-up of 
the solidification in the sample centre and a slow-down of the solidifi-
cation in the outer periphery. This suggests that the steepling convection 
accelerates itself, causing the solidification front to become more 
bulged. The liquid velocity reaches as high as 406 μm/s, which is mainly 
driven by the thermo-solutal buoyancy. Zhang et al. (2018) studied the 
flow pattern and solute macrosegregation under pure shrinkage-induced 
feeding flow condition. They found that the pure shrinkage-induced 
feeding flow in this section was much slower (1.3 μm/s) 

At 1450s, when the solidification front is approaching the position of 

Fig. 2. Solidification sequence when the columnar tip front (iso-surface of fℓ = 0.95) approaches and passes the position of the cross-section contraction: (a) 
t = 1330s; (b) t = 1450s; (c) t = 1630s. Vectors on the vertical section of the sample indicate the liquid velocity, overlaid by isotherms (solid lines). Two iso-surfaces 
depict the mushy zone: top one for fℓ = 0.95, bottom one for Teut = 850 K. The colour in all the section/iso-surfaces denotes cmix. 
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Fig. 3. Solidification sequence when columnar tip front (iso-surface of fℓ = 0.95) reaches and passes the position of the cross-section expansion: (a) t = 2060s; (b) 
t = 2145s; (c) t = 2700s. Vectors on the vertical section of the sample indicate the liquid velocity, overlaid by the isotherms (solid lines). The two iso-surfaces display 
the mushy zone: top one for fℓ = 0.95, bottom one for Teut = 850 K. An additional iso-surface (fℓ = 0.7) is drawn in the mushy zone. The colour in all the section/iso- 
surfaces denotes cmix. 

Fig. 4. Experiment–simulation comparison of the phase distribution. The first row displays the transverse section of the sample, and the second row depicts the 
vertical section of the sample. (a1) and (b1) Metallography with bright region denoting the primary dendrites and dark region denoting the eutectic phase. (a2) and 
(b2) Binary threshold images: primary dendrite is in white colour and eutectic phase is in black. (a3) and (b3) Distribution of the volume fraction of the eutectics (feut) 
from the experimental results. (a4) and (b4) Simulated distribution of feut. The position of the transverse section in the first row is marked by a dashed line in (b1). 
Figs. (a1) and (b1) are reproduced from (Ghods et al., 2016a, 2016b) with permission of Elsevier. 
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the cross-section contraction (Fig. 2(b)), the space for the bulk flow is 
largely limited to the volume between the columnar tip front and the 
‘shoulder’ of the sample. Owing to this space limitation, the maximum 
liquid velocity reduces to 93 μm/s. The solidification shrinkage-induced 
feeding flow in the small-section zone becomes more significant. 
Although the shrinkage-induced flow acts in the same direction as the 
thermo-solutal convection in the casting centre, it is not sufficient to 
compensate the effect of the space limitation. From cmix, the bulk liquid 
between the columnar tip front and the sample shoulder enriched with 
solute can be seen. 

Fig. 2(c) depicts the simulation result at 1630s when the solidifica-
tion tip front passes the position of the cross-section contraction. Above 
the solidification front, the steepling convection also develops in a small 
section, but the bulk liquid velocity (~17 μm/s) is weaker than that 
presented in Fig. 2(a). In the mush, the interdendritic melt flows 
downward to compensate the volume shrinkage. In the large cross- 
section zone, the steepling convection can still be observed in the 
mushy zone near the sample shoulder surface, but with a low intensity 
(~5 μm/s). This interdendritic flow, despite its low intensity, 
strengthens the positive macrosegregation below the sample shoulders 
significantly. A solute-depleted region covering the whole cross-section 
of the sample is observed exactly above the cross-section contraction. 

Fig. 3 displays the solidification sequence near the cross-section 
expansion. As the solidification front reaches the position of the cross- 
section expansion (Fig. 3(a)), the bulk flow is still quite weak (50 μm/ 
s); only a weak negative macrosegregation forms at the sample centre. 
After the solidification front passes the cross-section expansion (Fig. 3 
(b)), a flow pattern similar to that in Fig. 2(a) develops. The iso-surface 
of fℓ = 0.7 appears like a growing mushroom: a small cap develops from 
the contraction zone, which subsequently grows and extends sideways 
along the platform of the expansion region. At 2700s (Fig. 3(c)) the bulk 
flow becomes stronger (243 μm/s). The melt, as enriched with solute, 
accumulates near the sample surface, and suppresses the solidification 
locally. The solidification front becomes further bulged, and the afore-
mentioned steepling convection continues again. 

3.2. Model validation 

3.2.1. Phase distribution 
The numerically calculated eutectic phase distribution (feut) is 

compared with metallography performed on an as-cast sample, as dis-
played in Fig. 4. The Al–7.0 wt.% Si alloy mainly solidifies as primary 
aluminium dendrites with embedded eutectics. Fig. 4(a1) and (b1) 
present the original metallographic images. They were first converted to 
8-bits, and subsequently the eutectic component was depicted in black 
and the primary aluminium dendrites in white (Fig. 4(a2) and (b2)) by 
adjusting the contrast ‘threshold’ in the ImageJ software. These black 
and white images were cut into small rectangular blocks of sizes 
0.6 × 0.6 mm using MATLAB software. The area fraction of the black 
area in each block (e.g. a zoom-in view in Fig. 4(a2)) was counted, and 
the counting results are plotted as contours in Fig. 4(a3) and (b3). The 
eutectic phase distributes non-uniformly. Significant eutectic phase ac-
cumulates at the sample surface. The simulation results are displayed in 
Fig. 4(a4) and (b4). Consistent with the experimental results in Fig. 4 
(a3) and (b3), the eutectic phase accumulates near the sample surface, 
particularly before the cross-section contraction (the blue rectangles in 
Fig. 4(b3) and (b4)), whereas that in the sample centre is depleted. As 
reported by Ghods et al. (2016a), owing to the dendrite ‘clustering’ 
during the solidification, the microstructures in the different vertical 
sections are different. A better approach to validate the simulation re-
sults is to average the experimentally observed eutectic distribution in 
the different vertical sections, so that the dark blue region in Fig. 4(b3) 
disappears. 

3.2.2. Macrosegregation 
The experiment–simulation comparison of macrosegregation is pre-

sented in Fig. 5. The macrosegregation is characterized by its index 
(cindex = (cmix − c0)× 100/c0), where the cmix is the mixture concen-
tration of the primary dendrites and the eutectic phase. Ghods et al. 
(2016a) proposed a simple equation to evaluate the mixture concen-
tration (cmix). Experimentally, cmix is derived from the experimentally 

Fig. 5. Experiment–simulation comparison of the macrosegregation. (a) Schematic of the sample geometry and the evaluation method/positions for the macro-
segregation measurement; (b)–(d) radial distribution of the macrosegregation (cindex) on different cross-sections, whose positions are marked in (a); (e) macro-
segregation (section-averaged cindex) distribution along the axial direction. Black dots denote the experimental measurements, which are taken from Ghods et al. 
(2016b). The red lines denote the simulation results (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article). 
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determined volume fraction of the eutectic phase (feut) based on cmix =
(
1.094 + 11.60feut

)/
100. To obtain the radial distribution of the mac-

rosegregation, as schematically displayed in Fig. 5(a), a series of 
concentric neighbouring rings was drawn on the transverse section of 
this sample. The volume fraction of eutectic phase (feut) in each ring was 
determined by measuring the area fraction of the eutectic phase using 
ImageJ, so that the average mixture concentration in this ring was 
calculated. Using the same method, the average cmix over each trans-
verse section was estimated by evaluating feut on the corresponding 
section. Fig. 5(b)–(d) display the radial macrosegregation distributions 
on different transverse sections, whose positions are marked in Fig. 5(a). 
Excellent agreement between the experimental and the calculated 

results is obtained. Fig. 5(e) illustrates the axial macrosegregation (cin-

dex) distribution. Both the experimental and calculated results exhibit a 
significant positive macrosegregation before the cross-section contrac-
tion, and then show strong negative macrosegregation after the 
cross-section contraction. Finally, the negative macrosegregation grad-
ually recovers to a neutral composition along the axial direction. A weak 
negative macrosegregation, with the local minimum cindex of 3%, is 
numerically predicted at the position of the cross-section expansion; this 
minor negative macrosegregation appears difficult to detect experi-
mentally. Note that the experimentally detected positive macro-
segregation before the section contraction is underestimated by the 
simulation. The main reason is as follows. At that instant, when the 

Fig. 6. Numerical analysis of the solidification 
shrinkage-induced feeding flow and its effect on 
the solidification by comparison of two simu-
lation cases. Left-halves of (a) and (c) display 
the simulation case considering the solidifica-
tion shrinkage in addition to the thermo-solutal 
convection; their right-halves display the 
simulation case ignoring shrinkage (pure 
thermo-solutal convection). (a) Contour of cmix 

overlaid with isotherms (white dash lines), 
isopleths of the liquid volume fraction (dark 
solid lines), and vectors of the liquid velocity; 
the long blue vectors indicate the flow pattern; 
(b) comparison of the liquid velocity at the 
height of 38 mm; (c) cmix contour at as- 
solidified state; (d) cmix along the axis of the 
sample. These two cases were conducted with 
2D axisymmetric model (For interpretation of 
the references to colour in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this 
article).   

Fig. 7. Analyses of the macrosegregation mechanism for the moment at t = 1580s. (a) and (b) Contours of the first and second RHS terms in Eq. (1), overlaid by the 
isopleths of fℓ (back solid lines) and Teut (red dash lines); (c) zoom-views of u⇀ℓ (vectors in red) and ∇cℓ (vectors in black) (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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mushy zone is passing the position of the cross-section contraction, 
referring to Fig. 2(c), the as-solidified part of the sample shrinks and 
forms a gap between the sample and the mould, exactly below the 
shoulder; the interdendritic solute-enriched melt from the small section 
region is drained down and tends to feed the gap. This type of sample 
shrinkage and gap formation and the corresponding drainage and 
gap-feeding phenomena were ignored by the current model. 

Note that the length of the sample used in the current simulation 
(100 mm) is shorter than the length of the sample in the experiments 
(300 mm). The reason is to reduce the calculation cost. The key feature 
of this sample is the cross-section change (contraction and expansion). 
In order to ensure the modelling accuracy, the length of the sample 

before and after the cross-section change must be larger than the 
thickness of a mushy zone. The mushy zone thickness is estimated as 
(Tℓ − Teut)/G i.e. ca. 7 mm. The length of the sample used in the current 
simulation (100 mm) is long enough to study the effect of the cross- 
section change on the solidification. In the first and third parts of the 
sample, where the diameter is ϕ9.5 mm, the length of the sample is 
40 mm, ca. five times the thickness of the mushy zone. In the second part 
of the sample, where the diameter is ϕ3.2 mm, the length of the sample 
is equal to 20 mm, ca. three times of the thickness of the mushy zone. As 
shown in Fig. 5(e), only near the cross-section contraction region, strong 
macrosegregation occurs. 7 mm away from the cross-section change, no 
evident macrosegregation is observed, i.e. macrosegregation index is 
nearly zero. 

3.3. Effect of shrinkage-induced feeding flow on macrosegregation 

To study the effect of the solidification-shrinkage-induced feeding 
flow on the solidification, an additional case is simulated by ignoring the 
solidification shrinkage, e.g. by assuming ρℓ = ρs while keeping the 
thermo-solutal convection (Boussinesq approach). The simulation re-
sults of this case (t = 1450s), in comparison to the previous case 
considering both solidification shrinkage and thermo-solutal convec-
tion, are presented in Fig. 6(a). Both the cases predict quite similar flow 
patterns and cmix profiles in the large section zone. The isotherms and 
the isopleths of the liquid volume fraction are approximately the same. 
Main difference can be found in and near the small section zone. With 
the consideration of the shrinkage, a small vortex forms in the region of 
the section contraction. The melt from the small section flows downward 
besides the small vortex, to compensate the volume shrinkage in the 
mushy zone. Without the consideration of the shrinkage, a small vortex 
also forms there, but the melt in the small section is separated by this 
small vortex, so it cannot flow into the large section part. 

The feeding flow is generally to compensate the solidification 

Fig. 8. Comparison of the simulations in 3D (a), 2D axi-symmetry (b) and 2D planar (c). The simulation results are evaluated at t = 1272s. Vectors denote the liquid 
velocity, colour scale represents cmix, black solid lines are isopleths of fℓ, and red dash lines denote isotherms (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 

Fig. 9. Macrosegregation (cindex) profiles in as-solidified sample along the 
radial direction as calculated in different dimensions, in comparison with the 
experimental measurements. 
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shrinkage. For this unidirectional solidification sample, the shrinkage- 
induced feeding flow is parallel to the melt convection in the sample 
centre, whereas near the sample surface, it is in the opposite direction to 
the melt convection. The liquid velocity components (ur and uz) are 
plotted in Fig. 6(b). The shrinkage-induced feeding flow has almost no 
effect on the radial flow, but it strengthens the axial flow in the central 
part and suppresses the axial flow near the sample surface. 

Fig. 6(c) depicts the as-solidified cmix distribution. Significant dif-
ference is found in the lower part of the small section zone: the negative 
macrosegregation there for the case considering the shrinkage is not 
predicted by the case ignoring the shrinkage. This difference is more 
clearly seen in Fig. 6(d), where the cmix profiles along the sample axis are 
plotted. The orange area depicts the significant difference in the calcu-
lated cmix of these two cases. 

3.4. Mechanism of macrosegregation 

Zhang et al. (2018) studied the feeding-flow-induced inverse segre-
gation in the 1D solidification case. The simulation results were verified 
to be in line with the Flemings theory (Flemings et al., 1968). The 
following part is to analyse the feeding-flow-induced macrosegregation 
in multi-dimensions (2D or 3D) according to 

∂cmix

∂t
= (ρs − ρℓ)

(cℓ − cmix

ρ

)
⋅
∂fs

∂t
−

ρℓ
ρ fℓ u⇀ℓ⋅∇cℓ. (1) 

The derivation of this equation can be found in Appendix A. Cor-
responding to the two right hand side (RHS) terms in Eq. (1), the local 
variation rate of cmix is the outcome of two contributions. The first term 
is related to the solidification shrinkage, and the second term is due to 
the melt flow, where the flow can be caused by the solidification 
shrinkage, thermo-solutal convection, or geometry. An example of the 
macrosegregation mechanism analysis for the moment at 1580s is pre-
sented in Fig. 7. The first RHS term is always positive; the second RHS 
term can be negative/positive depending on the directions of the flow 
(u⇀ℓ) and the solute concentration gradient of the liquid phase (∇cℓ). The 
value of the second RHS term is several orders of magnitude larger than 
that of the first RHS term, indicating the dominant role of the second 
RHS term. Wu et al. (2008) found that if fℓu⇀ℓ and ∇cℓ point in the similar 
direction (the angle less than 90◦), the flow depletes the local cmix. 
Specifically, the melt with a lower cℓ entering a region to replace the 
melt of a higher cℓ leads to depletion of cmix. This mechanism operates in 
the small section zone (e.g. Zoom A of Fig. 7(c)). In the opposite situa-
tion (the angle larger than 90◦), i.e. the melt with a higher cℓ entering a 

region to replace the melt of a lower cℓ leads to an increase in cmix. This 
mechanism operates near the sample surface of the large section zone (e. 
g. Zoom B of Fig. 7(c)). 

4. Discussion 

Excellent quantitative simulation–experiment agreement is achieved 
regarding the macrosegregation in the unidirectionally solidified sample 
with a specially-designed geometry (cross-section contraction or 
expansion). In principle, each detail of the macrosegregation can be 
explained, e.g. by Eq. (1). From Fig. 7, the melt flow (u⇀ℓ) as part of the 
second RHS term of Eq. (1) plays the critical role in the formation 
macrosegregation, whereas from Figs. 2 and 3, u⇀ℓ is largely dependent 
on the geometry. From this study, one can infer the importance of the 
geometry in some critical components, like turbine blades, which are 
cast with segregation-prone Ni-based superalloys. From computational 
fluid dynamics (CFD) perspective, all the flows are 3D in nature, and the 
numerical calculation accuracy depends on the mesh size. In this regard, 
some discussions are presented in the following sections. 

4.1. 3D vs. 2D 

Ghods et al. (2016a) have simulated the solidification process of this 
benchmark. Most experimentally observed phenomena were qualita-
tively explained. However, their simulations were based on a 2D planar 
model. In the current work, three simulations are conducted: full 3D, 2D 
axi-symmetry and 2D planar. They are compared in Figs. 8 and 9. The 2D 
axisymmetric calculation (Fig. 8(b)) can reproduce the 3D calculation 
well (Fig. 8(a)). The simulation results in 2D planar are displayed in 
Figs. 8(c) and 9. It can qualitatively reproduce the flow and the mac-
rosegregation pattern, but the liquid velocity magnitude and the 
segregation severity are remarkably overestimated, particularly at the 
sample surface. Note that the above statement on the reproducibility of 
the full 3D calculation by the 2D axisymmetric calculation may be only 
applicable to the current casting sample possessing a small cross-section. 
For casting with large sections, the 3D nature of the flow may not be 
reproduced by a 2D asymmetrical model, even though the casting ge-
ometry is ideally asymmetrical. 

4.2. Mesh sensitivity 

Here only 2D axisymmetric calculations were conducted. The 
calculated macrosegregation in the as-cast sample using three mesh sizes 

Fig. 10. Mesh sensitivity study. (a) and (b) contour of mixture concentration overlaid by the isolines of liquid phase fraction for cases with the fine mesh and the 
coarse mesh, respectively. (c) Macrosegregation profiles along the sample radius for different cases. 
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(0.35, 0.1, and 0.05 mm) are compared in Fig. 10. The contours of the 
mixture concentration (cmix) for cases with the fine mesh and the coarse 
mesh are shown in Fig. 10(a) and (b). They present similar segregation 
pattern. One minor difference between Fig. 10(a) and (b) is in the shape 
of the fℓ isopleth near the sample surface. The details of the fℓ distri-
bution near the sample surface cannot be resolved appropriately by the 
course mesh (0.35 mm). Macrosegregation profiles along the sample 
radius for different cases with different mesh sizes are displayed in 
Fig. 10(c). All the simulations display similar segregation profiles. The 
abrupt change in cindex due to the abrupt change in the fℓ distribution 

near the sample surface is not resolvable when the mesh is coarse 
(0.35 mm). This can also be seen in Figs. 8 and 9. When the simulation is 
conducted with a fine mesh smaller than 0.1 mm, the results can 
reproduce the experimental measurements well, except for one point at 
the sample surface. It can be concluded that the mesh size of 0.1 mm is 
sufficiently fine to predict all the details of the macrosegregation in this 
casting. 

The experimental point on the casting surface, which is not correctly 
predicted by the simulation, may be owing to the ignorance of the 
shrinkage of the as-solidified dendrites in the mush by the model. It is 

Fig. 11. Analysis of the possible formation of spurious/stray crystals. (a)–(e) Evolution sequence u⇀ℓ⋅∇cℓ contours; (f) zoom-in view of Zoom B in (b); (g) schematics 
of the solidification and the melt flow; (h) Example of the stray crystals coupled with freckles in the laboratory castings. Figure (h) is cited from Ma et al. (2012), with 
permission of Springer Nature. 
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known that the dendrite networks in the mushy zone shrink and form a 
tiny gap between the casting and the mould; thus, the interdendritic 
melt feeds the gap, intensifying the positive segregation on the sample 
surface. As discussed in Section 3.2.2 (Fig. 5(e)), in the macro-
segregation profile along the axial direction, a relatively large simula-
tion error occurs near the position of the sample section extraction. This 
is also due to the ignorance of the shrinkage of the as-solidified part of 
the sample. In that case, a gap between the casting and the mould 
exactly below the shoulder is formed and the interdendritic melt from 
the small section region is drained down and tends to feed the gap. This 
type of sample shrinkage and gap formation and the corresponding 
drainage and gap-feeding phenomena must be considered in the future 
models. It is well known that material properties are important factor for 
the accuracy of the simulation results. They are mostly temperature 
dependent. Due to limited data resource, here they are treated as con-
stant. The satisfied simulation-experiment agreement regarding to the 
macrosegregation distribution along the casting sample (Fig. 5) seems to 
verify that this simplification is acceptable for the case of the current 
laboratory experiment conditions. However, it is highly recommended 
more precise temperature-dependent properties should be used when 
this model is applied for simulation of engineering castings. 

4.3. Possible formation of spurious crystals 

As reported by Ma and Bührig-Polaczek (2014), spurious/stray 
crystals are serious casting defects during the production of turbine 
blades. They appear frequently along with the formation of freckles. 
Hellawell et al. (1997) believed that re-melting of the secondary or 
high-order dendrites, as enhanced by the interdendritic melt flow, is the 
main formation mechanism of the dendrite fragmentation, which serves 
as the origin of spurious/stray crystals. The detachment of fragments 
from the dendrite tip region of Al-10 wt.% Cu alloy was experimentally 
observed by Zimmermann et al. (2017). Zheng et al. (2018) have pre-
viously suggested a simple formulation in a three-phase solidification 
model for the crystal fragmentation: Mce = − γ⋅ρℓ⋅u⇀ℓ⋅∇cℓ, where Mce is 
the mass transfer rate from the columnar to equiaxed phases, attributed 
to the production of fragments (spurious crystals). This suggests that the 
interdendritic flow (u⇀ℓ) in the direction opposite to the melt concen-
tration gradient (− ∇cℓ) in the mush will promote fragmentation. 
However, this formulation cannot be used here to predict the formation 
of spurious crystals, because the so-called fragmentation coefficient, γ, is 
unknown and should be determined experimentally. Interestingly, the 
formation of spurious crystals appears to be strongly related to u⇀ℓ⋅∇cℓ, i. 
e. the same driving force for the onset of freckles (flow-induced mac-
rosegregation). Therefore, u⇀ℓ⋅∇cℓ is used here to analyse the possible 
formation of spurious crystals. 

Fig. 11(a)–(e) display the evolution sequence of u⇀ℓ⋅∇cℓ. A zoom-in 
view of Zoom B, as marked by the red rectangle in Fig. 11(b), is pre-
sented in Fig. 11(f). In the ‘blue’ region with a negative value of u⇀ℓ⋅∇cℓ, 
where the angle between vectors u⇀ℓ and ∇cℓ is larger than 90◦, spurious 
crystals are prone to form. This blue region is mostly located close to the 
casting surface and near the front of mushy zone, where flow is still quite 
strong. With time evolution (from 1960 to 2560s), when the solidifica-
tion front advances from the small cross-section to the large cross- 
section regions, the magnitude of |u⇀ℓ⋅∇cℓ| increases, i.e. the probabil-
ity to form spurious crystals increases. To assist in understanding the 
mechanism, the melt flow and the solidification are depicted in Fig. 11 
(g) schematically. The spurious crystals, attributed to the solute-driven 
re-melting of dendrites, possibly form near the sample surface. Few of 
them may be transported by the flow into the bulk liquid region and re- 
melted completely; however, most of them might be captured by the 
columnar dendrites and develop into freckle chains there. 

Although no remarkable spurious crystals were observed on the 
sample of Al–7.0 wt.% Si alloy in Gohds’ experiments (Ghods et al., 

2018), several small misoriented dendrite fragments were detected. Ma 
et al. (2012) conducted a series of unidirectional solidification experi-
ments with similar casting geometry (cross-section changes) on super-
alloys, and more evidences were found. Specifically, the formation of 
spurious/stray crystals and freckle chain was correlated to the abrupt 
cross-section expansion, as displayed in Fig.11(h). As reported by Ma 
et al. (2012), at the position of the abrupt section expansion, the freckle 
chain in the small cross-section zone cannot extend immediately along 
the bottom edge of the large cross-section zone, but it continues to 
appear after an incubation height of about ΔH = 10. From the longitu-
dinal section of the casting sample, it can be seen that below the position 
of the surface freckle chain (freckle I), a short but clear under-surface 
freckle (freckle II) forms. Although we did not perform the numerical 
simulations of the experiments as conducted by Ma et al. (2012), the 
current modelling results (Fig. 11(a)–(f)) provide relevant information 
to explain the experimental observations. Immediately after the solidi-
fication front passes the position of the cross-section expansion (Figs. 3 
(a) and 11(b)), the flow is so weak that spurious crystals may not form. 
In the next moment, Figs. 3(b) and 11(c), the flow becomes stronger but 
is still not sufficiently strong to form freckle and spurious crystals at the 
sample surface; some under-surface freckle (freckle II) may form. Only 
when the flow is sufficiently strong (Figs. 3(c) and 11(d) and (e)), sur-
face freckles (freckle I) can generate. 

5. Conclusions 

In this study, a two-phase solidification model is employed to 
simulate the solidification benchmark with cross-section changes 
(Ghods et al., 2016a). Along the solidification direction, the diameter of 
the sample changes between ϕ9.5 and ϕ3.2 mm, highlighting the 
geometrical effect on the solidification. Excellent agreement is obtained 
between the experiment and the simulation regarding macrosegregation 
and phase distribution in the as-solidified sample. The numerical model 
is verified. 

The main effect of the geometry on the unidirectional solidification is 
the modification of the bulk and the interdendritic flow during solidi-
fication, leading to the formation of macrosegregation and spurious/ 
stray crystals in several critical locations.  

• The flow originates from the solidification shrinkage and the thermo- 
solutal convection. Without any cross-sectional change, the thermo- 
solutal buoyancy dominates the flow, and a so-called ‘steepling 
convection’ is induced, leading to a relatively strong positive mac-
rosegregation near the sample surface.  

• With the cross-section contraction, the space for the flow is largely 
limited by the sample geometry, and a severe positive macro-
segregation under the ‘shoulder’ of the cross-section contraction is 
induced.  

• The solidification-shrinkage-induced feeding flow is magnified in the 
small cross-section part, where a negative segregation is formed.  

• The cross-section expansion in the geometry leads to a high risk for 
the formation of spurious/stray crystals. 

A mathematical equation (Eq. (1)) is derived to analyse the macro-
segregation. The scalar product of the flow velocity and the concentra-
tion gradient of the melt (u⇀ℓ⋅∇cℓ) can be used to analyse the formation 
of macrosegregation and spurious/stray crystals.  

• Positive and negative segregation occur at the locations where the 
negative and positive values of u⇀ℓ⋅∇cℓ are distributed, respectively.  

• Freckles and spurious crystals are formed at the locations where the 
negative value of u⇀ℓ⋅∇cℓ is distributed. 

The numerical simulation accuracy regarding the mesh quality is 
validated. Full 3D, 2D axi-symmetry, and 2D planar simulations are 
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compared. For the current cylindrical sample having a small diameter, 
the 2D axi-symmetry simulation can reproduce the result of the full 3D 
calculation. 
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Appendix A. Solidification-shrinkage-induced macrosegregation 

The mixture density, (ρ), 

ρ = fℓρℓ + fsρs. (A.1) 

The mass conservation equations are 

∂(fsρs)

∂t
+∇⋅(fsρs u⇀s) = Mℓs, (A.2)  

∂(fℓρℓ)

∂t
+∇⋅(fℓρℓ u⇀ℓ) = −Mℓs, (A.3)  

where Mℓs indicates the mass transfer rate from the liquid to the solid. 
The sum of Eq. (A.2) and Eq. (A.3) yields 

∂ρ
∂t

= −∇⋅
(

fℓρℓ u⇀ℓ

)

(A.4) 

The species conservation equations are 

∂(fsρscs)

∂t
+∇⋅(fsρscs u⇀s) = ∇⋅(fsρsDs∇cs) + Cℓs, (A.5)  

∂(fℓρℓcℓ)

∂t
+∇⋅(fℓρℓcℓ u⇀ℓ) = ∇⋅(fℓρℓDℓ∇cℓ) − Cℓs, (A.6)  

where Cℓs is the species exchange between the solid and the liquid. 
By ignoring the solute diffusion at the macroscopic scale (Dℓ = Ds = 0), the sum of Eq. (A.5) and (A.6) yields 

ρ∂cmix

∂t
+ cmix

∂ρ
∂t

+ cℓ∇⋅(fℓρℓ u⇀ℓ) + fℓρℓ u⇀ℓ⋅∇cℓ = 0. (A.7) 

Substituting Eq. (A.4) into (A.7), the varying rate of the mixture concentration is obtained as follows: 

∂cmix

∂t
= (ρs − ρℓ)

(cℓ − cmix

ρ

)
⋅
∂fs

∂t
−

ρℓ
ρ fℓ u⇀ℓ⋅∇cℓ. (A.8)  
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Directional Solidification of AlSi7Fe1 Alloy Under
Forced Flow Conditions: Effect of Intermetallic Phase
Precipitation and Dendrite Coarsening

HAIJIE ZHANG, MENGHUAI WU, CHRISTIAN M.G. RODRIGUES,
ANDREAS LUDWIG, and ABDELLAH KHARICHA

A forced flow was experimentally shown to influence the solidification microstructure of metal
alloys by modifying the coarsening/ripening law. In some technical alloys (AlSi7Fe1), this flow
effect can also be significantly suppressed due to the formation of intermetallic precipitates
(b-Al5FeSi) that can block the flow in the mushy region. The forced flow was induced by a
rotating magnetic field (RMF). Herein, a three-phase volume-average-based solidification
model is introduced to reproduce the above experiment. The three phases are the melt, the
primary solid phase of columnar dendrites, and the second solid phase of intermetallic pre-
cipitates. The dynamic precipitation of the intermetallic phase is modelled, and its blocking
effect on the flow is considered by a modified permeability. Dendrite coarsening, which influ-
ences the permeability, is also considered. The RMF induces a strong azimuthal flow and a
relatively weak meridional flow (Ekman effect) at the front of the mushy zone during unidi-
rectional solidification. This forced flow reduces the mushy zone thickness, induces the central
segregation channel, affects the distribution of the intermetallic precipitates, and influences
dendrite coarsening, which in turn modifies the interdendritic flow. Both interdendritic flow and
the microstructure formation are strongly coupled. The modelling results support the expla-
nation of Steinbach and Ratke—the formed intermetallic precipitates (b-Al5FeSi) can block the
interdendritic flow, and hence influence the coarsening law. The distribution of b-Al5FeSi is
dominantly influenced by the flow-induced macrosegregation. The simulation results of the Si
and Fe distribution across the sample section are compared with the experimental results,
showing good simulation–experiment agreement.
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During alloy solidifications the flow can influence the mushy zone by inducing macrosegre-
gation, modifying the solidification microstructure, and influencing the formation of inter-
metallic precipitates. The resulting microstructural features can in turn affect the melt flow by
changing the flow intensity and flow pattern. A three-phase volume-average-based solidification
model is introduced to study the flow-solidification interaction, and hence to improve the
knowledge on the formation mechanism of intermetallics and their effect on solidification. (a)
Schematic for the flow pattern and formation of different phases; (b) experiment–simulation
comparison of macrosegregation (Fe) across the diameter of as-solidified sample.

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11661-021-06295-5
� The Author(s) 2021

I. INTRODUCTION

MELT flow is a natural phenomenon that occurs
during the alloy solidification of almost all casting
processes. The flow can influence the mushy zone by
inducing macrosegregation,[1] modifying the solidifica-
tion microstructure,[2] causing fragmentation,[3] and
even influencing the formation of precipitates.[4] The
resulting microstructural features in the mushy zone can
in turn affect the fluid flow by changing the flow
intensity and flow pattern.[5] A recent experimental
study has demonstrated the importance of the above
flow-solidification interaction in the formation of the
microstructure, i.e., the flow can adapt the coarsening
law.[2, 6] Classically, the coarsening law is described by
the correlation between the secondary dendrite arm
spacing (k2) and the local solidification time (tf)

[7,8]:

k2 ¼ AðM � tfÞb; ½1�

where A is a geometric magnification factor, M is the
alloy-dependent magnification factor, and b is the
ripening exponent. Under pure diffusive conditions (or
when the flow is negligible), b should be 1/3. Unidirec-
tional solidification experiments on the alloy AlSi7
showed that the ripening exponent (b) increased to 1/2
when a forced flow was imposed by applying a rotating

magnetic field (RMF).[2,6] Interestingly, the same exper-
iments were repeated with another alloy (AlSi7Fe1) in
which intermetallic precipitates formed (b-Al5FeSi)
during solidification, and the results showed that the
applied RMF seemed to have no influence on the
coarsening/ripening law, i.e., b was maintained at 1/3. A
tentative explanation for the undisturbed k2 � tf rela-
tionship in the solidification of AlSi7Fe1 under RMF is
that the formation of the intermetallic precipitates
(b-Al5FeSi) suppresses the interdendritic flow, so that
the conditions of solidification and the corresponding
coarsening/ripening phenomenon approaches the pure
diffusive case.[6,9]

The motivation of the current work is to use a
modelling approach to reproduce the above experi-
ments, focusing on the blocking effect of intermetallic
precipitates on the flow and its further impact on the
microstructure formation. The influence of b-Al5FeSi on
the flow permeability in the interdendritic mushy region
was analysed by Puncreobutr et al.[10] for the alloy
Al–7.52Si–3.53Cu–0.59Fe. A 4D in situ synchrotron
X-ray tomography technique was used to reconstruct
the microstructure including the primary aluminium
dendrites and precipitates during solidification
(Figure 1(a)), which was further used to perform com-
putational fluid dynamics (CFD) calculations to esti-
mate the permeability (Figure 1(b)). The results
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demonstrated the blocking effect of the intermetallic
phase on the fluid flow, particularly in the direction
parallel to the primary dendrites.

In most numerical models k2 was usually assumed
to be a constant value for calculating the mushy
permeability, and it was taken from the as-solidified
structure.[5,11] This assumption may reduce the cred-
ibility of the numerical model, as k2 is known to
change with time due to coarsening/ripening. Recently,
a general coarsening equation that accounts for the
effects of growth, curvature-driven coarsening, and
interface coalescence was proposed by Neu-
mann-Heyme et al.[12] The interfacial area density
(Sv) was described as a function of the local liquid
volume fraction and time. The growth and coarsening
of dendrites can then be considered via a time-depen-
dent k2 that is expressed by a k2–Sv relation, suggested
by Li and Beckermann,[13] into the interfacial area
density equation of Neumann-Heyme et al.[12] This
makes it possible to consider the effect of dendrite
coarsening on the flow.

In the current study, a three-phase volume-aver-
age-based solidification model[14,15] is modified to sim-
ulate the solidification of an AlSi7Fe1 alloy. The three
phases are the melt, the primary solid phase of columnar
dendrites, and the second solid phase of intermetallic
precipitates. The growth/coarsening of the dendrites of
the primary phase is considered, and the forma-
tion/growth of the intermetallic precipitates is also
modelled. The block effect of the intermetallic precip-
itates on the flow is considered through the fb-dependent
permeability. The main goal is to quantify the effect of
the intermetallic phase and dendrite coarsening on the
solidification of AlSi7Fe alloy under RMF, and hence to
explain the experimental results of Steinbach et al.,[6]

i.e., the experimental observation of b = 1/3 (coarsen-
ing/ripening law exponent) in the presence of RMF
when sufficient intermetallic precipitates are present.
Although the solidification of AlSi7Fe1 alloy was also
numerically studied by Budenkova et al.,[16] the blocking
effect of the precipitates and the dendrite coarsening
were ignored.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION

A multiphase volume-average-based solidification
model was previously developed by Wu et al.[15,17]

Herein, this volume-average-based solidification model
is modified to consider the formation of intermetallic
precipitates (b-Al5FeSi). Three phases are considered—
the liquid melt, the columnar dendrites as the first solid
phase, and the intermetallic precipitates as the second
solid phase. The columnar dendrites are simplified as
cylinders growing unidirectionally along the tempera-
ture gradient, and their tips are traced according to the
Lipton–Glicksman–Kurz (LGK) model.[18] The inter-
metallic phase (b-Al5FeSi precipitates) forms during the
binary eutectic solidification. A thermodynamic equilib-
rium is presumed at the solid–liquid interface. The
concentration differences between the thermodynamic
equilibrium concentration of the liquid melt at the
solid–liquid interface and the volume-averaged liquid
concentration serve as the driving force for the growth
of columnar dendrites and intermetallic precipitates.
The resistance of the mushy zone (columnar dendrites
and precipitates) to the fluid flow is calculated using a
modified permeability model.[10] The primary dendrite
arm spacing is taken from previous experiments,[6,9]

while the secondary dendrite arm spacing follows the
ripening law.[12] The most important model features are
described below.

A. Phase Definition and Corresponding Mass Transfer
Rate

The solidification of the AlSi7Fe1 alloy starts with the
development of primary aluminium dendrites, followed
by the formation of b-Al5FeSi during the binary eutectic
reaction, and ends with the ternary eutectic reaction at
850 K. Previous experiments[6,9] did not provide evi-
dence of equiaxed crystals in the sample. Therefore, we
ignore the equiaxed phase in the current model. The
three phases (the liquid melt, the columnar dendrites,
and the intermetallic b-Al5FeSi precipitates) are quan-
tified by their volume fractions—f‘, fc, and fb. The
solidification of the columnar trunks and the formation
of intermetallic precipitates are modelled differently.
The small part of a-Al phase which forms during the
binary and ternary eutectic reactions is considered a
further growth of the primary columnar trunks. The
columnar trunks are assumed to be rigid and stationary,
and the formed b-Al5FeSi is assumed to be immediately
captured by columnar dendrites, making them also
rigid/stationary.[19,20] According to the latest work
published by Puncreobutr et al.,[21] nucleation of
b-Al5FeSi is presumed to occur instantaneously on/near
the primary aluminium dendrites once the thermal
conditions from a phase diagram are met. The solidifi-
cation shrinkage is ignored in this study, and the
thermo-solutal convection is modelled using the Boussi-
nesq approach. It is known that the intermetallic phase
is denser than the columnar dendrites (qb > qc). As the
b-Al5FeSi is captured by the columnar dendrites, the
buoyancy force on the b-Al5FeSi plays no role on the

Fig. 1—CFD study of the effect of intermetallic precipitates on the
interdendritic flow. (a) Reconstruction of the primary aluminium
dendrites (grey) and intermetallic precipitates (red) and (b) liquid
velocity at solid fraction of 0.33 (848 K (575 �C)). Reprinted from
reference,[10] under the terms of the Creative Commons CC BY
license.
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phase sedimentation, hence qb can also be treated equal

to qc. The mass conservation equations are

@

@t
f‘q‘ð Þ þ r � f‘q‘u

*

‘

� �
¼ �M‘c �M‘b; ½2�

@

@t
fcqcð Þ ¼ M‘c; ½3�

@

@t
fbqb
� �

¼ M‘b; ½4�

where M‘c is the mass transfer rate from the liquid melt
to the columnar dendrites due to the solidification of the
primary aluminium, M‘b is the mass transfer rate from
the liquid melt to b-Al5FeSi due to the formation of

intermetallic precipitates, u
*

‘ is the velocity of the melt,
and q‘, qb, qc are the densities of the different phases.

The net mass transfer rates from the liquid melt to
either of the solid phases (M‘c and M‘b) are governed by
the solute diffusion in the interdendritic melt. The
concentration difference between the liquid thermody-
namic equilibrium concentrations (c�‘;Si; c

�
‘;Fe) at the

solid–liquid interface and the volume-averaged concen-
trations (c‘;Si; c‘;Fe) in the interdendritic liquid act as the
driving forces for the transfer. The columnar trunks are
assumed to be cylinders, and their tip fronts are traced
using the LGK model.[18] The growth of the columnar
phase (M‘c) is assumed to be governed only by the
diffusion of Si in the melt:

M‘c ¼ 2vRc
� Rc � p

k21
� qc � f‘; ½5�

vRc
¼ D‘;Si

Rc
�

c�‘;Si � c‘;Si

� �

c�‘;Si 1� kSið Þ � ln�1 Rf;c

Rc

� �
; ½6�

where Rc is the radius of the columnar trunk, vRc
is the

radial growth velocity, k1 is the primary dendrite arm
spacing, Rf,c is the limit of the radius of the columnar
trunk, and kSi is the solute partition coefficient of Si.

Based on the Al–Si–Fe ternary phase diagram,[22] the
solidification of AlSi7Fe1 starts with the primary
aluminium while the Fe and Si elements are rejected
into the liquid. It is followed by the binary eutectic,
where b-Al5FeSi forms as precipitates. The enriched Fe
in the interdendritic melt during the primary aluminium
solidification is consumed/absorbed by the precipitation
of b-Al5FeSi. The Al-rich corner of the Al–Si–Fe ternary
phase diagram is linearised. The liquidus surface can be
expressed as

T ¼ Tf þm‘;Sic
�
‘;Si þm‘;Fec

�
‘;Fe; ½7�

where m‘;Si and m‘;Fe are the partial slopes of the liq-
uidus surface with respect to the corresponding solute
elements; c�‘;Si and c�‘;Fe are the equilibrium liquid con-

centration of Si and Fe; and Tf is the melting point of
pure Al. The solute concentrations (c�eut;Si and c�eut;Fe)

along the binary eutectic valley are simplified as linear
functions of T:

c�eut;Si ¼ 131:020� 0:139 � T; ½8�

c�eut;Fe ¼ �21:70691þ 0:02617 � T: ½9�

The formation of the b-Al5FeSi precipitates, repre-
sented byM‘b, is calculated by introducing a growth
constant gb

[23]:

M‘b ¼ gb � cl;Fe � c�l;Fe

� �
� qb � f‘: ½10�

All unknown factors contributing to M‘b such as the
diffusion of Fe and Si around the precipitates and the
effect of morphology are included in gb. It is determined
through a numerical parameter study (later section).
A value of 0.1 for gb is recommended for the current

alloy and solidification conditions. The solidification
path and the corresponding phase evolution under pure
diffusive conditions are also analysed and evaluated
against the results obtained using the commercial
software Thermo-Calc and the inbuilt equilibrium
solidification model.

B. Blocking Effect of Intermetallic Precipitates

The fluid flow in the mushy zone is approximated with
Darcy’s law in which its permeability is treated as a
function of k1 and k2 by referring to the Car-
man–Kozeny approach. As aforementioned, the precip-
itated b-Al5FeSi is assumed to be immediately captured
by the columnar dendrites. An extra resistance force in
addition to the drag force by the columnar dendrites will
be imposed on the liquid phase. Following Puncreobutr
et al.,[10] the blocking effect of b-Al5FeSi on fluid flow in
the mushy zone is treated by considering an additional
coefficient (1� bfb) in the permeability:

KP;int ¼ 1� bPfb
� �

KP; ½11�

KN;int ¼ 1� bNfb
� �

KN; ½12�

where KP;int and KN;int are the permeability compo-
nents of the flow parallel (P) and normal (N) to the
primary dendrites in the presence of b�Al5FeSi; and
KP, KN are the corresponding permeability compo-
nents in the absence of b�Al5FeSi. The values of the
constants bP and bN are 15 and 10, respectively.[10] KP

and KN, valid for the whole range of the liquid volume
fraction, can be calculated according to Schneider and
Beckermann[24]:

KP ¼
4:53� 10�4 þ 4:02� 10�6 f‘ þ 0:1ð Þ�5
h i k21f

3
‘

1� f‘ð Þ f‘<0:7ð Þ

0:07425k21 � lnð1� f‘Þ � 1:487þ 2ð1� f‘Þ � 0:5ð1� f‘Þ2
h i

f‘ � 0:7ð Þ

8>><
>>:

;

½13�
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KN ¼

1:73� 10�3 k1
k2

� �1:09
" #

k22f
3
‘

1� f‘ð Þ0:749
f‘<0:7ð Þ

0:03979k21
� lnð1� f‘Þ � 1:476þ 2ð1� f‘Þ � 1:774ð1� f‘Þ2

þ4:076ð1� f‘Þ3

2
4

3
5 f‘ � 0:7ð Þ

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

:

½14�

C. Dendrite Coarsening

The permeability depends on both k1 and k2. During
unidirectional solidification under a constant tempera-
ture gradient and cooling rate, k1 may not change after
the solidification reaches a steady state,[7] while k2
undergoes coarsening. Li and Beckermann[13] found that
k2 can be estimated by using the interfacial area density
(Sv) through k2 ¼ 1:6=Sv, where Sv is defined as the
interface area divided by the sample volume that
contains both the solid and liquid phases. Recently, a
general formulation was suggested for Sv that accounts
for the effects of growth, curvature-driven coarsening,
and interface coalescence[12]:

Sv ¼ fsð1� fsÞ�r S�3
s0 þ K0t

� ��b
; ½15�

where Sv is a function of the local solid volume fraction
(fs ¼ fc þ fb) and time (t). It should be stressed that this t
denotes the time from the start of the solidification to
the current moment (i.e., the solidification has not yet
finished). It is different from tf (the local solidification
time in Eq. [1]), which denotes the duration from the
start to the end of solidification. The values of the
coarsening parameters (r, Ss0, and K0) as suggested for
Eq. [15] were verified for the crystal growth under pure
diffusive conditions.[12] Under stirring conditions by
RMF, they may be adapted.

D. Auxiliary Equations

The mixture concentrations are calculated according

to: cmix;Si ¼
ðc

‘;Si
�q‘�f‘þcc;Si�qc�fcþcb;Si�qb�fbÞ
ðq‘�f‘þqc�fcþqb�fbÞ � 100 pct and

cmix;Fe ¼
ðc

‘;Fe
�q‘�f‘þcc;Fe�qc�fcþcb;Fe�qb�fbÞ
ðq‘�f‘þqc�fcþqb�fbÞ

� 100 pct, where c‘;Si,

cc;Si, and cb;Si are Si concentrations; c‘;Fe, cc;Fe, and

cb;Fe are Fe concentrations; q‘, qc, and qb are the

densities; and f‘, fc, and fb are the volume fractions of
the liquid melt, columnar dendrite, and intermetallic
precipitate, respectively. Macrosegregation is charac-
terised by the segregation index, cindexmix;Si ¼

cmix;Si�c0;Si
c0;Si

�
100 pct and cindexmix;Fe ¼

cmix;Fe�c0;Fe
c0;Fe

� 100 pct.

III. SIMULATION CONFIGURATION AND CASE
DEFINITION

The configuration of the simulation domain, as shown
in Figure 2, is taken from the experimental setup.[25] A
cylindrical sample (/ 8 mm) of an AlSi7Fe1 alloy is
solidified unidirectionally in an Al2O3 crucible. The
initial temperature (T0) of the melt is 1190 K. The
Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed at the top
and bottom: TBottom starts to decrease with a cooling
rate of 0.12 K/s from t = 0 s, while TTop starts to
decrease with the same cooling rate from t = 50 s to

maintain a target temperature gradient (G
*

). The lateral
walls of the sample are treated as adiabatic. When the
RMF is applied with a constant rotational frequency (f)
and magnetic induction (B), the azimuthal component

of the induced electromagnetic force (F
*

h) can be
calculated analytically as follows[26]:

Fig. 2—Geometric and boundary conditions of the experimental setup. (a) Schematic for the flow pattern and formation of different phases and
(b) cooling conditions at the top and bottom of the sample.
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F
*

h ¼
1

2
rxB2r 1� uh

xr

� �
e
*
; ½16�

where r is the electrical conductivity of the melt, x ¼
2pf is the angular frequency, B is the magnetic induc-
tion, uhis the azimuthal velocity component of the melt

at a radial coordinate r, and e
*
is the tangential unit

vector. The material properties and other parameters
can be found in Table I.

As shown in Table II, six simulation cases are
designed. Case I is solidified under pure diffusive
condition. Cases II and III are designed to verify the
consistency between the 2D axisymmetric and full 3D
simulations under the forced flow condition, where k2 is
assumed to be a constant. Due to the high cost of the 3D
simulation, the rest of the simulations are performed
only in 2D axisymmetry. Cases IV and V are designed
with varying values of k2, i.e., considering dendrite
coarsening, in which the former is for the ternary alloy

and the latter is for the binary alloy. The last case (VI)
considers natural convection only, i.e., thermo-solutal
convection (TSC), which can be compared with previous
cases of forced flow (RMF + TSC).
The model is implemented in ANSYS FLUENT

version 17.1, which uses a control-volume finite differ-
ence numerical method. For each time step, 30 iterations
are adopted to decrease the normalised residuals of
concentration, flow quantities, and continuity below
10�4 and enthalpy quantities below 10�7. The decision
to select a time step that ensures a high accuracy
solution must be determined empirically by test simu-
lations. In this study, all calculations are run with a time
step of 0.001 s. The maximum mesh sizes are 2.5 9 10�4

m (3D) and 1.5 9 10�4 m (2D). One 3D simulation
takes approximately seven weeks, while one 2D simu-
lation takes approximately one week on a high-perfor-
mance cluster (2.6 GHz, 12 cores).

Table I. Summary of Material Properties and Other Parameters
[5,10,12,16]

Properties/Parameters Symbol Units Values

Thermophysical Properties
Specific Heat c‘p; c

c
p; c

b
p

J Kg�1 K�1 1140.0

Latent Heat Dhf J Kg�1 4.0 9 105

Diffusion Coefficient (Liquid) D‘ m2 s�1 6.45 9 10�9

Thermal Conductivity k‘p; k
c
p; k

b
p

W m�1 K�1 100.0

Liquid Thermal Expansion Coefficient bT K�1 �1.85 9 10�4

Liquid Solutal Expansion Coefficient bc (Si) wt pct�1 1.3 9 10�3

Density q‘; qc; qb Kg m�3 2535.0

Viscosity l‘ Kg m�1 s�1 2.52 9 10�3

Electrical Conductivity r X�1 m�1 3.65 9 106

Thermodynamic Parameters
Concentrations of Binary Eutectic Valley c�eut;Si; c

�
eut;Fe — Eqs. [8] and [9]

Growth Constant for b-Al5FeSi gb 1/s 0.1
Ternary Eutectic Temperature Teu K 850.0
Liquidus Slope (Si) mSi K (wt pct)�1 � 6.62
Liquidus Slope (Fe) mFe K (wt pct)�1 � 3.93
Equilibrium Partition Coefficient kSi; kFe — 0.13, 0.01
Primary Dendrite Arm Spacing k1 lm 300.0
Secondary Dendrite Arm Spacing k2 lm coarsening law
Gibbs Thomson Coefficient C m K 2.41 9 10�7

Melting Point of Solvent Tf K 935.5
Coarsening Parameters
Coarsening Exponent b — 1/3
Coarsening Constant r 0.25

SS0 lm 2.46
K0 lm3/s 23.5

Other Parameters
Initial Concentrations c0;Si; c0;Fe wt pct 7.0, 1.0
Initial Temperature T0 K 1190.0
Cooling Rate at Top and Bottom of the Sample R K/s 0.12
Temperature Gradient G

* K/m 3000.0

Magnetic Induction B mT 6.0
Angular Frequency of Magnetic Field x rad/s 314.0
Rotating Frequency of Magnetic Field f Hz 50.0
Blocking Effect Constants in Eqs. [11] through [12] bP; bN — 15, 10
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Dendrite Coarsening and Formation of b-Al5FeSi

The calculated solidification path of the ternary alloy
AlSi7Fe1 considering the formation of b-Al5FeSi, based
on Case I, is compared with the thermodynamic analysis
by the commercial software Thermo-Calc, as shown in
Figure 3. The Al-rich corner of the Al–Si–Fe phase
diagram is shown in Figure 3(a), where the red solid line
indicates the calculated solidification path by the current
model (assuming the growth constant for b-Al5FeSi,
gb = 0.1). The calculated concentrations of Si and Fe
are exported along the axis of the sample. The solidi-
fication starts with the development of the primary
aluminium phase (a-Al), and the Si and Fe elements are
rejected into the rest of the melt which enriches their
concentrations. As their concentrations reach the binary
eutectic point BE, binary eutectic reaction starts,
L ! a - Al + b�Al5FeSi.

[19–21] The formed a-Al is
considered to be the further growth of the primary
aluminium phase, and the intermetallic phase
(b-Al5FeSi) precipitates as a secondary phase. A large
amount of Fe in the rest of the melt is consumed, and
the solidification path turns towards the direction of the
ternary eutectic point TE at 850 K, then ternary reaction
occurs, L ! a - Al + b�Al5FeSi.

[19–21] The solidifica-
tion path during the formation of binary eutectic is
almost parallel (not identical) to the binary eutectic
valley of the phase diagram (thermodynamic

equilibrium). The deviation between the simulation
and the equilibrium data can be attributed to the
growth kinetics of b-Al5FeSi, i.e., the value of gb. Thus,
calculated solidification paths with different values of
gb(from 0.02 to 1.0) are compared in Figure 3(a). The
larger the value of gb, i.e., the faster (or easier) the
growth of b-Al5FeSi, the closer the calculated solidifi-
cation path is to the thermodynamic equilibrium one.
This is further discussed in Section V.
The calculated phase fractions obtained by using the

current numerical model and the thermodynamic equi-
librium data (Thermo-Calc) are compared, as shown in
Figure 3(b). The initial temperature of the primary
aluminium phase (a-Al) is approximately 4.3 K lower
than the equilibrium liquidus temperature (888.4 K).
This is due to the growth kinetics of the columnar
primary dendrite tip.[18] In the later stage of solidifica-
tion, the calculated phase fractions of a-Al are almost
identical between the two models. The numerically
calculated phase fraction of b-Al5FeSi is smaller than
that predicted by Thermo-Calc.
Under the pure diffusive crystal growth condition

(Case I), the evolution of the microstructure considering
coarsening is also evaluated. The specific interfacial area
(Sv) and the corresponding k2 as a function of the local
solid volume fraction (fs ¼ fc þ fb) are shown in
Figure 4(a). At the columnar dendrite tips, according
to both the experimental observation and numerical
model,[12] there should be no side branches. Thus, k2

Table II. Simulations of the AlSi7Fe1 Alloy

Case Diffusive vs. RMF Ternary (b-Al5FeSi) vs. Binary Coarsening Law vs. Constant k2

I diffusive 2D axis. ternary (b-Al5FeSi) coarsening law
II flow (RMF+TSC) 3D ternary (b-Al5FeSi) k2 = 120 lm
III 2D axis. ternary (b-Al5FeSi)
IV flow (RMF+TSC) 2D axis. ternary (b-Al5FeSi) coarsening law
V flow (RMF+TSC) 2D axis. binary coarsening law
VI flow (only TSC) 2D axis. ternary (b-Al5FeSi) coarsening law

Fig. 3—Thermodynamics (phase diagram) of AlSi7Fe1 and calculated solidification path for Case I. (a) Evolution of solute concentrations (c‘;Fe,
c‘;Si) when gb takes different values. (b) Comparison of the evolution of the phases calculated with the current solidification model and with the
commercial software Thermo-Calc.
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starts from a large value and is followed by a drastic
decrease. By contrast, Sv starts from a small value and is
followed by a steep increase. The reason for this rapid
decrease in k2 and corresponding increase in Sv is due to
high undercooling. This period is called stage I accord-
ing to Neumann-Heyme,[12] corresponding to the initial
free dendritic growth and side-branch extension. After
the turning point as marked in Figure 4(a), the solidi-
fication is characterised by concurrent growth and
coarsening without significant interface coalescence
(stage II), during which the increase rate of Sv and
decrease rate of k2 decelerate. Since the eutectic reaction
occurs after fs = 0.5 (Figure 3(b)), stage III, during
which coalescence of the interfaces leads to a decrease in
Sv, is not observed in the current case.

The transient evolution of k2 during solidification (red
solid and blue dash lines) and the experimentally
measured k2 of the as-solidified state (black circles and
squares) are plotted in Figure 4(b). The experiments
were conducted by Steinbach et al.[6] on the AlSi7 and
AlSi7Fe1 alloys with and without RMF. Two equations
were obtained by fitting their experimental results:

tf¼ 8:44 � t1=2f for the AlSi7 alloy under RMF, and

tf¼ 13:17 � t1=3f for both the AlSi7 alloy without RMF
and the AlSi7Fe1 alloy with RMF. The simulation
results of the coarsening process are shown as blue dash
lines in Figure 4(b). The simulation results of Case V
(red solid lines), which is conducted under RMF on the
binary alloy AlSi7, are also included here for further
discussion in Section V. It is still unclear how the
secondary dendrites initiate and what the initial value
for k2 is. In the current study, a simple assumption is
made that k2 starts to develop at the position 300 lm
(~ k1) from the tips of the primary dendrites. As depicted
in Figure 4(b), different blue dash lines denote the
evolution of k2 at different cooling rates. For all cases, k2
has a large value at the beginning of the solidification,
and then decreases gradually. As expected, the final
values of k2 (ends of blue lines) fall on the curve of

k2¼ 13:17 � t1=3f , following the classical coarsening law
with b = 1/3.

B. Directional Solidification Under Forced Convective
Conditions

1. Flow pattern and solidification
The calculated solidification sequences of Case II (full

3D calculation) and Case III (axisymmetric calculation)
are shown in Figure 5 for comparison. In both cases,
RMF is applied. An azimuthal flow (~ 24.1 mm/s) and a
meridional flow (~ 9.0 mm/s) as induced by the Ekman
effect are generated. As shown in Figures 5(a) and (c),
the fluid rotates and moves downwards near the sample
surface, and then rotates and moves upwards along the
centreline of the sample. The flow pattern in the mushy
zone is similar to that in the bulk liquid, although the
fluid flow is suppressed by the dendrites to a low
magnitude.[5] As demonstrated by the iso-surface in
Figure 5(a), the solute-enriched interdendritic liquid is
swept to the centre of the sample, leading to the
formation of a central macrosegregation channel with
some sidearms. The shape of the central segregation is
sometimes referred to as ‘‘Christmas tree’’. This kind of
segregation distribution has been repeatedly observed in
experiments.[27] The accumulation of the solute in the
central part decreases the liquidus temperature of the
melt, and hence delays (slows down) the local solidifi-
cation. As shown in Figure 5(b), there is a hollow tube
in the centre, which is filled with the solute-enriched
melt. The 2D axisymmetric calculation (Figure 5(d)) can
successfully reproduce the full 3D calculation
(Figures 5(b) through (c)). Therefore, the subsequent
parameter studies presented in the following sections are
conducted with the 2D axisymmetric calculations.

2. Model validation
The experiment–simulation comparison of macroseg-

regation based on Case IV is presented in Figures 6(a)
and (b). Mikolajczak and Ratke carried out a series of
unidirectional solidification experiments to study the
effect of RMF on the formation and distribution of
b-Al5FeSi in Al–Si–Fe alloys.[4,25] The configuration of
their experiments (including the temperature gradient,
withdrawal velocity, RMF intensity and frequency) is

Fig. 4—Microstructure evolution of Case I. (a) The specific interfacial area (Sv) and k2 as a function of the local solid volume fraction. (b) The
evolution of k2 with time. In (b), further simulation cases are included to study the effect of forced flow and intermetallic precipitates (b-Al5FeSi)
on the evolution of k2. The black circles and squares are the experimentally measured k2 of the as-solidified state with/without RMF; the black
lines are the fitting curves. The red and blue lines are the calculated k2 evolutions with RMF (Case V) and without RMF (Case I), respectively.
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Fig. 5—Solidification sequence of the sample under RMF at 550 s: (a) through (c) Case II with full 3D calculation and (d) Case III with 2D
axisymmetric calculation. (a) Iso-surfaces of Si macrosegregation index (cindexmix;Si): the innermost iso-surface (orange) is for cindexmix;Si = 43 pct, the
middle one (yellow) for cindexmix;Si = 14 pct, the outermost (green) for cindexmix;Si = �3 pct; one streamline is drawn to show the flow. (b) Contour of
the columnar phase fraction (fc) in two vertical sections and one iso-surface of fc = 0.01 on the top indicating the position of the columnar tip
front. (c) Contour of f‘ (colour scaled) along the centre of the longitudinal section, overlaid with isotherms and vectors of the meridional flow.
(d) Same result as (c) but in a 2D axisymmetric calculation (one half section is mirrored from the other) (Color figure online).

Fig. 6—Experiment–simulation comparison. Radial distribution of the segregtion indexes of (a) Si (cindexmix;Si) and (b) Fe (cindexmix;Fe) along the sample
diameter. (c) Distribution of b-Al5FeSi along the sample diameter. Contours of (d) cindexmix;Si, (e) c

index
mix;Fe, and (f) f (b).
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identical to what was used in this study. EDX analysis
was made to determine the solute concentration distri-
bution across the as-solidified sample section. The
macrosegregation distributions along the diameter of
the sample are displayed in Figures 6(a) and (b). Very
good agreement between the experimental and the
calculated results is obtained. As shown in Figure 6(a),
both simulation and experimental results show that the
centre of the sample is positively segregated and the
periphery is negatively segregated. The maximum value
of cindexmix;Si (~ 52.7 pct) is observed at the centreline of the

sample. The segregation index profile of Fe, cindexmix;Fe, is

presented in Figure 6(b). In contrast to the distribution
of cindexmix;Si, the maximum of cindexmix;Fe (~ 48.3 pct) is not

observed at the centreline of the sample, but at

approximately 1 mm from the centreline. The current
simulation results are different from those of previous
studies,[16,28] in which Fe exhibited the same segregation
pattern as Si. The final distribution of the volume
fraction of b-Al5FeSi (fb) is shown in Figure 6(c). The
distribution pattern of b-Al5FeSi is similar to that of
cindexmix;Fe, indicating that Fe is mainly solidified in the form

of intermetallic precipitates. The corresponding con-
tours of cindexmix;Si, cindexmix;Fe, and fb are displayed in

Figures 6(e) through (g). Si is accumulated in the central
segregation channel, Fe is concentrated in the sidearms
beside the central channel, and the distribution of
b-Al5FeSi is similar to that of Fe. Due to the forced
flow under the RMF, the solute-enriched liquid is
continuously transported to the bulk liquid.

Fig. 7—Analysis of the solidification sequence and the formation/distribution of b-Al5FeSi at t = 600 s for Case IV. The black solid isopleth in
(a) through (h) denotes the solidification front (f‘ ¼ 0:95), and the bottom of these figures coincides with the position of the ternary eutectic
isotherm (850 K). (a) Liquid velocity magnitude ( u

*

‘

���
���) overlaid by streamlines of the meridional flow; macrosegregation indices for (b) Fe

(cindexmix;Fe) and (c) Si (cindexmix;Si); liquid concentrations of (d) Fe (c‘;Fe) and (e) Si (c‘;Si); mass transfer rates (f) from liquid to intermetallic precipitates
(M‘b) and (g) from liquid to columnar phase (M‘c); (h) volume fraction of intermetallic precipitates (fb); (i) liquid concentration profiles and (j)
mass transfer rate profiles along the middle radius of the sample (as marked by the white solid line in (e)).
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3. Formation of intermetallic precipitates
during solidification under RMF

The simulation results of Case IV at t = 600 s are
shown in Figure 7. Since the interdendritic liquid prefers
to take the path with a higher liquid volume fraction,
streamlines near the sidearms of the central channel are
twisted/distorted, as evident in Figure 7(a). This kind of
flow transports solute-enriched liquid from the periph-
ery of the sample to the central part, forming the central
segregation channel, as shown by cindexmix;Fe and cindexmix;Si in

Figures 7(b) and (c). Some solute-enriched liquid is
further transferred into the bulk liquid, enriching the
solute in the bulk liquid. In contrast to Si, Fe is less
segregated along the centreline of the sample. As shown
in Figure 7(d), c‘;Fe starts with an increase near the

solidification front due to solute rejection during the
formation of the primary aluminium dendrites, until it
reaches a maximum value (c‘;Fe = 1.29 pct). Since the

formation of b-Al5FeSi by the binary eutectic reaction
consumes a large amount of Fe, c‘;Fe gradually decreases

until the ternary eutectic reaction occurs. This can also

be clearly observed in Figure 7(i). The liquid concen-
tration of Si (c‘;Si) is displayed in Figures 7(e) and (i).

Although the formation of b-Al5FeSi also consumes a
considerable amount of Si, due to the massive rejection
of Si during the solidification of a-Al, c‘;Si increases

consistently until the ternary eutectic point. The mass
transfer rates from the liquid to b-Al5FeSi (M‘b) and to

the columnar phase (M‘c) are presented in Figures 7(f),
(g), and (j). In the upper part of the mushy zone (A in
Figures 7(f) and (g)), only a-Al develops. As the
solidification path reaches the binary eutectic valley,
b-Al5FeSi starts to precipitate. In the periphery region
(B in Figure 7(f)), due to the low liquid volume fraction
and small c‘;Fe (Figures 5(c) and (d)), M‘b is small

(~ 0.15 Kg/m3/s). Near the central channel (C in
Figure 7(f)), where c‘;Fe is large and the liquid volume

fraction is high, M‘b is quite large (~ 0.4 Kg/m3/s). In

contrast to M‘b, the value of M‘c reaches a maximum

near the solidification front at a value of 38.6 Kg/m3/s,
and then sharply drops to a value of 5.0 Kg/m3/s. As
shown in Figure 7(h), the volume fraction of b-Al5FeSi

Fig. 8—Calculation results of the mushy zone for all simulation cases (except for Case II) at t = 800 s. (a) Comparison of the liquid velocity
magnitude at the middle height of the mush (marked by white dash lines). (b) Macrosegregation index of Si along the diameter of the sample
after the sample is fully solidified. (c) through (g) Contours of cindexmix;Si overlaid with isopleths of f‘, with the mushy zone thickness marked on the
left of each figure.
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gradually increases as the solidification progresses. The
intermetallic phase increases faster in the centre part
than in the periphery of the sample. Most of b-Al5FeSi
forms near the sidearms of the central channel. The
maximum value of fb is 0.034.

4. Effect of intermetallic phases on solidification
The simulation results of the mushy zone for all the

cases (except for Case II) are compared, as shown in
Figure 8. The dendrite coarsening parameters as used in
Eq. [15] and listed in Table I are only valid for Case I
(crystal growth by diffusion). They are assumed to be
valid for the cases where b-Al5FeSi exist and the flow is
significantly blocked. As reported by Steinbach et al.,[2,6]

the ripening exponent (b) changed from 1/3 to 1/2 under
the influence of an RMF for the AlSi7 binary alloy
(without b-Al5FeSi). Neumann-Heyme et al.[12] indi-
cated that K0 in Eq. [15] is dependent on the flow
condition, cooling rate, and alloy composition. In the
current study, a numerical parameter study is carried
out to determine the value of K0 under the RMF
condition. In Case V, b changes from 1/3 to 1/2, and a
value of 4.6 lm3 is used for K0. The evaluation of K0 for
Case V is further discussed in Section V. In the other
cases, b and K0 use the original values that are listed in
Table I.

A quantitative analysis of the interdendritic flow
along the radial direction at the mid-height of the mush
thickness is presented in Figure 8(a). There is no velocity
for Case I. For all the cases under RMF, the forced flow
transports the solute-enriched liquid to the centre, and
hence lowers the melting point there. Since f‘ is higher in
this region, the flow permeability is higher. In Cases
III–V, the liquid velocity at the centre is much larger
than that at the periphery region. The flow of Case III is
almost the same as that of Case IV. The flow in the
central part of Case V is larger by one order of
magnitude than those of Cases III and IV. A consider-
ation of the formation of the intermetallic precipitates is

the critical factor for the flow calculation, as the
permeability is directly influenced by the intermetallic
precipitates,[10] according to Eqs. [11] and [12]. If the
sample is solidified under TSC without RMF (Case VI),
the flow is very weak (~ 10�8 m/s). After the sample is
fully solidified, cindexmix;Si along the diameter of the sample

for all cases is analysed, as shown in Figure 8(b). The
value of cindexmix;Si in Case V with the binary alloy (AlSi7) is

evidently higher than those in Cases III and IV with the
ternary alloy (AlSi7Fe1), although the same RMF is
applied. This result can be explained by the block effect
on the flow due to the formed intermetallic precipitates
in Cases III and IV. The value of cindexmix;Si in Case III is

slightly smaller than that in Case IV. Under the TSC
conditon, the segregation is negligible (cindexmix;Si � 	2 pct).

The thicknesses of the mushy zone and the corre-
sponding contours of cindexmix;Si are shown in Figures 8(c)

through (g). The simulation results of Case I (pure
diffusive condition) is shown in Figure 8(c). There is no
flow and no macrosegregation. This case has the largest
mushy zone thickness (11.4 mm), which is calculated as
the height from the eutectic isotherm to the solidification
front (f‘ = 0.99). Figure 8(f) shows the simulation
results of another extreme case of the binary alloy, e.g.,
Case V, where there is no b-Al5FeSi to block the flow. In
this case, the flow is relatively strong in the mushy zone
(Figure 8(a)). The strongest segregation index (cindexmix;Si) is

observed and the minimum mushy zone thickness (9.32
mm) is obtained. Figure 8(d) presents the simulation
results of Case III, which emphasises the necessity of
considering the dependence of fb on the locally varying
composition of Fe and Si. Although the mushy zone
thickness (d = 10.15 mm) of Case III is still not as thick
as that of Case I, it is much thicker than the mushy zone
of Case V. A central segregation channel/tube is still
observed, but the severity of the segregation is signifi-
cantly lower than that of Case V. Figure 8(e) presents

Fig. 9—Effect of dendrite coarsening on macrosegregation. Simulation results of (a) through (c) Case IV and (d) Case III. One iso-line of f‘ ¼
0:95 indicates the solidification front, and the red dash lines are isotherms of the eutectic temperature. Contours of (a) t, i.e., the duration of the
solidification from the formation of the first local solid, (b) calculated k2, and (c) through (d) cindexmix;Si.
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the simulation results of Case IV, which is conducted to
reveal the effect of dendrite coarsening. There is almost
no difference in the mushy zone thickness and macroseg-
regation between Cases III and IV. The mushy zone
thickness of Case VI is shown in Figure 8(g). In terms of
the mushy zone thickness and macrosegregation, the
simulation results of Case VI are very similar to that of
Case I due to the weak fluid flow.

5. Effect of dendrite coarsening on solidification
The simulation results of Case IV are presented in

Figure 9. Figure 9(a) shows the duration of the local
solidification. At the periphery of the sample, it takes
approximately 345 s from the beginning of solidification
to reach the eutectic reaction. In the centre, the solute
accumulation delays the solidification, and the solidifi-
cation process requires approximately 155 s. The calcu-
lated value of k2 is shown in Figure 9(b). The value of k2
is relatively large (>200 lm) at the sample centre, while
at the periphery, the value of k2 is relatively small (~ 120
lm). A comparison of cindexmix;Si between Case III and Case

IV is made, as shown in Figures 9(c) and (d). A
consideration of dendrite coarsening enhances the cen-
tral positive segregation (cindexmix;Si) by approximately 4 pct.

V. DISCUSSION

The morphology of the intermetallic precipitates
(b-Al5FeSi) is very complex. It can be curved, bent,
branched, hole-shaped, and with imprints.[4,10,20] The
growth kinetics of the precipitates with such complex
morphologies is unclear. As a first attempt, a simple
formulation for the growth of b-Al5FeSi is introduced in
this work (Eq. [10]). All unknown factors contributing
to its growth are treated as a growth constant gb. As
shown in Figure 3(a), the value of gb significantly
influences the solidification path. A very large gb (1.0)
leads to a solidification path that is almost identical to
the thermodynamic equilibrium binary eutectic reaction
valley (BE–TE line), while a very small gb (0.02) leads to
a solidification path that lies far from the binary eutectic
reaction valley. To determine the appropriate value for
gb, a series of simulations with varying gb are performed,

and the calculated macrosegregation profiles are vali-
dated against experimental results, as shown in
Figure 10. When gb is very small (0.02), positive
macrosegregation of Fe (cindexmix;Fe) is mostly concentrated

at the sample centre. This is different from the exper-
imental results, which shows two positive segregation
peaks at approximately 1 mm from the sample centre.
This simulation–experiment disagreement is
attributable to an underestimation of the growth rate
of b-Al5FeSi (or gb is too small). Thus, the Fe-enriched
melt is transported to the central part before the
formation of b-Al5FeSi. When gb is too large (1.0), the
growth rate of b-Al5FeSi is overestimated. The forma-
tion of b-Al5FeSi occurs as soon as the thermodynamic
condition for b-Al5FeSi is favourable. The formed
b-Al5FeSi is immediately captured by the columnar
phase. The transport of the solute-enriched liquid is
effectively blocked by the formed b-Al5FeSi, and there is
only a limited amount of Fe that can reach the sample
centre, leading to a relatively lower concentration of Fe
(even negative segregation) there. The best simula-
tion–experiment agreement is obtained when gb = 0.1.
Therefore, this value is recommended in this study. It
should be mentioned that gb may depend on alloys and
other factors. Further investigations are required to
better understand the growth kinetics of b-Al5FeSi
which is outside the scope of the current study.
The melt flow accelerates both the heat and solute

transfer near the solidification tip front, and thereby
affects the growth kinetics of the dendrite tip. Lee
et al.[29] presented a comprehensive literature review on
this topic, while most studies were done in the presence
of the thermal convection. A stagnant film model of
thermosolutal convection during free dendritic growth
of alloys was developed by Li and Beckermann.[30] The
convection effect was considered by introducing the
thermal and solutal boundary layer in the transport
solutions for the dendrite tip. The boundary layer
thicknesses were evaluated through appropriate Nusselt
and Sherwood number correlations. However, this
model is not valid for the AlSi7Fe1 alloy where the
buoyancy ratio is negative. Note that, in the current
study, as the sample is solidified unidirectionally in a
Bridgman furnace where the withdrawal velocity of the
sample and the temperature gradient are superimposed.
The growth velocity of the primary dendrite tips is
consistent with the sample withdrawal velocity, and the
convection has only effect on the position of the dendrite
tips. Based on the current simulation results, the
columnar tip front is ~ 0.9 mm behind the liquidus
isotherm. This distance is about one order of magnitude
smaller than the mushy zone thickness (>10 mm shown
in Figure 8). It indicates that the flow effect on the
dendrite growth kinetics, i.e. on the position of the
primary dendrite tips, is very limited in the current
unidirectional solidification condition.
A wide variety of experiments have been done to

investigate the nucleation mechanisms of b-Al5FeSi.
Previous investigations suggested that b-Al5FeSi prefer
to nucleate on small entrained oxide films,[31,32] double
oxide films,[33] and aluminium phosphide particles.[34]

Fig. 10—Effect of gb on the distribution profile of cindexmix;Fe (Case IV)
and comparison with experimental results.
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Recent experimental studies have focused on the use of
in situ methodologies to reveal and quantify nucleation
mechanisms of b-Al5FeSi. Terzi et al.

[35] found that four
b-Al5FeSi plates nucleated heterogeneously near the
surface of the samples, but no nucleation was observed
in the interior of the samples. Different from the work
done by Terzi et al.,[35] Puncreobutr et al.[21] found that
the main mechanism of nucleation was on/near alu-
minum dendrites, occurring in 617 of 959 events, or ~64
pct of the time, while the surface oxide only played a
small role on the nucleation. To be best knowledge of
the authors, although different nucleation mechanisms
have been proposed, it is still very difficult to quantify
their individual effect during the precipitation of inter-
metallics, especially for the alloy solidified under con-
vection conditions. In the current paper, the nucleation
of b-Al5FeSi was presumed to occur instantaneously
when the thermal conditions (phase diagram) are
fulfilled.

Based on the in-situ observation, b-Al5FeSi appeared
on or near the well-developed primary aluminium
dendrites.[20,21,35] Once nucleated, b-Al5FeSi plates
formed via fast lateral growth (0.03 ~ 0.1 mm/s),
wrapping around and in between the primary dendrite
arms.[20] Nearly 90 pct of the total volume of the
b-Al5FeSi forms via a eutectic reaction
(L ! a - Al + b�Al5FeSi).

[19,21] For AlSi7Fe1, k2
varies from 50 to 100 lm.[9] The formed b-Al5FeSi is
generally close to or even larger than the secondary
dendrite spacing.[4,20,21,25] All those works imply that the
migration of b-Al5FeSi in the mush is unlikely to occur,
and b-Al5FeSi was usually considered to be fixed with
the primary dendrites.[10] Therefore, the migration of
b-Al5FeSi, which may be another mechanism for
macrosegregation (transporting element Fe with the
b-Al5FeSi), can be ignored. Furthermore, ignoring the
migration of the precipitates, the current simulation
results can reproduce the experimentally obtained seg-
regation profile of Fe, e.g., the two positive segregation
peaks of cindexmix;Fe approximately 1 mm from the centre

(Figure 6(b)). This simulation–experiment agreement
reveals that the formation and distribution of b-Al5FeSi
are due to the interdendritic flow which transports the

Fe-enriched melt, rather than the migration of
b-Al5FeSi.
Although studies on the precipitation/formation of

b-Al5FeSi are plentiful, studies on the blocking effect of
b-Al5FeSi on the interdendritic flow are scarce. To the
best of our knowledge, Eqs. [11] and [12][10] are the only
equations available to quantify the blocking effect on
the fluid flow. These equations were directly imple-
mented in the current model and indirectly validated by
the model through a comparison of the calculated and
experimentally determined macrosegregation. The good
simulation–experiment agreement indicates that
Eqs. [11] and [12] are valid. Note that in Eqs. [11] and
[12], two blocking effect constants (bP; bN) were used,
which were experimentally obtained based on the
Al–7.52Si–3.53Cu–0.59Fe alloy. This alloy is similar,
but not identical to the alloy of the current study. The
valid scope of Eqs. [11] and [12], including bP; bN, is not
clear. Therefore, the study of Puncreobutr et al.[10] is
necessarily extended to a broader range of alloys and
solidification conditions.
Dendrite coarsening is considered by Eq. [15]. As

shown by the blue lines in Figure 4(b), under diffusive
crystal growth conditions, good agreement between the
experimental results[6] and the simulation results is
obtained. To investigate the mechanism of solidification
under the influence of an RMF, a series of simulations
with various cooling rates were carried out for Case V.
However, the dendrite coarsening parameters developed
for the diffusive crystal growth condition are not valid in
Case V, in which the AlSi7 binary alloy is solidified
under the RMF. According to the work of Steinbach
et al.,[2,6] the ripening exponent (b) should increase from
1/3 to 1/2. Neumann-Heyme et al.[12] indicated that K0

in Eq. [15] is dependent on the flow condition, cooling
rate, and alloy composition. A numerical parameter
study was performed by varying K0 between 1.0 lm3/s
and 30.0 lm3/s and the results are shown in Figure 11. If
a small value (e.g., 1.6 lm3/s) is used for K0, the
calculated as-solidified k2 falls below the experimental
curve. Similarly, if the value of K0 is too large (e.g., 7.6
lm3/s), the calculated as-solidified k2 also deviates from
the experiment curve. The best simulation–experiment
agreement is obtained when the value of K0 is 4.6 lm3/s.
It is noteworthy that when the value of K0 is 4.6 lm3/s,
all calculated values of k2 under different cooling
conditions fall on the experiment curve (Figure 4(b)).
Therefore, a value of 4.6 lm3/s for K0 is recommended
for the current RMF condition. From Figure 4(b), with
an extremely low cooling rate (< 0.1 K/s), a local
minimum of k2 is observed at a very early stage of the
solidification. This might not be expected. The evolution
of the secondary dendrites in the undercooled melt near
the solidification front is an ongoing topic. A perturba-
tion of the local temperature or solute concentration can
initialise the secondary arms.[7] It seems that this local
minimum of k2 is not fully valid at this very early stage
of the solidification. For the subsequent stages of the
solidification, Eq. [15] has been verified by experimental
results.[6,12]

Fig. 11—Numerical parameter study of the effect of K0 on k2 based
on Case V.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

A novel three-phase volume-average-based solidifica-
tion model is introduced to simulate the unidirectional
solidification of an AlSi7Fe1 alloy under RMF (6 mT,
50 Hz). The modelling results of the Si and Fe
distribution across the sample section were validated
against reported laboratory experiments, and good
simulation–experiment agreement is obtained. Knowl-
edge on the dynamic precipitation of b-Al5FeSi and its
effect on solidification and the flow are improved.

(1) The solidification of the AlSi7Fe1 alloy starts
with the development of primary aluminium
dendrites (a-Al), followed by the precipitation of
b-Al5FeSi during the binary eutectic reaction. The
primary aluminium dendrites of a-Al and
b-Al5FeSi precipitates are considered as two
different solid phases, and their formations follow
different growth kinetics. Herein, a simple for-
mulation for the growth of b-Al5FeSi is proposed.
Despite its simplicity, the solidification path
(microsegregation) of this ternary alloy and
formed macrosegregation under the influence of
an RMF have been demonstrated to be success-
fully ‘reproduced’ by the proposed model.

(2) During directional solidification of AlSi7Fe1
under the stirring of RMF, an azimuthal flow
and superimposed meridional flow (Ekman effect)
are generated at the solidification front. The
forced flow decreases the thickness of the mushy
zone, modifies the morphology of the mushy
zone, and causes the formation of the central
segregation channel with sidearms. In the mushy
zone, c‘;Si and c‘;Fe start with an increase near the
solidification front due to solute rejection during
the formation of primary aluminium dendrites
until the binary eutectic reaction occurs. Since the
subsequent formation of b-Al5FeSi during the
binary eutectic reaction consumes a large amount
of Fe, c‘;Fe gradually decreases. The consumption
of Si in the formation of b-Al5FeSi is very limited,
and hence c‘;Si increases consistently.

(3) The macrosegregation profiles of Si and Fe across
the RMF-stirred sample section are very different:
Si is mostly concentrated at the sample centre,
while Fe shows two segregation peaks at approx-
imately 1 mm from the centre. This is due to the
maximal amount of b-Al5FeSi formed at approx-
imately 1 mm from the centre. The formed
b-Al5FeSi is captured by the columnar dendrites
where Fe is ‘frozen’. Migration of b-Al5FeSi in
the mushy zone is likely negligible.

(4) In a technical alloy like AlSi7Fe1, the formed
b-Al5FeSi significantly blocks the interdendritic
flow under the influence of an RMF. Hence,
dendrites appear to follow the coarsening law
(k2 / t

1=3
f ) of solidification under pure diffusive

conditions. This conclusion supports the work of
Steinbach et al.[6,9]

(5) The dendrite coarsening law of Neumann-Heyme
et al.[12] is incorporated in the model to consider

the dynamic evolution of k2 and its effect on the
interdendritic flow (varying permeability[10]).
Compared with previous models where a constant
k2 (as-solidified value) is used for the permeabil-
ity, the current model can improve the simulation
accuracy by 8 pct, demonstrated by the results for
the Si macrosegregation index.
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a b s t r a c t 

Melting or re-melting accompanies solidification in many technical castings. For exam- 

ple, during ingot casting, some crystal fragments or equiaxed grains can enter the su- 

perheated region and re-melt, while solidification continues in other regions. Solidifi- 

cation and remelting occurring simultaneously at different locations present an impor- 

tant species/energy transport mechanism, which impacts the structural/compositional ho- 

mogeneity of the castings. The re-melting is typically understood as a reduction in the 

equiaxed grain size, but it can also lead to the destruction (disappearance) of equiaxed 

grains. Existing process-based models cannot treat the solidification/melting by considering 

both grain nucleation and destruction properly. Therefore, a new model is proposed based 

on a two-phase volume-average approach. In this model, nucleation of equiaxed grains oc- 

curs when inoculants (free growth sites) are activated by undercooling, while destruction 

of equiaxed grains occurs only when the equiaxed grains are completely re-melted by su- 

perheating. The mass, momentum, species, and enthalpy conservation equations are solved 

for the solidification/melting. The transport equations for the number densities of equiaxed 

grains and inoculants are calculated separately. A test casting (Al–7 wt.% Si) is calculated 

to illustrate the modelling features. This study improves understanding of grain melting 

and grain destruction as well as their impact on the as-solidified structure. 

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 
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1. Introduction 

The melting or re-melting of equiaxed grains is an important phenomenon, which accompanies the solidification pro- 

cess in many technical castings. Melting and solidification can occur simultaneously or alternately at different locations 

of the casting domain. For example, during ingot casting, some crystal fragments or equiaxed grains can move and enter 

the superheated region and re-melt, while solidification continues in other regions. In practice, two conditions can lead 

to re-melting: an increase in the local temperature and a change in the local solute concentration [1–3] . Thermo-solutal
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and/or forced convections are mainly responsible for these processes [4 , 5] . It was experimentally confirmed that grain nu-

cleation, solidification, transport, re-melting, and destruction can occur simultaneously [5 , 6] . These simultaneous solidifica- 

tion/melting processes together with grain migration provide an important species/energy transport mechanism, impact the 

final as-formed structure, and influence the heterogeneity (macrosegregation) of castings. 

While knowledge about nucleation and solidification appears to be well established [7 , 8] , research on melting and grain

destruction lags greatly behind the rest of the field. Based on published work [1 , 2 , 9–11 ], melting is not simply ‘inverse

solidification’. Complex kinetics that breaks the solidification/melting symmetry involve solute partitioning and solute re- 

distribution, which can consistently update the grain morphology in the mushy zone. A temperature gradient zone melting 

experiment was performed to investigate the melting and re-solidification of an Al–Cu alloy under a stationary temperature 

gradient [2 , 12] . Melt convection and grain transport were not a/the focus of that experiment. 

Melting experiments under natural convection condition were also performed [13–15] . By melting organic materials or 

metals in a rectangular enclosure vertically from one side, the motion and shape of the solid-liquid interface was tracked 

and analysed. These studies focused on the melt convection and its impact on the profile of the melting front, while grain

transport was not explicitly discussed. However, the experimentally measured temperature information does imply that 

transport of crystal fragments and re-solidification could accompany the melting process as well. The transport, re-melting, 

and annihilation (destruction) of equiaxed grains by melt convection appears to be evidenced by Rerko et al. [16] in a

grain-refinement Al–10 wt.% Cu solidification experiment. The grain size in the top-cooled ingots was approximately 3 times 

larger than that in the bottom-cooled ones. This difference was interpreted to be due to advection of nucleated grains and

re-melting. For the top-cooled ingots, the cold solute-segregated melt descended and brought the equiaxed grains to warmer 

areas where some of them melted, leaving fewer equiaxed grains in the upper region to grow into a large size. 

In the past decades, some effort s have been made in modelling the melting process [17] . Most simulations [18 , 19] fo-

cused on the melting of pure substance under natural/forced convection. The effect of thermo-solutal convection and the 

influence of solute transport on alloy solidification were investigated by Voller et al. [20] based on the enthalpy–porosity 

model. This model can be easily extended for the melting of alloys, but it is limited to rigid solid structures, such as eu-

tectics and columnar dendrites. Similar work was done by Kumar et al. [11] . The cellular automaton (CA) method has also

been used to simulate the melting and solidification of equiaxed grains, where solute redistribution during the phase trans- 

formation was calculated [21] . Once again, solid transport was not considered. The most promising model is the multiphase 

volume-average model [4 , 22–24 ] because it provides the flexibility to treat grain nucleation, liquid convection, grain trans- 

port and sedimentation, solute redistribution, and different growth kinetics during solidification/melting of equiaxed grains 

and columnar dendrites. The importance of grain destruction was addressed [24–27] , but the proposed models for melting 

were greatly simplified, i.e. the grain number density was set to zero as soon as grains were advected into the superheated

region. 

In the current paper, a new model for treating melting and grain destruction during alloy solidification is proposed 

based on a two-phase volume-average approach. Both nucleation and destruction of equiaxed grains are considered. The 

mass, momentum, species, and enthalpy conservation equations are solved for globular equiaxed solidification/melting. The 

transports of the number densities of equiaxed grains and inoculants (free growth sites) are calculated individually. The 

modelling features are verified based on simulations of an Al-casting (Al–7 wt.% Si). 

2. Model description (a two-phase model) 

The fundamentals of volume-average-based solidification models can be found elsewhere [25 , 28 , 29] . In the current pa-

per, the model is extended to cover the re-melting and destruction of equiaxed grains. It is well known that most alloys

solidify into a mixed columnar–equiaxed structure. To focus on grain re-melting and destruction, here a two-phase globular 

equiaxed solidification model is used. The two phases are the liquid phase and solid phase (equiaxed grains). The volume 

fractions of the two phases always sum to 1.0, i.e. f � + f e = 1. The morphology of equiaxed grains is assumed to be spherical.

Heterogeneous nucleation of equiaxed grains occurs by activating inoculants, i.e. free growth sites, when a necessary under- 

cooling is achieved. Growth of the grains is governed by diffusion. A thermodynamic equilibrium applies at the solid–liquid 

interface, and the concentration difference between the thermodynamic equilibrium concentration of the liquid melt at the 

solid–liquid interface and the volume-averaged liquid concentration is the driving force for grain growth. The re-melting pro- 

cess includes two steps: reduction in the grain size (melting) and the destruction of the grain (disappearance). Re-melting 

occurs only when the equiaxed grains are exposed to the superheated melt. The reduction in the grain size is also governed

by diffusion. Destruction of the grain occurs only when the grain is completely re-melted. It is assumed that the inoculant,

on which the original equiaxed grain nucleated, is released after re-melting. This means that one re-melted/disappeared 

equiaxed grain will turn into one inoculant, which is reserved as a future potential nucleation (free growth) site. Therefore, 

the total number of grains and inoculants in the casting domain is conserved. 

2.1. Transport of equiaxed grains and inoculants 

The velocities of the melt and solid phase (equiaxed grains) are known by solving the Navier–Stokes equations ( 
⇀ 

u � and
⇀ 

u eq , respectively). The motion of inoculants follows the velocity of the melt [28] . The transport equations for the number
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Fig. 1. Schematic of (a) the nucleation and grain growth and (b) the re-melting and grain destruction processes. The black dots denote the inoculants, the 

green spheres indicate the equiaxed grains, and the grey background indicates the eutectic phase. All grains are numbered from 1 to 10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

densities of equiaxed grains and inoculants are 

∂ 

∂t 
n eq + ∇ ·

(
⇀ 

u eq n eq 

)
= 

˙ n , (1) 

∂ 

∂t 
n in + ∇ ·

(
⇀ 

u � n in 

)
= − ˙ n , (2) 

where n in and n eq are the number densities of the inoculants and equiaxed grains, respectively; ˙ n is the nucle- 

ation/destruction rate. The drag force between the liquid melt the solid equiaxed grains is approximated by the Kozeny–

Carman equation for f e 〈 0.7 and the Blake–Kozeny equation for f e ≥ 0.7 [30] . The interactions between neighbouring equiaxed

grains are modelled by the effective viscosity. A mixing rule was employed to estimate the viscosity of the equiaxed phase,

which can be calculated via μe = 

μ� 

f e 
( (1 − f e / f c e ) 

−2 . 5 · f c e − (1 − f e )) [26] . To deal with the hydrodynamic interaction between 

phases, the equiaxed grains are assumed to have envelopes and their volume fractions are indicated by f Env 
e . The volume

fraction of grain envelope ( f Env 
e ) is related to the volume fraction of solid ( f e ) through f si = f e / f Env 

e , where f si is the volume

ratio of the solid grain to the equiaxed grain envelope. In this study, f si is set as a constant value (0.235). When f Env 
e is

beyond the packing limit ( f c e = 0.637), the equiaxed phase becomes a rigid porous medium, through which the liquid is

still able to penetrate via the voids between the closely packed grains. Further discussion on “envelope concept” is made in 

Section 5.4 . 

2.2. Heterogeneous nucleation and solidification 

The nucleation sequence during the solidification process is schematically shown in Fig. 1 (a). Inoculants exist in the 

parent melt ( Fig. 1 (a-1)). With sufficient undercooling, they are activated to become equiaxed grains ( Fig. 1 (a-2)). The un-

dercooling for activating an inoculant depends on its size [31] . Consequently, the number of inoculants in the melt gradually

decreases. The final solidification structure of the sample may consist of a eutectic phase, primary equiaxed grains with var- 

ious sizes, and inactivated inoculants embedded in the eutectic phase ( Fig. 1 (a-3)). It is well known that certain alloying
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and impurity elements can poison the inoculants (grain refiners) and therefore adversely affect grain refinement [32] . The 

poisoning effect is ignored in the current study. 

A continuous nucleation formulation (Gaussian distribution), as proposed by Rappaz and Gandin [33 , 34] , has been widely

used to model heterogenous grain nucleation during solidification [35 , 36] . A Gaussian distribution can be used as an approx-

imation of a log normal distribution if the inoculant diameter is relatively large [31 , 37] . The originally proposed Gaussian

distribution assumed that there were a certain amount of free nucleation sites (inoculants) in the melt ( n max ), and the free

nucleation sites were uniformly distributed in the casting. This assumption is inconsistent with practical solidification con- 

ditions. An uneven distribution of inoculants will be achieved owing to nucleation and/or advection. The number density of 

the inoculant gradually decreases as nucleation occurs. In the current paper, the inoculants and equiaxed grains are distin- 

guished and quantified by their number densities ( n in and n eq , respectively). The number density of the inoculants can be

transported, and it changes depending on local nucleation or grain destruction. The original continuous nucleation formula- 

tion of Rappaz and Gandin [33 , 34] is slightly updated by replacing n max with the number density of the available inoculants

n in [28 , 38] : 

d n eq 

d(�T ) 
= 

n in √ 

2 π · �T σ
· e 

− 1 
2 ·

(
�T−�T N 

�T σ

)2 

, (3) 

where �T is the undercooling, and �T σ and �T N are the standard deviation and mean of the Gaussian distribution of

nucleation undercooling. The local undercooling can be calculated by 

D ( �T ) 

Dt 
= 

∂�T 

∂t 
+ m · ⇀ 

u � ·∇ c � −
⇀ 

u � ·∇ T � , (4) 

where t is time, m is the liquidus slope from the phase diagram, T � and ∇T � are the temperature and its gradient of the

liquid phase, c � and ∇c � are the volume-averaged concentration and its gradient of the melt. �T can be calculated via

�T = T f + m · c � − T , in which T f it the melting point of solvent. The nucleation rate, ˙ n = D ( n eq ) / Dt , is calculated by 

˙ n = 

D ( �T ) 

Dt 
· d n eq 

d(�T ) 
. (5) 

Note that groups of inoculants with different sizes could be followed individually [39] . However, it would require massive

computational resources. Therefore, all inoculants are assumed to have the same size, but they are activated as nuclei at 

different undercoolings, statistically following the Gaussian distribution. The solidification rate, i.e. the rate of mass transfer 

from the liquid to the equiaxed solid ( M � e ), is calculated by 

M � e = v R e ·
(
n eq · πd 2 e 

)
· ρe · f � , (6) 

with 

v Re = 

D � 

l � 
· ( c ∗� − c � ) 

( 1 − k ) c ∗� 
+ 

D e 

l e 
· ( c ∗e − c e ) 

( 1 − k ) c ∗� 
, (7) 

where v Re is the grain growth speed, d e is the average grain diameter, ρe is the density of the equiaxed phase, k is the solute

partition coefficient, c ∗� is the thermodynamic equilibrium concentration of the liquid, D � and D e are the solute diffusion 

coefficients, l � ( = d e ) and l e ( = d e /6) are the corresponding diffusion lengths in the liquid melt and solid grains, respectively.

2.3. Melting and grain destruction 

The melting/grain-destruction process is schematically shown in Fig. 1 (b). The primary material includes the as-cast 

structure, i.e. eutectic phase, equiaxed grains and some inactivated inoculants ( Fig. 1 (b-1)). As the temperature increases, 

the eutectic phase begins melting first. This process releases the embedded equiaxed grains and inactivated inoculants, and 

they are free to move again. With further re-melting of the equiaxed grains, their sizes decrease, which is followed by grain

destruction ( Fig. 1 (b-2)). The two smallest equiaxed grains (numbered 9–10) are completely melted/destroyed; thus, they 

are turned into inoculants. At a later stage, Fig. 1 (b-3), most grains are melted/destroyed, and there are only three equiaxed

grains (1–3) that remain. 

Although the volume-average model computes only one average grain size ( d e ), the equiaxed grains are assumed to 

follow a lognormal size distribution ( Appendix A ). 

d( n eq ) 

d(x ) 
= 

n eq √ 

2 πσ x 
e 

− 1 
2 

(
ln (x ) −ln ( ̂ d e )) 

σ

)2 

, (8) 

where 

1 = 

∫ ∞ 

0 

1 √ 

2 πσ x 
e 

− 1 
2 

(
ln (x ) −ln ( ̂ d e )) 

σ

)2 

d ( x ) , (9) 

where σ is the geometric standard deviation of the lognormal distribution, the dummy variable ( x ) corresponds the grain 

diameter of different size classes, and 

ˆ d e is the geometric mean. Note that the geometrical mean of the grain size ( ̂  d e ) is
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different from the volume-averaged grain size ( d e ). However, it is assumed that their variation during melting follows a sim-

ilar trend, i.e. d( ̂  d e ) / dt ≈ d( d e ) / dt , which can be estimated by v Re . A critical value of the grain size ( d e,critical ) is introduced.

When a size class of equiaxed grains is melted to smaller than d e,critical , it will be eliminated from n eq . Therefore, the grain

destruction rate, ˙ n = d n eq /dt , is calculated by 

˙ n = v Re ·
d( n eq ) 

d(x ) 

∣∣∣∣
x = d e , critical 

. (10) 

Because melting is assumed to be governed by diffusion, Eq. (7) is valid for calculating v Re . During melting, the equilib-

rium concentrations ( c ∗� and c ∗e ) are lower than the volume-averaged concentrations ( c � and c e ); therefore, a negative value

of v Re is obtained. Because dn eq / dx is always positive, if v Re is negative, the ˙ n calculated by Eq. (10) is also negative. The

melting rate, i.e. the rate of mass transfer from the equiaxed to the liquid ( M � e ), is calculated by 

M � e = v R e ·
(
n eq · πd 2 e 

)
· ρ� . (11) 

Because no geometrical impingement factor is necessary for melting, Eq. (11) differs from Eq. (6) . The energy, momen-

tum, and species transfer between the liquid and the equiaxed solid during the solidification/melting process can be found 

in our previous papers [23 , 28] . Eutectic reaction/melting occurs when the temperature decreases/increases to the eutectic 

isotherm. In the current model, the release/absorption of latent heat during the eutectic reaction/melting is approximated 

with the temperature compensation method. The remaining liquid after the eutectic reaction is considered as eutectic phase. 

To analyse the macrosegregation, a mixture concentration is defined: c mix = ( c � · ρ� · f � + c e · ρe · f e )/( ρ� · f � + ρe · f e ). The

macrosegregation intensity is characterised by its index: c index 
mix 

= ( c mix − c 0 ) / c 0 · 100% . 

2.4. Solution procedures/strategy 

The current model was implemented in the commercial Ansys Fluent software (version 17.1), which uses a control- 

volume method. The solver in Ansys Fluent provides a platform to solve the global transport equations. In addition, it 

provides flexibility (open program interface) in defining the exchange/source terms for the transport equations, and even 

allows modification of the solution procedure [29] . One numerical constraint is applied, i.e. the minimum value of n in and

n eq was enforced to be 10 7 m 

−3 . It is difficult for Eqs. (1) and (2) to converge when the transport quantity becomes too small

in comparison to its source term. All transport equations were solved in an iterative manner. For each time step, up to 20

iterations were used to decrease the normalised residuals of the phase fraction, velocity components, pressure, and species 

below 10 −4 and enthalpy quantities below 10 −7 . The time step that ensures a high accuracy solution must be determined

empirically by test simulations. In this study, all calculations were conducted with a time step of 0.001 s. Conservation of

the species and number densities of the grains and inoculants is guaranteed in the system. 

3. Configuration of test simulation cases 

A 2D geometry (60width × 80height mm 

2 ) was meshed to a size of 1.0 × 1.0 mm 

2 , and an Al–7 wt.% Si alloy was

calculated. The Al–Si binary phase diagram was linearised, and the liquidus slope ( m ) and the solute partition coefficient

( k ) were assumed to be constant. A no-slip boundary condition was assumed to be valid on the domain surface. Before

the start of the simulation, the domain was set to be uniform in concentration ( c 0 = 0.07) and temperature ( T 0 = 900 K).

As the initial condition, the minimum value was assigned for n eq (10 7 m 

−3 ), while a very large value was assigned for n in 
(2.0 × 10 10 m 

−3 ). The material properties and other parameters are summarised in Table I . 

Two simulation cases were designed. Case I was used to check the model implementation. The sample was solidified 

and re-melted under purely diffusive condition. No flow and grain sedimentation were considered. A Dirichlet boundary 

condition was applied on four walls. The corresponding temperature profiles can be found in Fig. 2 (a). The sample was

cooled to below eutectic temperature in stage A, heated to over the melting point in stage B, and then cooled again in

stage C. To simplify case I, the latent heat was not considered, and an extreme large conductivity (10 7 W �m 

−1 �K 

−1 ) was

used for both the liquid and equiaxed phases. Therefore, the entire sample had a nearly uniform temperature during the 

cooling/heating processes. 

Case II was similar to a practical solidification/melting process, where thermo-solutal convection and grain sedimentation 

were considered. In case II (stage A), only the right wall was cooled, following the temperature profile shown in Fig. 2 (b).

The other three walls were adiabatic. The as-solidified phase distribution of case II (stage A) was used as the initial condition

for case II (stage B). The left wall was heated again, following the temperature profile of Fig. 2 (c), while other walls were

adiabatic. In case II, the true physical values of latent heat and heat conductivities of the alloy were used. 

4. Simulation results 

4.1. Case I: solidification and melting under purely diffusive conditions 

The solidification/melting sequence of the sample is shown in Fig. 3 . All solidification quantities were taken from the 

domain centre. The calculated T followed the pre-defined temperature profiles exactly ( Fig. 3 (a)). The calculated undercool- 

ing ( �T ) is plotted in Fig. 3 (b). At the beginning of stage A, the melt was superheated. With the decrease in T , the melt
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Table 1 

Material properties of Al–7 wt.% Si and other parameters [40–42] . 

Properties/parameters Symbol Units Values 

Thermophysical 

Specific heat c p 
� , c p 

e J ·kg −1 ·K −1 1140.0 

Latent heat �h f J ·kg −1 4.0 × 10 5 

Diffusion coefficient (liquid) D � m 

2 ·s −1 6.5 × 10 −9 

Diffusion coefficient (solid) D e m 

2 ·s −1 1.0 × 10 −12 

Thermal conductivity (liquid) k p 
� W ·m 

−1 ·K −1 76.7 

Thermal conductivity (solid) k p 
e W ·m 

−1 ·K −1 185.0 

Liquid thermal expansion coefficient βT K −1 −1.85 × 10 −4 

Liquid solutal expansion coefficient βc wt.% −1 1.3 × 10 −3 

Density ρ� , ρe kg ·m 

−3 2535.0 

Density difference (Boussinesq) �ρ( = ρe − ρ� ) kg ·m 

−3 137.0 

Viscosity μ� kg ·m 

−1 ·s −1 2.52 × 10 −3 

Thermodynamic 

Eutectic temperature T eu K 850.0 

Liquidus slope m K �wt.% −1 −6.62 

Equilibrium partition coefficient k – 0.13 

Primary dendrite arm spacing λ1 m 3.0 × 10 −4 

Secondary dendrite arm spacing λ2 m 5.0 × 10 −5 

Gibbs–Thomson coefficient � m ·K 2.4 × 10 −7 

Melting point of solvent T f K 933.4 

Nucleation/Destruction 

Standard deviation for nucleation �T σ K 0.5 

Mean nucleation undercooling �T N K 4.0 

Standard deviation for destruction σ – 0.873 

Critical diameter for grain destruction d e,critical m 3.0 × 10 −5 

Other 

Initial concentration c 0 wt.% 7.0 

Initial temperature T 0 K 900.0 

Initial number density of equiaxed grains n eq,0 m 

−3 1.0 × 10 7 

Initial number density of inoculants n in,0 m 

−3 2.0 × 10 10 

Cooling/heating rate R K �s −1 ± 0.25 

Fig. 2. Dirichlet thermal boundary conditions for different test simulation cases. (a) Case I: cooling and heating in different stages (A–C) equally from all 

walls; (b) case II (stage A): cooling from the right wall only; and (c) case II (stage B): heating from the left wall only. The heating/cooling rate had the 

same magnitude: 0.25 K �s −1 . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

became undercooled at 30 s. Because of the undercooling, inoculants started to be activated as nuclei. As shown in Fig. 3 (c),

a number of inoculants were consumed, and the same number of equiaxed grains were generated. The formed grains grew 

in the undercooled melt. This can be seen through the positive M � e in Fig. 3 (d). The direct outcomes of nucleation and

solidification are an increase in f e and a decrease in f � ( Fig. 3 (e)). The calculated volume-averaged diameter of the equiaxed

grains, d e = 

3 
√ 

6 f e /πn eq , is plotted in Fig. 3 (f). d e exhibited an increasing trend in stage A, except for a singular point at

around 60 s. This singular point was caused by an instantaneous nucleation event. A sudden increase in n eq will reduce

the volume-averaged grain diameter ( d e ). From Fig. 3 (c), it can be seen the nuclei mainly formed during the early stage

of solidification (30–85 s). After 85 s, there was almost no new nucleation. Only the formed equiaxed grains continued to

grow. The mass transfer between the liquid and the equiaxed phases ( M � e ) terminated when the temperature was below

T eu . At the end of stage A, the sample solidified with n eq = 1.4 × 10 10 m 

−3 , n in = 5.6 × 10 9 m 

−3 , f e = 0.48, f eut = 0.52, and

d e = 4.0 × 10 −4 m. 
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Fig. 3. Solidification/melting sequences of case I under purely diffusive conditions: (a) T ; (b) �T ; (c) n eq , n in , and the sum of n eq and n in ; (d) M � e ; (e) f � 
and f e ; and (f) d e . 

Fig. 4. Variations in (a) n in , (b) n eq , and (c) f � with T . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The melting sequence is shown in stage B in Fig. 3 . T rose gradually, and �T changed from negative (undercooled) to pos-

itive (superheated). With the increase in T , the eutectic phase melted first, which was followed by melting of the equiaxed

grains (as indicated by the negative M � e ). The equiaxed grains decreased in size ( d e ) and phase fraction ( f e ). At 420 s, when

T rose to 884 K, n eq decreased by 14.3% (from 1.4 × 10 10 to 1.2 × 10 10 m 

−3 ), but d e reduced by 40.0% (from 4.0 × 10 −4 

to 2.4 × 10 −4 m) relative to the beginning of stage B. This is reasonable because a reduction in grain size (melting) always

occurs before grain destruction. At 480 s, the minimum number density of grains was reached ( n eq = 1.0 × 10 7 m 

−3 ), and f s 
and d e vanished, indicating that all equiaxed grains had been melted and destroyed. In stage C (re-solidification), the sample

was cooled again. The solidification in stage C repeated the results of stage A. As displayed in Fig. 3 (c), the sum of n eq and

n in was always conserved during the solidification and melting processes. 

The variations in f � , n eq , and n in with T from stage A to C are plotted in Fig. 4 . With decreasing T , the inoculants were

activated as nuclei. With further solidification, f � decreased. In the opposite condition, when T rose, f � increased, and the

equiaxed grains melted and finally turned into inoculants. The overlap of these lines is indicative of the excellent self- 

consistency of the current model and method. 
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Fig. 5. Solidification sequence of case II (stage A) at 110 s. Contours and corresponding isolines of (a) �T overlaid by isotherms (red dashed lines); (b) 

± log 10 | ̇ n | overlayed by the vectors of 
⇀ 

u eq ; (c) M � e ; (d) c � ; (e) log 10( n in ); (f) log 10( n eq ) overlaid by the vectors of 
⇀ 

u eq ; (g) f e overlaid by the vectors of 
⇀ 

u � ; 

and (h) d e (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2. Case II: solidification and melting under thermo-solutal convection 

4.2.1. Case ii (stage A): cooling from the right side 

Solidification was triggered by cooling from the right wall. The solidification sequence at 110 s is shown in Fig. 5 . A

clockwise thermo-solutal convection formed ( Fig. 5 (g)). The flow transported both the liquid and solid phases and modified

the temperature field. T and �T are shown in Fig. 5 (a), which shows that the melt was strongly undercooled near the

right surface and slightly superheated in the left part. As shown in Fig. 5 (b), in the upper-right corner where the melt was

most undercooled ( �T ≈ −11 K), the fastest nucleation rate was observed ( ̇ n ≈ 2 . 0 × 10 10 m 

−3 · s −1 ). Because the grains were

denser than the liquid, the formed grains sedimented and dragged the liquid melt to flow with them. Some of these newly

formed equiaxed grains (with small size) were transported to the superheated region. As displayed in Fig. 5 (c), the grains

further solidified in the undercooled melt (as indicated by the positive M � e ), and those grains that were transported to the

hot region melted ( M � e < 0). Re-melting accompanying solidification during casting process was numerically verified by the 

current model. As shown in Fig. 5 (b), melting in the superheated region caused the grains to be destroyed, which reduced

n eq locally (as shown in Fig. 5 (f)). Owing to solute partitioning ( m = 0.13), solute-enriched liquid was rejected during the

solidification process. High c � can be seen in Fig. 5 (d) near the right surface. The rejected c � modified �T ( �T = T f + m ·
c � − T ) and thereby affected M � e . n in and n eq are shown in Fig. 5 (e)–(f), respectively. Nucleation consumed a large number

of inoculants near the right surface ( Fig. 5 (b)), leading to a lower value of n in in this region. After nucleation, the grains

were transported along the vertical wall and piled up in the bottom ( n eq ≈ 10 11 m 

-3 · s -1 ). The calculated f e and d e are

shown in Fig. 5 (g)–(h), respectively. The grains that nucleated on the surface adhered to the wall owing to the applied no-

slip boundary condition. These grains grew quickly under strong undercooling, leading to a high f e and large d e on the right

surface. In the lower-left corner, numerous small grains piled up. These small grains grew slowly because of the relatively 

high local temperature. From Fig. 5 (g), it can be seen f e was below f c e in the lower-left corner, which means that these small

grains could be advected by liquid flow. 

Analysis of the entire solidification sequence is shown in Fig. 6 . During the early stage (0–120 s), the nucleation rate had

a high magnitude of ∼ 10 14 m 

−3 · s −1 near the right wall ( Fig. 6 (a-1)–(a-2)). Afterwards, the formed grains sank and were

transported by the flow ( Fig. 6 (b-1)–(b-2)). Most grains piled up in the bottom. The grains could grow further or be re-
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Fig. 6. Solidification sequence of case II (stage A). Contours and corresponding isolines of (a) ± log 10 | ̇ n | overlaid by the isolines of T (red dashed lines) and 

vectors of 
⇀ 

u eq ; (b) log 10( n eq ) overlaid by the vectors of 
⇀ 

u e ; (c) M � e ; (d) f e overlaid by the vectors of 
⇀ 

u � ; and (e) c index 
mix 

. Figures in the columns from left to 

right show the solidification sequence at 60, 120, 240, and 320 s, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article.) 829 
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Fig. 7. Formation of a heterogeneous structure during solidification (case II, stage A). Contour of f e overlaid by the vectors of 
⇀ 

u eq (in green). The solid isoline 

denotes the grain packing front ( f e = f si · f c e = 0 . 15 ), and the red vectors indicate the grain sedimentation trajectory. (For interpretation of the references to 

color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

melted/destroyed, depending on the local �T . As shown in Fig. 6 (a-2) and (c-2), the grains continued to solidify ( M � e > 0)

on the right side. On the left side, where the melt was relatively hot, the negative M � e indicates re-melting. The segregation

index ( c index 
mix 

) is shown in Fig. 6 (e-1)–(e-2). The grains with a low solute concentration sank to the bottom, causing nega-

tive macrosegregation there. During the later stage (120–320 s), re-melting and grain destruction was almost impossible. As 

displayed in Fig. 6 (d-3), only some liquid pockets survived in the lower part. Because of the small liquid regions, the liquid

velocity was considerably smaller than the equiaxed velocity. As shown in Fig. 6 (a-3), nucleation mainly occurred in the 

upper-left corner, where sufficient inoculants remained. In these liquid pockets, new grains were generated, but the nucle- 

ation rate was very low ( ̇ n < 10 6 m 

−3 · s −1 ). Fig. 6 (b-3) depicts the distribution of n eq . The grains were transported from the

right to the left, and then sedimented there. Some small grains were advected to the liquid region, but most of the domain

was almost completely solidified ( Fig. 6 (c-3)). When the temperature decreased to the eutectic temperature, the remaining 

liquid solidified as the eutectic phase. Fig. 6 (d-3) and (e-3) present the distribution of f e and c index 
mix 

, respectively. Negative

macrosegregation can be observed in the region where f e was large. The final solidification results are shown in Fig. 6 (a-4)–

(e-4). The volume average of n 
in 

was equal to 3.7 × 10 8 m 

-3 , which indicates that most of the inoculants were activated as

nuclei in the current case. 

A value of 0.637 was used for the grain packing limit f c e . When f e > f si · f c e , a rigid solid structure is generated. In Fig. 7 ,

one solid isoline ( f e = 0.15) is drawn for the packing front. As shown in Fig. 7 (a), in addition to the highly packed area

in the lower-right corner, some lower-packed islands formed in the bottom. The equiaxed grains settled in the liquid–solid 

slurry. As presented in Fig. 7 (b), the sedimentation and solidification of grains broadened the packed region, resulting in 

a heterogeneous solid structure. At a later moment ( Fig. 7 (c)), packed grains occupied most of the domain. Between the

packed grains, there were some isolated liquid pockets, in which grains could still sink. Because the solid grains had a lower

concentration than the surrounding eutectic phase, c index 
mix 

( Fig. 6 (e)) exhibited a heterogeneous distribution similar to that of 

f e ( Fig. 6 (d)). 

4.2.2. Case ii (stage B): re-heating from the left side 

The melting sequence at 380 s is presented in Fig. 8 . The eutectic phase melted first at the eutectic isotherm, followed

by gradual melting of the equiaxed grains. The left part of the domain was heated above the eutectic isotherm ( Fig. 8 (a)).

After the eutectic phase melted, some liquid pockets were created, and a clockwise flow develops. The embedded grains (or 

grain clusters) were released and began to move again ( Fig. 8 (e)). c � ( Fig. 8 (b)) is large in region A, but it is relatively small

in regions B and C. Because �T = T f + m · c � − T , �T is as a function of c � and T . As shown in Fig. 8 (c), the alloy was

overheated in region A and undercooled in regions B and C, which led to melting in region A and re-solidification in regions

B and C ( Fig. 8 (d)). As shown in Fig. 8 (e), from 320 to 380 s, d e increased from 3.1 to 3.8 mm in region C and decreased

from 0.48 to 0.37 mm in region A. The large grains sedimented quickly, but the small grains could easily be advected by

the liquid flow. As shown in Fig. 8 (f), nucleation occurred in regions B and C, but the nucleation rate was very small (~10 5 

m 

-3 · s -1 ). In region A, the destruction rate was -7.1 × 10 7 m 

-3 · s -1 . n eq and n in are presented in Fig. 8 (g)–(h), respectively.

Because only few grains were destroyed before this moment, there is no significant difference between Fig. 6 (b-4) and

Fig. 8 (g). 

Analysis of the entire melting process is shown in Fig. 9 . T and M � e are shown Fig. 9 (a). In a majority of the domain,

M � e was negative. In some regions ( Fig. 9 (a-2)–(a-3)), M � e was positive, indicating local solidification. This can be better

understood with the help of Fig. 8 . The flow affects c � and T , and �T is calculated by �T = T f + m · c � − T. If c � is sufficiently

high, the alloy can be undercooled even at an elevated T . Although local solidification was possible, the solidification rate

was very small. Comparing Fig. 9 (a)–(b), there was no new nucleation in the undercooled region. According to Fig. 9 (b-3),

the maximum destruction rate during the late stage of the melting process (615 s) was − 3.2 × 10 10 m 

-3 · s −1 , which is
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Fig. 8. Melting sequence of case II (stage B) at 380 s. Contours and corresponding isolines of (a) f � overlaid by the isotherms (red dashed lines) and vectors 

of 
⇀ 

u � ; (b) c � ; (c) �T ; (d) M � e ; (e) d e overlaid by the vectors of 
⇀ 

u eq ; (f) ± log 10 | ̇ n | overlaid by the vectors of 
⇀ 

u e ; (g) log 10( n eq ) overlaid by the vectors of 
⇀ 

u eq ; and (h) log10( n in ). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

three orders of magnitude larger than that at 380 s ( Fig. 8 (f)). f e and n eq are shown in Fig. 9 (c)–(d), respectively. As melting

progressed, f e decreased, and when f e < f si · f c e , the grains were movable. As the liquid regions expanded, the liquid velocity

became increasingly stronger. Equiaxed grains were transported to the superheated regions and be melted/destroyed. The 

evolution of c index 
mix 

is shown in Fig. 9 (e). As melting progressed, fresh liquid with a low solute concentration was released,

which diluted the positive segregation. From 500 to 640 s, c index 
mix 

at point A was reduced from 32.6 to 3.2. 

An interesting phenomenon was observed: transport of a bulk grain network during melting, as shown in Fig. 10 . Two

isolines are drawn: f e = 0.01 (indicating the melt front), and f e = 0.15 (indicating the packing front). At 600 s ( Fig. 10 (a)),

more than half of the domain had melted. The packed region is marked as A, B, and C. Region A is connected to the main

solid part (region C) through a thin bridge (region B). Two flow vortices developed, which were separated by the rigid

solid structure. Only the liquid could flow through this rigid porous medium. At 610 s ( Fig. 10 (b)), region B had re-melted.

Region A detached from region C, but it was still partially connected to the left wall. At 615 s ( Fig. 10 (c)), region A detached

from the left wall and turned into the bulk melt region. The red vectors in Fig. 10 indicate the direction of rotation. In the

subsequent melting process, this bulk grain network became increasingly smaller until it was completely melted. 

5. Discussion 

This work is an extension of the previous volume-average solidification model [4 , 22 , 24 , 26] , which considers melting

and grain destruction. Because this extension is implemented based on an ideal scenario of two-phase globular equiaxed 

solidification, for which no direct experiments are available to compare, numerical parameter studies were performed (1) to 

demonstrate the importance of melting and grain destruction during alloy solidification and (2) to investigate the effect of 

uncertainty in the parameters. 

5.1. Importance of melting/grain destruction 

To illustrate the importance of melting during solidification, an extra simulation case was conducted. All the settings 

were the same as those in case II (stage A) except that melting was ignored. A comparison between the simulation re-

sults of the two cases at 120 s is shown in Fig. 11 . As shown in Fig. 11 (a), melting occurred near the left wall region.
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Re-melting consumed some latent heat, leading to a decrease in the local temperature. In comparison with the case with- 

out melting ( Fig. 11 (b)), the case with melting ( Fig. 11 (a)) predicted a slightly lower local temperature near the left wall.

In Fig. 11 (c), the contour of the sum of the re-melted mass, 
∫ t 

0 M � e dt , during the entire cooling (solidification) process is

shown. Equiaxed grains, which were transported from other regions to the left wall region, re-melted. The volume average 

of 
∫ ∫ ∫ 

v ol ( 
∫ t 

0 M � e dt ) dV inside the solid isoline in Fig. 11 (c) was −8.3 kg �m 

−3 . Re-melting 8.3 kg �m 

−3 of equiaxed grains will

dilute the local melt concentration there. Correspondingly, 3.3 × 10 6 J · m 

−3 of energy will be consumed as the latent heat

of melting. The re-melting of the as-formed solid phase is an important mechanism of species and energy transport. 

In the solidification model, if the accompanying melting and grain destruction were ignored, the volume integral of 

n eq in the entire sample domain of the as-solidified sample would be overestimated by ~2.0%, the volume integral of f e 
would be overestimated by ~1.7%, the volume integral of d e would be underestimated by ~3.0 μm, and the integral of

| c index | would be underestimated by ~0.9. Note that the casting sample used in the current study was very small, and

mix 

Fig. 9. Melting sequence of case II (stage B). Contours and corresponding isolines of (a) M � e overlaid by T (red dashed lines); (b) ± log 10 | ̇ n | overlaid by 

the vectors of 
⇀ 

u eq ; (c) log 10( n eq ) overlaid by the vectors of 
⇀ 

u eq ; (d) f e overlaid by the vectors of 
⇀ 

u � ; and (e) c index 
mix 

. Figures in the columns from left to 

right show the melting sequences at 500, 560, 615, and 640 s, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 

referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 9. Continued 

Fig. 10. Transport of a bulk grain network during the melting process shown by the contours of f e overlaid by the vectors of 
⇀ 

u � . The red vectors indicate 

the rotation direction of the bulk grain network. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 

of this article.) 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of two simulations for case II (stage A): (a) with melting and (b) without melting at 120 s. In (a), the contour of M � e (only M � e < 0 is 

shown) is overlaid by isotherms. (c) Contour of the sum of the re-melted mass 
∫ t 

0 M � e dt during the entire cooling (solidification) process. 

Fig. 12. Effect of d e,critical on the calculated (a) n eq , (b) d e , and (c) f e as a function of T . These simulations were performed based on case I (stage B), and all 

quantities were taken from the domain centre. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the aforementioned differences were not very significant. However, the role of re-melting and grain destruction, which 

accompany alloy solidification, would become more obvious for casting with larger dimensions. For example, in engineering 

ingot or continuous castings, the melt flow and grain transport are approximately 1–2 orders of magnitude more intensive. 

Therefore, the re-melting effect should be more significant. 

5.2. Effect of d e,critical 

d e,critical was introduced as the critical grain size for grain destruction. Determining the exact value of d e,critical is beyond

the scope of this study. However, a numerical parameter study can be performed to analyse the sensitivity of the melting

process to its value. The calculated n eq, d e , and f e are shown in Fig. 12 (a)–(c), respectively. As expected, when d e,critical 

was larger, n eq decreased faster, and d e became larger. However, d e,critical has a minimal effect on f e . This is understandable

because n eq and f e are calculated from their conservation equations, out of which the volume-averaged grain size is derived: 

d e = 

3 
√ 

6 f e /πn eq . The combination of decreased n eq and increased d e results in almost no change in the solidification; hence,

f e appears to be independent from d e,critical . It should be stressed that d e,critical cannot be too small or too large. Physically,

d e,critical should be larger than the size of inoculants (~2 μm). An excessive d e,critical results in equiaxed grains that cannot

be realistically melted in one time step ( �t = 0.001s). From the parameter study shown in Fig. 12 , the calculated d e and f e 
appear to not be sensitive to the chosen d e,critical when its value falls in the range 25–100 μm, but the exact value of d e,critical 

requires further investigation. 

5.3. Mesh sensitivity study 

Simulations with three different mesh sizes ( �x = 2.0, 1.0, and 0.5 mm) were performed to examine the mesh sensitivity.

The distribution of f e in the as-solidified sample is shown in Fig. 13 . Although the distributions of f e were not identical,
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Fig. 13. Simulation results with different mesh size: (a) �x = 2.0mm, (b) �x = 1.0mm, and (c) �x = 0.5mm. The contour denotes f e at the end of 

solidification. These simulations were performed based on case II (stage A). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

an equiaxed-free region was observed in the upper-left corner of all simulations. For all three simulations, the volume- 

averaged f e over the entire casting domain was 41.6, 39.7, and 38.3%, and the volume-averaged | c index 
mix 

| was 21.9, 25.1, and

25.0, respectively. With the current mesh size, it is not possible to get a quantitatively converged result. However, it can be

safely concluded that calculations with a mesh size smaller than 1.0 mm can reproduce the phase distribution pattern. 

5.4. Grain packing 

f c e plays important role in the formation of the as-solidified microstructure and macrosegregation. Some previous models 

used a value of 0.637 for f c e by assuming ideal face-centred close packing of equal-diameter spheres [4 , 22 , 29 , 43 , 44] , while

most industry alloys with dendritic solidification would pack at a much lower f c e , e.g. 0.27 was used for an Al–22 wt.% Cu

alloy [39] and 0.4 for a steel ingot [45] . Most recent works have shown that as the morphology of the particles changes

from spherical towards a more nonconvex geometry, the packing fraction decreases [46 , 47] . Plotkowski and Krane [4 8 , 4 9]

investigated the effect of the local velocity field on the likelihood of packing. They proposed that particles were more likely

to pack if their velocity was directed towards a packed interface, and less likely to attach when they were advected away

from the interface. Experimental data for different alloys revealed that the packing limit could be reached when the solid 

fraction was approximately 0.1–0.3 in large-grained casting [24 , 50 , 51] . 

Similar to previous studies [4 , 22 , 29 , 43 , 44] , f c e was assumed to equal to 0.637 in this study. As aforementioned, a sim-

plified dendritic morphology of equiaxed grain was considered to calculate the hydrodynamic interactions. When the solid 

grain is considered as an equiaxed grain envelope, the corresponding packing solid fraction can be evaluated by f e = f c e · f si .

In this study, because f c e = 0.637 and f si = 0.235, the corresponding packing solid fraction is equal to 0.15. f si is a parameter

related to the morphology of the equiaxed grain. A numerical study was performed to study the effect of f si on the solidi-

fication results. The simulation results at 100 s for three different f si are compared in Fig. 14 (a). When a small f si was used

(dendritic grain), the grains packed shortly after nucleation. When a large f si was used (globular grain), more grains could 

be transported, causing grains to pile up at the bottom. The as-solidified structure is shown in Fig. 14 (b). A large f si was

beneficial for phase separation and therefore the extension of the equiaxed-free (pure eutectic) region at the top. 

In the current paper, two cases were designed to study the melting and grain destruction phenomena during equiaxed 

solidification. The first simple case (Case I) is a 0-dimensional case, i.e. the simulation results represent the solidifica- 

tion/melting in one isolated volume element. No flow and grain transport are considered. With this simple case, one can 

verify all modelling concepts/assumptions in mathematical way. The second case (Case II) is closer to reality, but not con- 

sistent with a real casting. Flow and grain transport in 2-dimensional situation are considered, but still some assumptions 

were made and some modelling parameters might not be realistic. For example, a real casting mostly solidifies in a mixed

columnar-equiaxed solidification. Here, the columnar structure has to be ignored in this step. Nevertheless, this modelling 

step (Case II) is very necessary. It helps to verify the modelling capacity (functionalities) for the remelting/grain destruction 

with melt flow and grain transport. Although the modelling result is difficult to compare with that of a real casting bench-

mark quantitatively, the modelling result can qualitatively explore important phenomena which would occur in real castings. 

The next step of the modelling part would be to compare quantitatively with real casting benchmark. For that purpose, some

unrealistic assumptions (e.g. ignorance of columnar structure) must be released, and reliable modelling parameters must be 

determined through parameter studies and necessary experimental measurements. This work will continue, especially re- 

grading to validation of the model by comparison with more realistic benchmark and laboratory casting experiments. 
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Fig. 14. Effect of f si (0.11, 0.235, and 1.0) on the simulation results. (a-1)–(a-3) Simulation results at 100 s with the contours of f e overlaid by the vectors 

of 
⇀ 

u eq . The red isolines of f e = f c e · f si in (a-1) and (a-2) indicate the packing fronts. (b-1)–(b-3) Simulation results with the contours of f e at the end of 

solidification. These simulations were performed based on case II (stage A). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 

referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

6. Conclusions 

A volume-average-based two-phase globular equiaxed solidification model was extended to include the melting and grain 

destruction. To verify the model, simulations of solidification/melting of a 2D rectangular Al–7 wt.% Si casting were per- 

formed. 

Under the purely diffusive solidification/melting condition, the sum of the number densities of the inoculants (free 

growth sites) and activated equiaxed grains ( n in + n eq ) was always locally conserved. Although the same diffusion-governed

kinetics applied for growth and size-reduction of the equiaxed grains, the obtained f � − T curves during cooling (solidifica- 

tion) and heating (melting) were not identical. Therefore, melting cannot be simply considered to be inverse solidification. 

With the addition of thermo-solutal convection and grain transport, it is only the volume integral of the number densities 

of the inoculants and activated equiaxed grains over the entire casting domain ( �( n in + n eq )) that is conserved. During

cooling (solidification), some as-nucleated equiaxed grains were transported to superheated regions where re-melting and 

grain destruction occurred. In the opposite condition, during heating (melting), there were some locally undercooled regions 

where nucleation and solidification could occur. This simultaneous solidification/melting phenomenon presents an important 

species/energy transport mechanism, influencing the structural and compositional heterogeneity of the final as-cast product. 
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Appendix A. Lognormal grain size distribution 

The lognormal distribution is widely used in the probabilistic description of engineering quantities that only have positive 

values [52–55] . It is introduced here to characterise the grain size distribution. The probability distribution function (PDF) 
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Fig. A1. Description of the melting process (from t 0 to t 1 ) with a lognormal grain size distribution. PDF: probability distribution function; CDF: cumulative 

distribution function. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of grain size is written as 

f (x ) = 

1 √ 

2 πσ x 
e 

− 1 
2 

(
ln (x ) −ln ( ̂ d e ) 

σ

)2 

, (A.1) 

where x is the dummy variable corresponding to the grain diameter of different size classes, σ is the geometric standard 

deviation, and 

ˆ d e is the geometric mean of the grains: 

ˆ d e = 

n 

√ 

n ∏ 

i =1 

d e , i . (A.2) 

The PDF and the corresponding cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the grain size at two different moments ( t 0 and

t 1 ) are shown in Fig. A1 . As melting occurs between t 0 and t 1 , ˆ d e decreases, and the PDF curve changes correspondingly.

Note that the volume-averaged grain diameter d e is calculated by 

d e = 

3 

√ 

6 f e 

πn eq 
, (A.3) 

which is not equal to ˆ d e . For the current volume-average model, only a volume-averaged grain diameter can be obtained. In

this paper, ˆ d e is approximated by d e . A further assumption is made: the variation in d e and 

ˆ d e due to melting follows the

same trend, i.e. d( ̂  d e ) / dt ≈ d( d e ) / dt , which can be estimated by v Re . 
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